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“Alabama’s Public Wilderness: Reconstruction, Natural Resources, and the End of the 
Southern Commons, 1850-1905,” examines the environmental history of the longleaf pine forest in 
nineteenth-century Alabama. The research draws on newspapers and census reports, and the records 
of a federal land office in the state’s capitol. Once the domain of innumerable American Indian 
tribes, the public lands owned by the federal government became a common resource for a range of 
people in the antebellum period, used for foraging, grazing, and squatting. In the aftermath of the 
Civil War, Republican legislators passed the Southern Homestead Act, which reserved southern 
public lands – numbered at some 47-million acres in 1865 – for African Americans naturalized by 
the Fourteenth Amendment, and for small-scale white settlers. This experiment in promoting the 
Republican goal of “free soil” failed. Poor soil conditions and a wave of white backlash doomed the 
Act, and its repeal by ex-Confederate Democrats in 1876 opened these marginalized lands to direct 
purchase. Northern lumber companies came, bought much of the remaining public domain, and 
within two decades cut down the ancient longleaf forest. A new generation of scientific experts first 
promoted this economic development, and later raised concerns about the environmental 
devastation of poorly regulated logging. A once-great forest, with its original inhabitants removed, 
became a space for democracy, but the southern captains of industry privatized even these most 
rural places on the road to the Jim Crow Era.   
This dissertation argues that a pitched battle between the forces of industrial capitalism and 
egalitarian democracy took place not only in city centers or scientific laboratories, but in the “middle 
of nowhere.” In the nineteenth century, the public domain – an area cleared of its original 
inhabitants, then held-in-trust by the federal government, used but unsettled, and not owned in fee-
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simple by its citizens – became an arena where industrialists and citizens alike sought to bend natural 
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At the end of the Civil War a fierce debate raged over the redistribution of plantation lands 
to people emancipated from slavery. Once William Tecumseh Sherman issued General Field Order 
No. 15, freed people expected its promise of “forty acres and a mule” to become a reality in the 
wake of the Union general’s fiery march from upcountry Georgie to the eastern seaboard. The 
expectation spread quickly through slave communities across the U.S. South as the war concluded. 
After Lincoln’s assassination, President Andrew Johnson rescinded Sherman’s order and snatched 
those plantation lands from the hands of freed people. This riled radical Republican legislators who 
had planned to provide emancipated bondspersons with land from the public domain in the U.S. 
South, empowering them with “homesteads” on unsettled lands that they themselves could own. 
With Union victory secured in 1865, Republican legislators later passed the Southern Homestead 
Act of 1866, a radical attempt to distribute federal lands in a way that would democratize the public 
domain. 
Regarding land redistribution, most historians of America’s Reconstruction era have focused 
on the federal government’s supposed failure to break up the plantations for redistribution to the 
former slaves who worked those lands. These lands, however, never became the possession of 
former slaves, a clear marker of the war’s failure to deliver on widespread land redistribution. This 
dissertation looks instead at the remaining 8-million acres of public land in Alabama, a small, but 
representative portion of the 47-million acres of unsettled land scattered throughout the southern 
public land states in 1865.1 I study the impact of the Homestead Acts on the longleaf pine forest of 
south Alabama, in the counties of Baldwin, Clarke, Conecuh, Covington, Escambia, Mobile, 
                                                          
1 I use the phrase “southern public land states” to describe those states in the “Old Southwest,” which were 
created as public lands gifted by the claims of the original colonies to the territories. The “southern public 
land states” include Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Louisiana, and Mississippi.   
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Monroe, and Washington. The major rivers of this region – the Alabama and Tombigbee rivers that 
flow into the Mobile River Basin and Mobile Bay – bound together a host of peoples throughout the 
nineteenth century because of the many employment opportunities afforded by a cotton economy 
from field to ferry, and from production to port. The counties comprised a crucial, yet overlooked, 
battleground where the character of the modern U.S. South would be forged. I argue that after the 
Civil War, two sets of values clashed: the values of radical Reconstruction and democracy, on one 
hand, and those of the industrial capitalists who would come to represent the “New South,” on the 
other.   
The vast literature regarding the war and Reconstruction typically focuses on the political 
dimensions of the era, such as emancipation and voting rights. Others focus on social aspects, 
including family reunification or labor contracts. My project, however, hinges on the troubled 
history of one piece of legislation: the Southern Homestead Act of 1866.  
Paul W. Gates dedicated his long career to exploring public land legislation throughout U.S. 
history. Gates argued that federal homestead legislation attempted to command the natural 
environment over an expansive, ecologically diverse continent. But, as James C. Scott has shown in a 
later context, “seeing like a state” can obscure much. While Republican legislators sought to level the 
economic playing field with legislation to benefit poor farmers, especially freed people, they ignored 
the environmental realities of specific regions, while trying to impose blanket agricultural policies 
that engendered dire results. With the Southern Homestead Act of 1866, for example, they failed to 
realize that much of the public land in the U.S. South was “either heavily timbered or sandy barren,” 
as Gates noted.2 Another historian, Michael Lanza, examined the origin, creation, and 
                                                          
2 Paul Gates, “The Struggle for Land and the Irrepressable Conflict,” Political Science Quarterly, Vol. 66, No. 2 
(June 1951): 248-271; see also, Gates, “An Overview of American Land Policy,” Agricultural History, Vol. 50, 
No. 1, Bicentennial Symposium of American Agriculture (Jan. 1976): 213-229.   
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implementation of the Act. He emphasized the Republican Party’s agrarian outlook, which explains 
why the Homestead Acts restricted public land settlement to farmers, ignoring the many other uses 
that settlers might make of this land. The forested acres of southern Alabama proved inhospitable to 
homesteaders. But the region did offer abundant timber-- – and forest products such as turpentine 
and resin – the foundation of growing industries in the post-Civil War South. When the Southern 
Homestead Act failed to produce a region of independent yeoman farmers, the public lands were 
instead taken over by northern timber companies. When southern, conservative Democrats repealed 
the Southern Homestead Act, lumber companies and land speculators fueled the industrialization of 
the longleaf pineries, which required the dispossession of land from the lower classes, especially any 
people of color who had attained a homestead. Lumbermen removed the trees, but they 
unintentionally catalyzed a nascent campaign of environmentally-minded Americans in the process. 
Though the ancient forest was no longer, the experience produced new understandings regarding 
the importance of the nation’s sylvan resources. The land office’s struggle to control these forests 
from abusive exploitation convinced federal authorities that a new entity, the Division of Forestry 
(implemented in 1905), would be needed to better manage America’s forests.      
My research expands upon the literature of the Southern Homestead Act. It stretches the 
temporal boundaries of the Act’s history by exploring the creation of public lands out of Native 
hunting grounds in the case of Alabama’s portion of longleaf pines, the implementation of the Act’s 
regulations by land agents, and the impact of the timber companies who became the beneficiaries of 
numerous timber products from the southern public domain. The initial chapters show how 
legislators came to see homesteads as a positive good in society, at least according to Republicans. 
While sharing many of the agrarian values we associate with Jeffersonian democracy, northern and 
southern legislators disagreed about the proper role of the federal government in distributing public 
lands, one source of the sectional conflict that would lead to Civil War. Northern victory in that war 
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gave Republican legislators an opportunity to impose their free-soil policies on the South. Chapter 
Three assesses the operation of the Southern Homestead Act during Reconstruction, while Chapter 
Four shows how the Act’s repeal opened southern public lands to direct purchase by timber 
companies. As the social, economic, and environmental transformations of this region make clear, 
the market demands of capitalism in the New South affected even the most out-of-the-way places. 
By the turn of the twentieth century, a patchwork of local laws ensured the enclosure of a forest 
commons, but locally-oriented environmentalists concerned with the cutout of the forest recorded 
the consequences of rural timber and turpentine production in federal census reports, too. In the 
end, the forest became a privatized space that benefited absentee land owners and, ironically, 
hunters-on-holiday from the North and Mid-West, as is evidenced by numerous articles in the 
nature magazine Field and Forest.3    
Industrialization raised new issues in postwar public land controversies. As Reconstruction 
programs failed due to opposition from former-Confederates in the 1870s, leaders of the New South 
pursued pro-industrial policies as a solution to lingering economic stagnation. They embraced ideas 
of the region’s environmental “permanence,” as William D. Bryan has recently shown.4 To be sure, 
one of the greatest assets in the post-war South was its natural resources of timber, minerals, and 
water. In Alabama, alongside an incredible rise in the production of board feet from longleaf timber 
came the emergence of coal and mining companies who depended on resources buried within the 
landscape near modern-day Birmingham. Those companies – led by men with now-famous names in 
                                                          
3 Field and Forest eventually changed its name to Field and Stream, a magazine still in publication. This switch in 
title makes sense because the publication emerged in an era when much of America’s forests faced the 
skidders and saws of capitalized lumber companies who removed the forest from vast tracts of the national 
landscape, which created many “fields” in their place.  
4 William D. Bryan, The Price of Permanence: Nature and Business in the New South (Athens: University of Georgia 
Press, 2018).  
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Alabama, Henry Debardeleben and James Withers Sloss, for example – eventually earned the post-
war town of Birmingham two names: the “Magic City” and the “Pittsburgh of the South.”  
The first moniker testifies to the speed at which the city’s industrial production erupted; the 
second belies the massive production of pig iron and steel in the late-nineteenth century, along the 
lines of Pittsburgh’s steel industry. As the history of timbering and mining in the 1800s shows, 
industrialization transformed the southern countryside as state legislators attempted to draw a once 
agriculturally-driven economy into the nation’s increasingly industrial economy, both of which fed a 
growing global demand. The very pines lumbermen extracted and milled from the southern forest 
underscored urbanization, railroad construction, and fuel consumption. Not only were cities 
transforming in the Gilded Age; these transformations depended on control and power in rural 
spaces, too. 
While my project traces the rise and fall of democratizing legislation in the Civil War Era, 
and the subsequent impact of industrial capitalism on this region, it concludes by noting an emerging 
environmental consciousness, reflected in the career of German immigrant Charles Mohr. A resident 
of Mobile, he began as a pharmacist and naturalist, and he produced several reports and books that 
not only documented Alabama’s flora but also noted the natural loss that had accompanied, 
incidentally, the repeal of the Homestead Acts. Like Bryan’s work on natural resources and 
“permanence,” my project turns to the people of the southern region who were concerned about the 
destructive forces shaping this rapidly changing ecological system.    
But this history has yet to be properly contextualized because of the scant resources left 
behind by homesteaders and lumber companies alike.  To overcome this obstacle, I have scoured the 
records of the Montgomery Land Office, of remaining lumber company records, and local 
newspapers to augment the state government documents, Congressional debates, and federal 
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publications that typically accompany such a study.5 Though the Montgomery Land Office records 
are incomplete, they describe the final act of an environmental and economic transition where the 
interests of homesteaders collided with the aims of lumbermen. In at least one way, that collision 
occurred on the desks of land agents. The letters these agents returned to inquisitors illustrate the 
nature of land-office work and the problems, concerns, and tactics of those seeking to live and work 
on the public lands. The district land office records of Montgomery offer a window into local 
circumstances, but require a keen eye to parse the silences of the archives. In other words, land 
office records contain plenty of mundane details and clerical responsibilities, yet my purpose is to 
read between the lines to tell a story of environmental change, human dispossession, and capitalist 
market relations in a rural corner of Alabama.   
Also, the land office represented a federal institution embedded within a southern state that 
was long suspicious of federal intervention, and was just re-emerging from its identity as a member 
of the Confederacy. What did it mean to have federal agents transferring land to immigrants to 
Alabama in the antebellum era? How, in the immediate aftermath of a bloody war, would the state 
and the federal governments understand the status and future of southern land that remained under 
national control? In the broadest sense, I argue that the expansive U.S. nation state, empowered with 
scientific, high-modernist explanations, operated earlier than the twentieth century. This argument is 
not altogether new; historians have gestured in this direction, but I plan to fashion this argument 
into a finer point. While James C. Scott explored the high-modernist explanations of federal projects 
in the twentieth century in Seeing Like a State (1998), he has expanded that analysis to pre-modern 
                                                          
5 Previous historians, such as Michael Lanza and others, have relied on the records of the General Land 
Office in Washington, D.C., to describe the implementation of the Southern Homestead Act. My project 
focuses on the records of a single district land office in Alabama to gain an “on the ground” perspective of 
establishing homesteads in the longleaf region of south Alabama.    
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times and across continents as well.6 This is to say that the National Government of the United 
States operated under the guise of high modernism even in the 1800s, regardless of its effectiveness 
in achieving any prescribed goal. Put simply, the federal government’s district land offices 
symbolized federal power, but they appeared weak and inept at controlling unsettled spaces. While 
the Civil War vastly increased the scope of federal power, the shortcomings of the government’s 
Reconstruction efforts clearly point to its limits.  
This dissertation is, therefore, concerned with conceptions of “space” and “place” in U.S. 
history. I came to this project through personal experiences in the forests of Alabama where I often 
considered how people can be in the “middle-of-nowhere,” and somehow still operate as citizens. 
How would anyone know the happenings deep within a forest? Maroon societies of runaway slaves 
inhabited the woods and enslaved preachers performed illicit marriage ceremonies, all under the 
noses of many plantation owners in the 1700s and early 1800s. Federal land agents struggled to 
know exactly where lines on survey pages fell on the forest floor in the nineteenth century. To put it 
simply, the forest was lost.7  
When settling on my subject, I chose a location within the state that was isolated, consisted 
of infertile soils, and a vast forest – even today – even if it is one that timber companies re-planted 
in the twentieth century. The project seemed unwieldy and hard to prove with the limited resources 
available. E.O. Wilson has argued for decades that the biological diversity of the Mobile River Basin 
                                                          
6 James C. Scott’s wealth of scholarship has greatly influenced my outlook on modern nation-states, 
government power, and the ability of the powerless to become powerful in state-to-citizen relations. See 
James C. Scott, Seeing Like a State: How Certain Schemes to Improve the Human Condition have Failed (New Haven: 
Yale University Press, 1998); Scott, Weapons of the Weak: Everyday Forms of Peasant Resistance (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1987); Scott, Against the Grain: A Deep History of the Earliest States (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 2017); and Scott, The Art of Not Being Governed: An Anarchist History of Upland Southeast Asia 
(New haven: Yale University Press, 2010). 




in southwestern Alabama is “America’s Amazon.” But few scholars have noticed the human 
diversity that exists across the region. AfricaTown, USA, is located a few miles north of Mobile. Its 
inhabitants landed near the port city on the last slave ship to hit U.S. shores in 1859, the Clotilde. 
Cudjo Lewis was one of the few remaining Africans still living in the small, preserved town. He died 
in 1935. Save the much-needed scholarship produced by Sylviane A. Diouf, few scholars have 
recognized the importance of a sustained African community in Alabama.8 Add to this the existence 
of the Poarch Band of Creek Indians, located in Escambia County, several miles northeast of 
AfricaTown. This band of descendants from the historic Upper and Lower Creeks of the region 
gained federal recognition as a Native nation only in the 1960s. Today, the tribe is the only group 
with gaming rights within the state of Alabama. I chose this region from a twenty-first century 
perspective and the project stands to make a substantial contribution to several literatures, to be 
explored below.9  
My first chapter demonstrates how the national land system’s creation of public lands 
required the dispossession of Upper and Lower Creeks who already inhabited the region. In 
addition, it shows how agricultural migrants marginalized large portions of that domain by passing 
them by for more fertile farms in the Black Belt and Tennessee Valley regions. The second chapter 
recounts the massive expansion of the nation’s public holdings after the Mexican-American War and 
the Congressional debates that followed about that land’s disposal through railroad land grants, 
                                                          
8 While historians admire Andrew Zimmerman’s Alabama in Africa: Booker T. Washington, the German Empire, 
and the Globalization of the New South (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2010), Sylviane A. Diouf’s books 
deserve similar praise. See Diouf, Slavery’s Exiles: The Story of the American Maroons (New York: New York 
University Press, 2014); and Diouf, Dreams of Africa in Alabama: The Slave Ship Clotilda and the story of the last 
Africans Brought to America (New York: Oxford University Press, 2007).  
9 Several scholars works relate to Mobile. Harriet E. Amos Doss, Cotton City: Urban Development in Antebellum 
Mobile (Tuscaloosa: The University of Alabama Press, 1985); Michael Fitzgerald, Urban Emancipation: Popular 
Politics in Reconstruction Mobile, 1860-1890 (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 2002); Michael W. 
Fitzgerald, Reconstruction in Alabama: From Civil War to Redepmtion in the Cotton South (Baton Rouge: Louisiana 
State University Press, 2017). 
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squatter rights, cheap land rates, swamp-land grants, and “graduated” land rates. It also describes the 
development of Republican public land policies, which became enshrined in law during the Civil 
War and Reconstruction. The third chapter describes how land agent’s implemented homestead 
legislation locally in Alabama from 1866 to 1876, including the problems associated with record 
keeping, environmental hazards, and timber depredations. This chapter also explores the 
centralization of Alabama’s land offices, an important aspect of homestead attainment during 
Reconstruction. The reconstitution of Alabama’s state government in the 1860s and 70s, with all the 
supposed trappings of national loyalty, ultimately allowed for the re-emergence of Confederate 
sympathizers in the state house. As I explore in the fourth chapter, these conservative southerners 
repealed the Southern Homestead Act in 1876, which unleashed an economic and environmental 
transition throughout the longleaf pine forest. In the 1880s, the option of direct purchase – that is, 
the ability to purchase public lands without the “restrictions” of homestead legislation – all but 
removed poor farmers, black and white, from the economic equation because they could not 
compete with heavily financed timber companies. Indeed, a forest-subsistence economy became 
untenable for the region’s mid-century inhabitants. The fifth chapter concludes with the emergence 
of a lettered scientific community concerned with natural loss while extensive credit networks sent 
public land into the accounts of companies, lawyers, and stockholders. Lastly, the fifth chapter will 
explore these lands that had been transitioned from public land to private property, then to a 
hunter’s paradise, which is documented in Field and Forest at the turn of the twentieth century.    
 In the broadest sense, this project about the role of the federal land office in mediating the 
conflicting demands of egalitarian democracy and acquisitive capitalism will offer a new way to 
understand the enormous changes that occurred in the post-Civil War South, especially rural spaces. 
The nation’s failure to create a more just and equal society after the end of slavery can be seen in the 
intertwined history of public land policy, industrialization, and environmental change. The meaning 
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of property, the community’s relationship to its forests, and the nature of the land itself all changed 
drastically, and this should be considered a significant legacy of the Reconstruction era. 
Furthermore, this episode in the history of Reconstruction shows how capitalist market relations 
required the incorporation – or annihilation – of even the most out-of-the-way spaces. In fact, a 
white-supremacist logic required the ouster of African Americans from independent homesteads in 
remote rural areas. In public places, African Americans became more susceptible to false accusation, 
vagrancy laws, sundown towns, lynching parades, debtors’ prisons, and the legalized violence of the 
Jim Crow era.  
Since the mid-nineteenth century, marginalized spaces have provided industrialists with 
natural resources imbedded within America’s diverse, rural landscapes. To be sure, the existence of 
lawless lands – where pockets of frontier-style, forest-subsistence economies persevered unevenly – 
threatened the very sovereignty, authority, and order intended by the United States. The Industrial 
Revolution complicated these once unwanted lands. Whether following the steam ship or the 
railroad, investors and entrepreneurs ventured westward across the continent, but also sought to 
find money-making opportunities along the way. Yet individual citizens – not to mention those 
outside the confines of American citizenship – encountered the same natural landscape of common 
lands and resources, but they could not compete with bigger businesses when it came to selling 
nature in the late 1800s. Even today, whether drawing oil from the depths of oceans, building 
pipelines through rural (and sometimes sacred) spaces, mining minerals from rocky formations, or 
felling trees from forests, the tension between democracy and capitalism continues to pit ideals of 
individualized equal access to resources against the corporate privatization of nature.   
My dissertation argues that a pitched battle between the forces of industrial capitalism and 
egalitarian democracy took place not only in city centers or scientific laboratories, but in the “middle 
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of nowhere.” In the nineteenth century, the public domain – an area cleared of its original 
inhabitants, then held-in-trust by the federal government, used but unsettled, and not owned in fee-
simple by its citizens – became an arena where industrialists and citizens alike sought to bend natural 
resources, namely land, lumber, and minerals, to their own economic benefits.  
--- 
Paul Gates examined the public land policies of the United States for much of his 
extraordinary career, which spanned from the 1930s to 1990s.10 According to Gates, public land 
policy dictated the dispersion of federal lands into the hands of settlers, speculators, and 
corporations. Land was the first in a long line of resources to be consumed by American citizens and 
American businesses. Land agents – “registers” and “receivers” – faced the enormous task of 
administrating the disposal of public lands by land warrants, military bounties, and financed or direct 
sales, with all the paperwork to boot. On one hand, registers stood as the highest authority over 
public lands surrounding a local land office. They directed potential purchasers to lands, made 
decisions over conflicting land claims, and bore most of the responsibility within the office. 
Receivers, on the other hand, handled the money. Acting as accountants, basically, they recorded 
sales, established credit terms, and attempted to keep accurate records. Both the register and the 
receiver relied on the field notes of surveyors to convert the landscape into an intelligible map. 
However, surveyors struggled to cross the landscape in a timely fashion. They performed the 
cartographic duties of locating meridian lines and noting distances, for instance, between waterways, 
swamps, or bluffs along the way. Such an abstraction of the actual landscape to a cartographic figure 
disregarded the inequities of force and finance among the people, the governments, and the 
                                                          
10 Paul Wallace Gates, History of Public Land Law Development (Washington, D.C.: For sale by the Supt. Of 
Docs, U.S. Government Printing Office, 1968); Gates, “Federal Land Policies in the Southern Public Land 
States,” Agricultural History, Vol. 53, No. 1, Southern Agriculture Since the Civil War: A Symposium (Jan., 
1979): 206-227; Gates, The Rape of Indian Lands (New York: Arno Press, 1979).  
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corporations at play, not to mention the reality of the landscape. Though “the state” would have to 
enforce equality where people lived, its legislators could also choose to boost those businesses which 
sought out and acquired nature, all in the name of good government and a balanced budget. The 
state had to choose one over the other, ultimately.11  
In the early-national period, tensions between the national government of the United States 
and the various state governments proliferated. Though those conflicts remained small and often led 
to “compromises” instead of secession and Civil War, the administration and disposal of the public 
domain fostered fierce debates among state representatives in both houses of Congress. Legislators 
attempted to ensure an orderly, if not fair, process of land settlement in the nineteenth century. 
Instead of “seeing like a state,” the process they instigated might be better described as “stumbling 
through the dark like a state.”12 In effect, institutional authority waned in the countryside and 
complicated what legislators envisioned as a simple process of settlement. It would prove easier to 
show state force with soldiers, as the Civil War demonstrated, than with state land agents bent on 
fulfilling national policies.  
The Republican Party’s emergence, catalyzed by Lincoln’s presidential victory in 1860 and 
Confederate defeat in the Civil War, convinced the Party’s more radical members to promote and 
ratify several acts of Congressional legislation in an attempt to ensure human equality after 
emancipation. The Homestead Acts, legislators presumed, would provide economic security and a 
                                                          
11 Harold Dunham, Government Handout: A Study in the Administration of the Public Lands, 1875-1891 (New York: 
Da Capo Press, 1970; Originally published by Dunham in 1941); Michael Lanza, Agrarianism and Reconstruction 
Politics: The Southern Homestead Act (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1990), 5-6. See also Neil 
Canaday, Charles Reback, and Kristin Stowe, “Race and Local Knowledge: New Evidence from the Southern 
Homestead Act,” Journal of Black Political Economy 42 (2015): 399-413. Erin Mauldin’s forthcoming book, 
Unredeemed Lands is, perhaps, a standout among histories of the environment, the Civil War, and 
Reconstruction, not to mention other works such as Lisa Brady’s War Upon the Land: Military Strategy and the 
Transformation of Southern Landscapes during the American Civil War (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 2012).  
12 This play on words uses James Scott’s title – Seeing Like a State – as a play on words, i.e. “stumbling through 
the dark like a state.” Scott, Seeing Like a State.  
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basis for full citizenship for all men regardless of race, if only such a daunting task of land for all 
could be achieved.13 Homestead legislation had environmental problems as its developers geared the 
bill toward agricultural production. This left places with infertile soils, ones inundated by water or 
covered by thick forest, for example, as poor options for any farmer who wished to benefit from the 
homestead bill. As historians have noted, these problems restricted the immediate success of 
homestead legislation.14  
The environment, however, was not the biggest obstacle to the Southern Homestead Act of 
1866. This revolution in American democracy had been halted by the reentry of southern 
conservatives into party politics in the later 1870s. Almost immediately after the Civil War, violent 
reprisals from those affiliated with the emerging but yet-to-be-centralized Ku Klux Klan threatened 
and harassed African-Americans. Plus, white Americans eventually became disillusioned with 
Reconstructing recalcitrant southerners, not to mention that the African-American labor force that 
Republicans envisioned after emancipation did not materialize in the way they thought it would.15 
African Americans rarely fit the distorted visions of their white contemporaries in the nineteenth 
century. Southern contemporaries complained of the unconstitutionality, corruption, or impotence 
of federal force, even while criticizing a supposedly tyrannical federal government. But if the 
national government’s muscle was so potent, then why did the dream of civic equality take another 
century for civil rights legislation to occur? Of course, the Republicans lost interest in pressing 
matters of equality. Not only did Republicans and Democrats come to a compromise over their 
                                                          
13 “The Homestead Acts” refers to the Homestead Act of 1862 and the Southern Homestead Act of 1866. 
14 See Michael L. Lanza, Agrarianism and Reconstruction Politics: The Southern Homestead Act (Baton Rouge: 
Louisiana State University Press, 1990).  
15 Heather Scott Richardson, West from Appomattox: The Reconstruction of America after the Civil War (New Haven: 
Yale University Press, 2008).  
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shared interest in white supremacy, as David Blight has argued, they also chose capitalism as the 
frame by which to house this national economic reunion.16  
As Elliot West has suggested, Reconstruction was part of a much more comprehensive 
nation-building project. In The Last Indian War, West argues that the process of reforming the nation 
began with national expansion during the Mexican-American War in 1848 and ended when the final 
tribe, the Nez Perce, was finally subdued by federal troops in the West in the early 1880s. Spanning 
some forty years, this interpretation of Reconstruction informs my study of the Southern 
Homestead Act in Alabama’s longleaf pine forest.  
There are many connections between the regions West and South. To name just two, both 
the deep South and all the West (save Texas) were subject to the authority of the General Land 
Office and national public land policy. Secondly, the incorporation of the American West and re-
incorporation of the U.S. South recreated the nation. At stake in shifting public land policies was the 
question of whether democratic egalitarianism or acquisitive capitalism would drive the nation’s 
future. This project provides a case study to explain how the latter set of values came to triumph 
within the temporal boundaries of West’s “Greater Reconstruction.”17  
Recent historians of capitalism have focused heavily on agriculture, slavery, and cotton 
production in antebellum times, including Walter Johnson, Edward Baptist, and Sven Beckert. 
Steven Stoll’s most recent book Ramp Hollow also demonstrates the elements of capitalism – mainly 
dispossession – that not only attended the experience of commoners in Appalachia but is also 
representative of peasant communities globally. Not unrelated to the experiences in the southern 
                                                          
16 David Blight, Race and Reunion: The Civil War in American Memory (Cambridge: The Belknap Press of Harvard 
University Press, 2001). Also, the question I posed regarding meaningful civil rights legislation comes from 
Eric Foner’s interpretation of the Reconstruction era as an “unfinished revolution.” See Foner, Reconstruction: 
America’s Unfinished Revolution, 1863-1877 (New York: Harper & Row Publishers, 1988).  
17 Elliott West, The Last Indian War: The Nez Perce Story (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009).  
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longleaf, the emergent New South faced similar forces, such as industrial expansion, natural resource 
accumulation, and urbanization. Where historians of the Gilded Age generally turn to cotton mills, 
skyscrapers, and manufacturing plants to describe industrial capitalism, for example, my project 
shifts to the most rural spaces to describe the supply side of industrial capitalism – where the raw 
materials that fueled urbanization came from. My project explores the forest of trees that became 
framing for urban tenements. In the Gilded Age, industrialization emerged so visibly in the form of 
railroads, mines, coal camps, convict-lease pens, and timber mills. My project takes a step toward 
revealing the continuity of expanding capitalist market relations, including the shocking amount of 
force employed, which, I argue, is a major theme of U.S. history.18  
My interest in the power of rural transformation has brought me into contact with the works 
of accomplished scholars of America’s public commons. By focusing on common resources in New 
England, Richard Judd describes the connection between common resources, land use, and 
conservationism in rural New England. As mentioned above, Stoll’s scholarship on mountaineers in 
Appalachia untangles the complicated process of attaining mineral- and surface-rights to West 
Virginia’s landscape, which provides deep insight into the imbroglio of land claims in the southern 
public land states. Kathryn Newfont’s Blue Ridge Commons is also an inspiration; I look to Newfont’s, 
Judd’s, and Stoll’s work to identify a vocabulary to use in describing rural changes. In addition, 
works more focused on the longleaf pine forest – Bert Way’s Conserving Southern Longleaf and William 
Jones’s The Tribe of Black Ulysses – offer this project learned perspectives from which to draw. Of 
                                                          
18 For the cotton-industrial complex, see Edward Baptist, The Half has Never Been Told: Slavery and the Making of 
American Capitalism (New York: Basic Books, 2016); Walter Johnson, River of Dark Dreams: Slavery and Empire in 
the Cotton Kingdom (Cambridge: The Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 2013); and Sven Beckert, 
Empire of Cotton: A Global History (New York: Vintage Books, a Division of Penguin Random House, LLC, 
2014). For the convict-lease system, see Matthew J. Mancini, One Dies, Get Another: Convict Leasing in the 
American South, 1866-1928 (Columbia: University of South Carolina Press, 1996); and Alex Lichtenstein, Twice 
the Work of Free Labor: The Political Economy of Convict Labor in the New South (New York: Verso, 1996).  
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course, broader works on environmental history, Bill Cronon’s work specifically, has proven 
essential to my understanding of the complex relationships between humans and the environment.19  
As for Reconstruction historiography, Eric Foner’s comprehensive and long-lasting 
interpretations in Reconstruction: America’s Unfinished Revolution, 1863-1877, will establish the contours 
of Reconstruction policies, particularly on the national level. For the establishment of the 
Republican Party, I use Foner’s first book Free Soil, Free Labor, Free Men. More nuanced accounts like 
Michael Fitzgerald’s The Union League Movement in the Deep South, Mark Summers’s Railroads, 
Reconstruction, and the Gospel of Prosperity, and Sarah Woolfolk Wiggins’s The Scalawag in Alabama Politics 
deal directly with conditions in Alabama in the decade following the Civil War. Beyond Republican 
politics, books on freed people in Alabama will attest to the processes and problems freed people 
faced in attempting to homestead. Claude Oubre’s Forty Acres and a Mule, as well as Debra Reid and 
Evan Bennett’s Beyond Forty Acres and a Mule, grapple with the history of African-American land 
ownership in the South in the postbellum era. I will argue that while Reconstruction policy was 
limited by both the human and natural environments in the South, certain economic policies – ones 
that favored industrial production over individual rights – laid a foundation for industrial 
development that remained in place into the twentieth century.20          
                                                          
19 Richard Judd, Common Lands, Common People: The Origins of Conservation in Northern New England (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press, 1997); Steven Stoll, Ramp Hollow: The Ordeal of Appalachia (New York: Hill and 
Wang, 2017); Kathryn Newfont, Blue Ridge Commons: Environmental Activism and Forest History in Western North 
Carolina (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 2012); Albert Way, Conserving Southern Longleaf: Herbert Stoddard 
and the Rise of Ecological Land Management (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 2011); William P. Jones, The 
Tribe of Black Ulysses: ; William Cronon, “The Trouble with Wilderness: Or, Getting Back to the Wrong 
Nature,” Environmental History, Vol. 1, No. 1 (1994); Bill Finch, Beth Maynor Young, Rhett Johnson, and John 
C. Hall, Longleaf, As Far As the Eye Can See: A New Vision of North America’s Richest Forest (Chapel Hill: 
University of North Carolina Press, 2012); Lawrence S. Earley, Looking for Longleaf: The Rise and Fall of an 
American Forest (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2005).  
20 Eric Foner, Reconstruction: America’s Unfinished Revolution, 1863-1877 (New York: Harper and Row Publishers, 
1988); Michael Fitzgerald, The Union League Movement in the Deep South: Politics and Agricultural Change during 
Reconstruction (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1989); Mark W. Summers, Railroads, 
Reconstruction, and the Gospel of Prosperity: Aid under the Radical Republicans, 1865-1877 (Princeton, NJ: Princeton 
University Press, 1984); Sarah Woolfolk Wiggins, The Scalawag in Alabama Politics, 1865-1881 (Tuscaloosa: The 
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Two foundational works on the history of the postbellum South deserve mention here: C. 
Vann Woodward’s Origins of the New South and Ed Ayers’s Promise of the New South. Woodward argued, 
in part, that a colonial economy siphoned off the South’s rich natural resources as northern 
investors and businesses invested heavily in southern industry. Writing about the southern timber 
industry might very well confirm what Woodward asserted over half a century ago, yet I have found 
that southerners themselves participated in the emerging lumber industry of the late 1800s as 
workers and, sometimes, as investors. Ayers is indebted to Woodward in certain ways, but his book 
emphasizes diverse cultures brewing in the South after Reconstruction. In the spirit of Ayers’s book, 
I intend to show the variety of cultural elements percolating in the south Alabama longleaf pine 
forest. In addition to the aforementioned book from William Jones, this project is heavily reliant on 
James Fickle’s Green Gold: Alabama’s Forests and Forest Industries as a guide to the numerous timber 
companies who sought southern pines.21   
For an environmental component, this project deals most directly with two longstanding 
debates within the field. For one, to suggest that Native Americans and European and African 
migrants all used the forests indicates that the “wilderness” of south Alabama had been subject to 
human forces for millennia. As environmentalists continue to praise ideas of a wilderness 
undamaged by human hands, such as the admonition to “leave no trace,” they erase the historical 
relationship between humans and nature, as Cronon has argued. Tangled up in intellectual traditions 
reaching as far back as Biblical times, or, for Americanists, back to the frontier myth offered by 
                                                          
University of Alabama Press, 1971); Claude Oubre, Forty Acres and a Mule: The Freedmen’s Bureau and Black Land 
Ownership (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State Press, 1978); Debra A. Reid and Evan P. Bennett, eds. Beyond Forty 
Acres and a Mule: African American Landowning Families since Reconstruction (Gainesville: University Press of 
Florida, 2012).  
21 C. Vann Woodward, Origins of the New South, 1877-1913 (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 
1951). Ed Ayers, The Promise of the New South: Life after Reconstruction (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1992); 
Jones, William P. The Tribe of Black Ulysses: African American Lumber Workers in the Jim Crow South (Urbana-
Champaign: University of Illinois Press, 2005); James Fickle, Green Gold: Alabama’s Forests and Forest Industries 
(Tuscaloosa: University of Alabama Press, 2015).  
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Frederick Jackson Turner in the 1890s, the wilderness ideal has mystified relationships between 
humans and nature. “The Trouble with Wilderness,” as Bill Cronon sees it, is that this obfuscation 
privileges places we imagine as non-human and makes less remarkable, and thus less important, the 
mundane interactions humans have with their everyday environments.22 For the sake of this project, 
I am examining Alabama’s pine forest as a human place, not necessarily as a cathedral for spiritual 
worship, or as an abundant landscape untouched by the corruptive hands of human civilization. 
When using the term “wilderness,” I mean to indicate a place that had not yet succumbed to mass 
economic production followed by ecological transformation. In the second half of the nineteenth 
century, the southern pine forest that had previously been inhabited and used by numerous peoples, 
transitioned to a site of lumber production for a burgeoning global market. As a consequence, 
existing human relationships with the land changed. The economic suction that pulled local 
environments into national, international, and global markets substantially changed the landscape, 
which transformed the cultural ties that connected humans to the surrounding landscape.23  
The second debate concerns the woods of southwest Alabama as an environment used in 
common, perhaps at different times and places, between people of multiple origins. Central to this 
study is the examination of traditional uses of the commons – of river, swamp, and forest usage – 
and how economic changes transformed local customs. To turn this land to homesteads or to the 
site of lumber production caused a disruption in traditional uses of the commons. Alongside the 
emergence of lumber companies in the late 1800s and early 1900s, state and federal lawmen charged 
with managing southern natural resources ignored and undermined longstanding traditions of forest 
                                                          
22 William Cronon, “The Trouble with Wilderness: Or, Getting back to the Wrong nature,” in Environmental 
History, Vol. 1, No. 1 (Jan., 1996): 16.  
23 Louis S. Warren, The Hunter’s Game: Poachers and Conservationists in Twentieth-Century America (New Haven: 
Yale University Press, 1997), 16. Warren uses the term “extra-local” to indicate a host of outside influences, 




usage. All of this is to say that land use, particularly in the commons, was in a state of flux for the 
entire nineteenth century. This project engages with this academic conversation, including the 
sustainability of the commons – what Garret Hardin once referred to as “the tragedy of the 
commons.” To Hardin, there was no such thing as a sustainable commons, he theorized, as human 
inclinations inevitably lent themselves to taking more than one’s share from a common resource, 
thus sapping the viability from a prolonged commons.24 Louis S. Warren has pushed back on this 
notion in The Hunter’s Game. In contrast, he stresses the local systems of usage over the theoretical 
construction of commons owned by all.25 Just as Warren studied the effects of state and federal 
conservation authorities on wildlife, my project includes consideration of how locals and “extra-
local” authorities interacted regarding the forest.26   
This dissertation shows that as industrialists reached even into the most inhospitable regions 
of the countryside for minerals or lumber, they drove out the democratic ideals that Republican 
congressmen attempted to graft onto the map of the public domain after emancipation. 
Furthermore, capitalism’s expansion stamped out subsistence economies. This economic revolution 
changed nature drastically, especially considering the rampant, unwieldly, and corporate production 
typical of Gilded Age industrialism. The industrial consumption of common resources produced, 
inadvertently, a professional class of environmentally-minded conservationists. They built a 
                                                          
24 Garret Hardin, “The Tragedy of the Commons,” Science, Vol. 162 (Dec., 13, 1968): 1243-1248.  
25 Warren, The Hunter’s Game, 16. 
26 Other works of environmental history that influence this work are as follows: William Cronon, Nature’s 
Metropolis: Chicago and the Great West (New York: W.W. Norton and Company, 1991); Cronon, Changes in the 
Land: Indians, Colonists, and the Ecology of New England (New York: Hill and Wang, 1983); Jack Temple Kirby, 
Poquosin: A Study of Rural Landscape and Society (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1995); Megan 
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movement to reduce consumption and conserve natural resources for the future, which proposed a 
scheme of forest management that would ensure the survival of industrial capitalism in the 
countryside.  
In short, the seeds of modernization sprouted in the nineteenth century. This project seeks 
to capture these huge movements whirring in the nineteenth-century air and use them to 
contextualize a local story of political, social, and environmental change in the Gulf South’s ancient 
longleaf pine forest. The range of the forest spread from Virginia to Texas. Trees – not cotton – 
covered the southern landscape. The majority of Alabama was forest before, during, and after the 
nineteenth century. In fact, James Fickle argues that the state supports more trees now than it did in 
the 1800s.27  
This dissertation is about much more than Alabama’s southern forest lands. It is about a 
common episode in the global history of the commons, private property, and land use. All events in 
history are different, of course, as the circumstances of time and space shape human relationships. 
Rather than think of the following manuscript as a local history, it should be considered a lesson in 
the interaction of capitalism and egalitarian democracy over this rural place in Alabama, and its place 
in world history. Such a perspective will, I hope, help common people to better understand the 
intricacies of economy, race, nature, and society, which constitute the modern world.  
  
                                                          
27 Fickle, Green Gold, 4-5.  
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Chapter 1: Into the Wilderness 
 
Introduction 
In the early 1800s, the St. Stephens land office – the first manifestation of a U.S. institution 
in what would become the state of Alabama – operated from an old Spanish fort next to the 
Tombigbee River. Newcomers had been here before; American Indians hunted over the region for 
centuries. European imperialists had attempted to settle the Gulf coast with an enslaved African 
labor force. Entrepreneurial Americans, many of them farmers, arrived at the St. Stephens land 
office and found the land for sale consisted of a vast, mixed forest of pine, oak, and cypress 
varieties. Their tree trunks sunk into sandy soils. The landscape was interrupted intermittently by 
bogs, creeks, and meandering rivers. As pioneers came with all they had, including bondspeople, 
they preferred the more fertile lands in the Black Belt and Tennessee River Valley regions, in the 
central and northern portions of Alabama, respectively, instead of the forest of the Coastal Plain. 
Incoming U.S. settlers marginalized what they thought a swampy, untamed “wilderness.”28  
In the early U.S.-national period of the 1800s, the longleaf region became contested space 
for those dependent on the common-use, longleaf forest. Cattle drovers, for instance, used the 
forest, its canebrakes and grassy understory, as an “open range” for free-roaming cattle. The forest 
also provided a perfect hideout for bandits, outlaws, American Indians, and runaway slaves. Small 
settlements appeared alongside waters accessible by steamboat and farmer communities emerged in 
                                                          
28 The literature on “wilderness” in U.S. history is vast, but should begin with William Cronon’s intrepid 
article, “The Trouble with Wilderness: Or, Getting Back to the Wrong Nature,” Environmental History 1, No. 1 
(Jan. 1996): 7-28. In this critique of modern environmentalism, Cronon argues that to imagine the wilderness 
as essentially non-human is to misunderstand it, as humans have been intricately involved in shaping their 
surrounding environment. For the traditional book on the topic of “wilderness,” see Roderick Nash, 
Wilderness in the American Mind (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1967).  
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patches near an abundance of riverways. Much of south Alabama’s longleaf pine belt functioned as a 
de facto forest common for those who could survive the malarial spells, the humid summers, the 
natural fires, and the threat of hurricanes.29 Alabama had become part of the Mississippi Territory in 
1798 and the U.S. government conferred statehood to the population, a sister-state status equal to 
that of the original thirteen colonies, in 1817. In that same year, St. Stephens became the state’s first 
capitol.  
Though this longleaf forest had been formed by evolutionary forces, settled by American 
Indians, and claimed by Europeans, its status as a U.S. state brought new laws and new people, 
which upset the standing balance of powers in the late 1700s. As the U.S. expanded its land claims 
after the American Revolution, the national government carved states from what it considered a 
public domain. Public land, of course, had to be created, which required the dispossession of the 
lands held by the state’s original Native inhabitants: Creeks, Choctaws, and Cherokees. If told from 
the perspective of Choctaw or Creek Country – both long-established land users in the longleaf pine 
belt – U.S. expansion revealed the unforgiving nature of a violent migration that secured the 
expulsion of most, but not all, of the region’s American Indians. U.S. settlers displaced Native 
cultures, federal troops warred with and against Creeks, and the government enacted a terrifying 
removal experience.30   
                                                          
29 For an instructive book on the idea of “forest commons,” see Kathryn Newfont, Blue Ridge Commons: 
Environmental Activism and Forest History in Western North Carolina (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 2012).  
30 Encyclopedia of Alabama, s.v. “Old St. Stephens,” by Herbert J. Lewis. See Frederick Jackson Turner, The 
Frontier in American History (New York: Henry Holt, 1920); Herbert Bolton, The Spanish Borderlands: A Chronicle 
of old Florida and the Southwest (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1921). Frederick Jackson Turner’s “Frontier 
Thesis” surmised that the frontier set the U.S. apart from the Old World and was the source of American 
democracy as its citizens pushed westward across the continent. Bolton disagreed, favoring the northward 
march of the Spanish empire in the western hemisphere over the westward march of Anglo civilization across 




As Alabama’s political representatives went to Washington over the course of the 
antebellum era, they participated directly in shaping conversations about land use in the committees 
dedicated to public land policy. In that age, speculators and banks were the villains; plantation 
owners and small-time farmers appeared as brave men. As land officers untangled land claims given 
by previous European authorities, Congressmen grappled over questions regarding the national 
debt, land warrants for soldiers, and the use of federal domain for internal improvements. That 
conversation would change at mid-century, yet by exposing the roots of the formation of Alabama 
as a southern public land state and its interaction with the national government, one sees how 
complex and ever-changing land policies converged with nascent industrialization, new political 
parties, and the rise of slavery as intractable problems for the young nation.   
Thus, the legal system attempted to dictate the process of settlement for American citizens, 
but human action and environmental contingencies often hindered its attempt to control the 
landscape. St. Stephens, for example, never became a prominent plantation region and the town had 
been mostly deserted by the postwar era. The sandy soils of the pine forest did not appeal to the 
wealthy, white landowners who came to dominate the region politically. By mid-century the old fort 
had been abandoned and land offices appeared in more popular districts in Greenville, Elba, and 
Mobile where the plantation economy could function more efficiently with slave labor. As a result, 
the public land that remained in Alabama after the Civil War – some 8 million acres – was situated in 
the marginalized landscapes of forests, swamps, and uplands. These sections of the landscape were 
in the less populated and more isolated regions between Mobile and the Black Belt. Many of these 
rural-yet-public sites contained natural resources such as timber, coal, salt, and mineral ores, which 
would become increasingly valuable commodities in the postwar period. Once the natural holdings 
of unwanted lands became clear later in the 1800s, thanks to the help of early scientific observations 
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and global economic shifts in cotton production, this land became valuable to prospective 
purchasers from inside and outside the region.  
Land agents stood at the center of conflicts between federal and state governments, as well 
as between homesteaders, lumbermen, and industrialists after the Civil War who sought economic 
success from exploiting the bounty of  the public lands. After describing how the landscape of 
Alabama took shape in deep time and briefly explaining the events of European exploration, this 
chapter will detail the manifestation of the U.S. land system as it occurred in the southern public 
land state of Alabama.31 Though only a small piece of a larger puzzle, the process of settlement in 
Alabama reflected the larger controversies that not only affected this public land state, but also 
contributed to changes in national land policy that would affect the settlement of future public land 
states as well, especially in the American West. The chapter will explain, also, how a quarter of 
Alabama’s land mass remained public, and thus subject to federal authority, when the battered 
nation came apart and reformed again after the Civil War.     
 
The Environmental and Human Context of the Territory that became Alabama 
The soils of Alabama formed over many million years (see Figure 1). As crustal plates 
rubbed, crashed, and pulled apart, it caused lifts and falls in the earth’s floor. Some crustal collisions 
brought reef systems, volcanic islands, and subtropical waters, all of which left various mineral 
deposits. Over 300-million years ago, the formation of the supercontinent Pangea caused the rise of 
the Appalachian Mountains as plate collisions pushed the land upward. This rise created a shallow  
                                                          
31 The “southern public land states” include Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Louisiana, and Mississippi. I use the 
phrase “southern public land state” to describe those states in the “Old Southwest,” which were created as 




Figure 1. Alabama Soils. 
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ocean to form over much of Alabama. As Pangea pulled apart, the ancient shoreline receded, which 
left biological matter to eventually form into limestone caves, coal seams, and hematite ore 
formations. Scientists point to a geographic Fall Line that divides Alabama’s mountainous region 
from the Gulf Coastal Plain. It was the border between where some lands had risen, and others had 
fallen in deep time. The Fall Line starts southward from the state’s northwestern corner, turns 
eastward near the state’s center where it eventually meets the eastern border near present-day Lee 
County. Much of the mineral wealth of Alabama lay above the Fall Line in the central part of the 
state (near the present-day city of Birmingham), but an abudance of timber dominated the southern 
portion of the state. It was not a homogenous forest; the longleaf region contained loblolly, slash, 
and shortleaf pines, as well as oaks, cypress, and other tree species. In between these regions was an 
incredibly rich, dark, and fertile soil that made a sickle-like swath across the counties of Dallas, 
Greene, Hale, Lowndes, Montgomery, Perry, and Sumter. This region became known as the Black 
Belt because of the dark tones in these fertile soils. Further south, land became flatter and more 
depressed, weighted with the water of a drained landscape. Such waters flowed into meandering 
rivers, but also formed creeks, oxbow lakes, and inlets. Eventually, they streamed into the 
Tombigbee and Alabama Rivers, both of which merged to create the Mobile River Basin, which 
drained water, runoff, and sediment from nearly two-thirds of the state. Smaller rivers outside of the 
Mobile River Basin, such as the Conecuh and Escambia Rivers, drained portions of southeastern 
Alabama and emptied into the Gulf of Mexico via La Florida.32  
Along the Gulf Coast grew a massive, ancient forest whose creation and expansion relied on 
natural fires. Before human arrival, lightning storms caused fires that would ignite low burning 
conflagrations. These would singe the brushy understory but leave fire-resistant pine trees intact. 
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These pine trees, loaded with sap and needles, were fire resistant and withstood many of the natural 
fires that percolated on the landscape. The process repeated over centuries, which produced the 
immense longleaf pine forest that stretched from coastal Virginia to east Texas. The forest exhibited 
widely spaced trees and a grassy floor. The infrequent, natural burns also encouraged the growth of 
canebrakes – a bamboo-like grass that grew tall, especially near water. As cane grew and died, it 
formed a fuel load whose combustion, when ablaze, would burn competing plants and make room 
for the further expansion of canebrakes, plus the expulsion of competing flora. The natural rhythms 
of ecology produced a southern region in Alabama of low plains, spaced-out pines, grassy forest 
floors, and huge canebrakes.33  
When indigenous people followed fauna into the region of eastern North America, they 
instigated burning practices much like the natural ones that preceded them, with similar 
consequences. Although their actual intention was to drive game from the forest or to clear small 
farm plots, Native American burning practices encouraged further pine forest growth. The first of 
these groups were Paleoindians who crossed the land bridge from Asia to North America and 
eventually settled in the eastern woodlands of the continent roughly 10,000 years ago. Over time, 
Native peoples retained the nomadic hunting practices of their ancestors, but they also began to 
settle in larger, more sedentary encampments because their agricultural practices supported larger 
populations. In the Mississippian Cultural Period (800 BCE – 1539 CE) they thrived on maize, 
which in turn supported larger populations in centralized towns with massive ceremonial mounds. 
Cahokia, located near modern-day St. Louis, is a prominent example, but Bottle Creek near Mobile 
Bay – one of the earliest American Indian settlements – consisted of eighteen mounds and may have 
                                                          
33 Mart Stewart, “From King Cane to King Cotton,” 65-66. For the role of fire in the pine forest see Timothy 
Silver, A New Face on the Countryside: Indians, Colonists, and Slaves in South Atlantic Forests, 1500-1800 (Cambridge: 
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been part of a chiefdom at Pensacola.34 The Mississippian Culture began to collapse just before 
European arrival. As imperial interlopers arrived in the New World, they carried guns, trinkets, 
cattle, and disease, which transformed the ecological and human environment.35 
Hernando de Soto’s entrada into southeastern North America from 1539-1542 is the most 
famous European expedition in Alabama history. Though they tried, no Spaniard, including De 
Soto, ever subjugated Native peoples in North America totally as their fellow conquistadors had 
with the Maya, Aztec, and Inca of Central and South America. Spaniards brought cattle and hogs – 
also disease carriers – as a food source for these expeditions, though de Soto’s party specifically 
brought no cattle.36 The cattle and hogs that did arrive during other Spanish expeditions ranged 
openly. Many of these animals would escape and become part of the ecological equation in the 
southeast and the Americas at large over time. This practice resembled the “open-range” system that 
persisted into the U.S.-national period, in which animals roamed freely and farmers erected fences to 
surround and protect their crops. The open range remained one of the earliest forms of forest 
commons in what would become Alabama. Spaniards also introduced Native groups to the arquebus 
– a muzzle-loaded European gun – which transformed the economic relationships between 
newcomers and American Indians.37 While more has been said about the conflicts these Spanish 
explorers had with Native peoples in Alabama, suffice it to say that the Spanish had located Mobile 
                                                          
34 Duncan, Southern Wonder, 73.  
35 For the demographic collapse underway before European arrival, see Robbie Ethridge, Mapping the 
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University of Nebraska Press, 2009).  
36 Brooks Blevins, Cattle in the Cotton Field: A History of Cattle Raising in Alabama (Tuscaloosa: University of 
Alabama Press, 2015), 1.   
37 See Jared Diamond, Guns, Germs, and Steel: The Fates of Human Societies (New York: W.W. Norton & Co., 
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Bay and seen part of the American interior, but they failed to establish any permanent settlements in 
Alabama.   
French expeditioners, however, did establish a permanent settlement at Mobile. For much of 
the 1600s, powerful French forces had supported missionaries and trade excursions in Canada. 
From there, they followed major waterways, mainly the Mississippi River, into the American interior. 
French authorities attempted to hem in the British colonies on the eastern seaboard of North 
America and Spanish claims in La Florida; they did so by claiming the greater Mississippi River 
Valley in 1682. Over the next two decades, French and Spanish officials vied for strategic positions 
in North America, especially on the Gulf Coast. In 1702, the French created Port Dauphin (present-
day Dauphin Island) at the mouth of Mobile Bay, which was the initial step in creating a fortification 
at Mobile. They sent people and supplies into the Bay and eventually constructed a fort. Yellow 
fever and other ailments constantly harassed and debilitated troops and settlers alike. Hardships 
harried the French settlers, but they established the city of Mobile after a series of projects to 
properly situate its defenses.38   
Over the course of the eighteenth century, European imperial powers exchanged authority 
over Mobile – the maritime entry point deep enough to accommodate large ships entering into 
south Alabama’s forest. French settlers controlled it from 1702 to 1763; British authorities ruled 
from 1763 to 1780; and Spaniards governed from 1780 to 1813. Without detailing the rich history of 
cultural exchange that made the settlement possible, imperial rivalry, in short, dictated which 
European entity controlled the port city. The larger Native American tribes of the southeast at the 
time – identified by Europeans as Choctaws, Chickasaws, Cherokees, and Creeks – established 
relations with Europeans at Mobile and often played the rivals against one another. Still, a robust 
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relationship developed – what historians call a “frontier exchange economy” – which “was largely 
made of daily, face-to-face, and taken-for-granted exchanges between people and was rooted in 
interpersonal relationships, private needs and ambitions, and local conditions.” These interactions 
included violence, trade in deerskins and slaves, and cultural exchange.39 
Making a permanent European settlement at Mobile required intensive labor. Since on-the-
make Europeans generally avoided such work, had not the workforce required to complete it, and 
suffered much from water- and air-borne diseases, they coerced American Indians to work. Being on 
their own turf, so to speak, American Indians proved to be anything but submissive. Though 
American Indian cultures had their own traditional practice of taking slaves from the tribes with 
which they warred, European’s want of slaves in return for guns made Creeks excellent slave-raiders 
and slave-traders, yet the increasing intertribal violence Creeks perpetrated decimated the Native 
groups they targeted. With Creeks established as recalcitrant workers and better slave raiders, the 
importation of African slaves soon followed. In 1724, the Code Noir formalized slavery along the 
Gulf Coast per international law. Force was a hallmark of frontier settlements in the western 
hemisphere, and it would continue to characterize the American South as settlers and planters used 
African slave labor to cultivate cotton, rice, and other plants upon the region’s more fertile soils.40 
With the Treaty of Paris, the British acquired the city of Mobile after the Seven Years’ War 
in 1763. British victories in the Caribbean obligated the French to give up some of their continental 
possessions to regain their holdings in the islands. The British offered grants of land in their 
attempts to attract the settlers who lived up to their expectations. These land grants would later 
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complicate the efforts of U.S. land officers to provide a clear chain of title for each parcel of land. 
Slaves continued to be imported into the town; they also persisted in their attempts to run away and 
some were captured by slave traders who dabbled into the business of slave retrieval.41 On the Gulf 
Coast, British and Spanish forces employed slave and free people of African descent to fight in 
battle, as well as to clear land.  
No matter the imperial authority, Mobile Bay was an important point of contact for 
American Indians, Africans, Spaniards, Frenchmen, Englishmen, and eventually Americans 
throughout the eighteenth century. Once a node of interaction, cooperation, and conflict, the city 
would become an important portal to the wider world in an economic sense as the raw materials 
exhumed from Alabama’s soils, such as cotton and timber, became sucked into the industrializing 
world of the nineteenth century.42  
As that century neared, it became clear to Native peoples that encroaching Europeans and 
American settlers were there to stay. European writers traversed the lands soon-to-be claimed by the 
United States. William Bartram, traveling westward from Georgia into the Mississippi Territory, 
described the Chattahoochee River valley located in eastern Alabama at the turn of the nineteenth 
century:  
The land rises from the river with sublime magnificence, gradually retreating by flights or steps one 
behind and above the other, in beautiful theatrical order, each step or terrace holding up a level plain, 
and as we travel back from the river, the steps are higher, and the corresponding levels are more and 
more expansive; the ascents produce grand high forests, and the plains present to view a delightful 
varied landscape, consisting of extensive grassy fields, detached groves of high forest trees, and 
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clumps of lower trees, evergreen shrubs and herbage; green knoll’s with serpentine, wavy, glittering 
brooks crossing through the green plains.43 
The region seemed particularly amenable to hosting an agricultural kingdom. But as Bartram, the 
English naturalist, continued his trip across modern-day Alabama, he came to the longleaf pine 
forest of the Coastal Plain. With its historic extent estimated at 90 million acres, Bartram found the 
massive forest pleasing, unlike many of his European contemporaries.44 Tree trunks with eight-foot 
diameters held straight columns of pines whose needles sang in the wind.  
Another commentator, educator Phillip Henry Gosse, passed through the region in 1838. He 
remarked that because of the generally-flat forest floor and the great distance between pine trees that 
hunters could track game on horseback without ever having to dismount.45 Also, though Native 
Americans and Europeans moved through the longleaf forest for centuries, the region remained 
largely uninhabited by sedentary, long-term encampments. In short, the forest was more traveled-
through than settled-in. This made the southern range a somewhat hidden landscape that could 
include “mixed gangs of Indians, whites, and blacks, or banditti as they were called at the time, as 
well as other renegades who were quick to ambush and rob travelers,” according to anthropologist 
Robbie Ethridge.46 An infamous culprit even ventured into the region on the lam after mortally 
wounding Alexander Hamilton. The shooter traveled to Fort Stoddart, a post between St. Stephens 
and Mobile, where local land agent Nicholas Perkins recognized Aaron Burr and called for his 
subsequent arrest for the deadly duel that killed Hamilton.47  
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Nevertheless, this storied region produced the Spanish fort at St. Stephens, which would 
eventually be used as a seat of government by the United States. That seat, however, sat in a land of 
instability. Though the land office at St. Stephens gave a feeling of control and power on the 
southwestern frontier of the United States, its surrounding environment could not serve the 
purposes of incoming farmers. A host of sovereignties bent on survival – not farming – had vied for 
control of the region for centuries. When the U.S. designated the area as a territory, it began a 
process of creating “public land” for incoming settlers based on promoting agriculture and 
dampening Native power.    
 
The National Land System and Territorial Development in Alabama 
To organize and understand this newly claimed land, the United States created a public land 
system to document and distribute parcels of this territory to veterans of the Revolutionary War. 
King George III’s Proclamation of 1763 forbade colonists from crossing the Appalachian 
Mountains, but settlers had already begun to move westward. The youthful U.S. government 
legislated into existence a national land system that sought to make the process of territorial 
settlement orderly and efficient. Over time, this system would apply to the entire American West, 
but at the turn of the 1800s, it mattered greatly to the “Old Southwest” – or the “southern public 
land states” – especially as farmers from the eastern seaboard sought cheap, fertile lands in the Gulf 
South.  
The Continental Congress decided that all public lands would be surveyed to make orderly 
the overall process of “settling” what seemed at the time a boundless, wild landscape. The U.S. 
government established precedents that dictated the legal process of settlement. The Land 
Ordinance of 1785 included a system of detailed record keeping, instructions for surveying, and a 
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plan to sell public lands or grant military warrants to veterans. In addition, the Northwest Ordinance 
of 1789 had established how new territories carved out of the public domain would function and 
become equal-member states of the Union. The Ordinance enumerated the powers of the territorial 
governor, for example, and subsequently founded the legislative path future territorial governments 
would need to follow to become a state, including the required population threshold of 60,000 
persons. Though the Ordinance denied the institution of slavery in the North, its framework for 
statehood still applied throughout the country.48 These worked in conjunction with the Constitution 
of 1787 and stabilized national power. Yet institutions on the frontier, even the land offices, rarely 
wielded the power that could be summoned from Washington, D.C.49 
The public land system ensured that all the public lands would be distributed to the people. 
Surveyors squared the land into 640 acre sections, which would later be divided as purchasers saw 
fit. As opposed to leaving pockets of land unclaimed or inaccessible to future farmers as the metes-
and-bounds legal descriptions had done, the public land system offered a scheme that pleased the 
sensibilities of U.S. legislators. Surveyors located public land by setting meridian lines. They stepped 
across the land and described the landscape by degrees in their field notes. Along the way they noted 
entrances into and exits from swamps, the crossing of rivers, fields, forests, and land markers. Their 
field notes provided the information that would be turned into knowledge on the cartographic 
sketches and maps of the era. Surveyors, in short, stitched the gridded system onto the landscape.50 
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Next, land office agents would hold auctions, make sales, and update official ledgers to show 
monies received, debts owed, and pre-surveyed lands available. All would take place at the 
appropriate land office located within the subject regions. This rationalized system of land 
description made abstract the environmental realities of the landscape, however. Unlike the legal 
descriptions of property in the original colonies, which charted a property’s border by relying on 
noticeable markers – such as rocks or trees in one’s area of vision, for example – the national land 
system casually noted tall bluffs, meandering rivers, vast forests, or inundated swamps within the 
grid. The grid of rectangular townships relied upon meridian lines for accuracy and accounted for 
every inch of territory in the public domain theoretically. Lands were to be surveyed into townships 
of six square miles, then subdivided into square-mile sections, which could be further reduced to 
half- and quarter-sections. Applicants, land agents, and lawyers located specific “sections” by 
counting the numbered “range” east or west from the meridian line and the “township” numbered 
north or south. Since they referred to the land in the abstract, land agents believed they could sell 
every speck of land that remained public regardless of any environmental peculiarities. 
The national government created the Mississippi Territory in 1798 (see Figure 2). It 
encompassed land from western Georgia to the Mississippi River and bordered Tennessee to its 
north and the Gulf to the south. The Spanish presence in La Florida made the southern border 
more complicated, but eventually the U.S. gained access to the Gulf through Mobile. Included in the 
territory were the lands of several Native tribes. Over the coming decades, the federal government 
and its settlers wrested Native lands from the tribes incrementally.  
With the creation of the Mississippi Territory, land offices took on a morass of conflicting 





Figure 2. Mississipi Region Map, 1814. 
 
Matthew Carey, “Mississippi Territory,” 1814. From the Hoole Special Collections online: 




overlapping, and inadequately documented claims to land, the legacy of predecessor governments.”51 
Thomas Jefferson’s acquisition of Louisiana from France in 1803 basically doubled the size of the 
United States, and multiplied exponentially the responsibilities of U.S. land officers. In addition to 
the individual land grants made by previous governments, the construction of small enterprises, such 
as sawmills, tanneries, and distilleries, also complicated early land claims as they, too, had been 
authorized by previous sovereignties. The U.S. Congress accepted generally those claims where prior 
settlers lived and cultivated the soils they claimed because farming and “improvement” met the 
threshold American leaders held for proper land use informed by the Jeffersonian ideal.52  
Alabama’s Coastal Plain became subject to this land system in 1819, when the Mississippi 
Territory became two bona fide states: Alabama and Mississippi. Since European exploration the 
longleaf forest of the Gulf existed in a land of insecurity, populated by supposedly “savage” Native 
Americans who appeared as threats to frontier families. Orderly land settlement, to American 
migrants, meant an orderly town or village followed. The lack of institutions left American settlers 
without local recourse, and the elements of a subtropical region exposed newcomers to harsh 
climactic conditions and diseases. The power of the national government remained the only 
salvation on a frontier cloaked in danger. On one hand, the national government dictated the 
direction and pace of expansion. It established a certain sequence of events to properly, and legally, 
settle the newly minted public domain. On the other hand, settlers seeking new farm lands exhibited 
their own pressure on the form that society would take in Alabama, especially those who defied 
public land policy by using land plots without contacting the land office. After all, the national 
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government had not the power to know every action unleashed in what they considered a wild, 
untamed landscape.  
Citizens of the youthful U.S. understood lands on the frontier as a place where agriculture 
would reign. Proper farms would produce virtuous, and godly, citizens. In his Notes on the State of 
Virginia, Thomas Jefferson stated plainly that “Those who labour in the earth are the chosen people 
of God, if ever he had a chosen people, whose breasts he has made his peculiar deposit for 
substantial and genuine virtue.” As he considered the differences between Europe and America, 
Jefferson weighed the options of manufacturing and agriculture for the future success of the 
republic. The “immensity of land” in North America proved to him that “all our citizens should be 
employed in its improvement.” In no era of history, he explained, had cultivators shown a 
“corruption of morals” and their turn to the soil and personal industry would make them virtuous 
citizens of the republic. Therefore, hearty self-improvement would produce “the manners and spirit 
of a people which preserve a republic in vigour.”53  
Jefferson’s vision of an agrarian republic dominated American thought on proper land-use, 
especially after the Louisiana Purchase. Central to this philosophy was the vast amount of land – 
enough to host an exploding population of immigrants – and its supposed availability. As time 
progressed, Americans would harken back to Jefferson to praise farmers and to justify national land 
policy, which intended for incorporated lands to be set upon by agricultural ventures. All of U.S. 
land settlement led back to Jefferson, and future policies would appeal to his articulation of the need 
for a durable republic to be led by virtuous citizens, in the form of small-time farmers. Americans 
continued to employ Jefferson’s vision long after his death, but they did so according to their own 
circumstances and interpretations. Throughout the 1800s, the fact remained that American settlers 
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and their government intended to graft onto public lands an agrarian landscape born of Jefferson’s 
original thoughts of an agrarian republic. The implementation of the land system, however, would 
displace the previous modes of land-use – such as the Creek hunting system – that had operated on 
North American soil for centuries.54   
Part of the function of virtuous farmers was to tame what they conceived as an untouched 
and “uncivilized” wilderness. Many Americans believed Native Americans to be savages regardless 
of the adaptations they made to European farming practices and commercial trade. Also, newcomers 
were anxious about the lack of institutions and the insecurity and chaos on the southwestern 
frontier, due mostly to conflicts with the region’s settled inhabitants. Historian Oscar Handlin stated 
bluntly that settlers feared that “no reckoning of right or wrong could find them out here…That was 
the horror.”55  
In addition to the lack of institutional power, Europeans – Anglo-Saxons from England 
specifically – thought the wilderness capable of supernatural and sublime events that harkened back 
to Biblical times. To clear the forest for settlement would temper their spirituality and improve the 
character of those who braved the wilderness. Once constructed, their model farms would conjure 
feelings of accomplishment. Progress would be witnessed over time. Their ingenuity was a self-
fulfilling prophecy along the march toward civilization, or so they believed. Even when the frontier 
closed at the end of the nineteenth century, Frederick Jackson Turner pondered its importance to 
American history and Jefferson’s vision undoubtedly affected him. Turner’s “Frontier Thesis” 
surmised that the experience of taming the frontier produced individualistic and democratic men, 
making the experience of creating a government in the New World fundamentally different from 
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Old World Europe. America’s forested land-mass had been a space lying in wait for the civilizing 
efforts of Anglo-Americans, even though those who traversed the region had visual confirmation 
that peoples, both Native and European, had already occupied and used the region for centuries. 
Americans, therefore, built upon those societies without attributing much credit to their own 
predecessors.56   
While settling these new territorial lands demanded a great deal of individual effort and 
personal risk, the process still required active support from the national government, which alone 
held the power and resources to enact such large-scale change in the landscape. All who came to this 
region were “accustomed to some form of institutional structure that provided a degree of order, 
law, and protection of property,” according to Malcolm J. Rohrbough.57 Early institutions such as 
the land office or a justice of the peace offered a sense of stability in a world marked by spontaneity, 
disorder, and confusion. They also intended to control the people living in and passing through 
frontier-settlement communities.  
Native Americans – mostly Creeks in the central and southern portions of Alabama – stood 
at the intersection of U.S. land laws and developing American Indian policy. Agents of the federal 
government had strong-armed Native groups into giving up their lands in a host of ways, and lands 
in the Mississippi Territory would have to be purchased or negotiated for from the remaining Native 
Americans within the area’s boundaries (see Figure 3). Some Americans supported cultural  
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assimilation, but others promoted the swift, and often violent, removal of American Indian groups 
regardless of the consequences. U.S. victories in two major military conflicts – the Red Stick War 
(1813-1814) and the Second Creek War (1836) – unleashed a torrent of Anglo immigrants, many 
with their African chattel, who collectively contributed to the transformation of the “Old 
Southwest” into the antebellum South. 
The impetus for the Red Stick War came when Shawnee warrior Tecumseh and his prophet 
brother Tenskwatawa arrived in Alabama to speak to Upper and Lower Creeks in 1811. The 
civilization programs of the U.S., such as the one at Benjamin Hawkins’s Creek Agency in eastern 
Alabama, had aggravated many Creeks. Some generally supported Tecumseh’s call for armed revolt, 
while others disengaged from the millenarian movement that sought to rescue Native American 
cultures from the increasingly belligerent U.S.  
Red Sticks, as Creek rebels were called, fought initially in small skirmishes against militia 
groups. On August 30, 1813, they attacked a woefully unprepared Fort Mims, near the confluence of 
the Tombigbee and Alabama Rivers. The doors of the fort had been open for days, which allowed 
dirt to pile up and stall their closure when the attack commenced. The Red Sticks charged the fort at 
high-noon and slaughtered nearly all its inhabitants, including women and children. Though an 
inspiring victory for the Red Sticks, the “massacre” – touted as the worst in American history – 
convinced Anglos that Creeks were savages after all. The federal government unleashed Andrew 
Jackson on the Creek tribes, though he, too, required the support of “Friendly Creeks” to defeat the 
Red Sticks. The Battle at Horseshoe Bend unfolded on March 17, 1814, when Jackson, U.S. forces, 
and Creek allies attacked the Red Sticks at a bend in the Tallapoosa River. Surrounded in battle and 




Figure 3. Alabama County Map, 1824. 
 
Anthony Finley, “Alabama,” (Philadelphia: A. Finley, 1824), from the Alabama Department 
of Archives and History.  
This map shows early counties in Alabama, but, more importantly, outlines the regions 
where Cherokee, Upper and Lower Creeks, Chickasaws, and Choctaws held jurisdiction over lands 




time, Jackson saw these military efforts as a final push to eliminate Native Americans in the 
Mississippi Territory. Yet one of the greater legacies of his presidency remains his authorization of 
full-scale Indian Removal from the same territory nearly twenty years later in 1830.58          
Jackson’s military victory in 1814 unleashed a swell of settlers into Alabama, which made 
land offices the clearinghouse where white land-seekers would seek to claim their new farms. From 
1810 to 1820, the population of Alabama rose from 40,000 to 220,000, well above the legal 
requirement to apply for statehood.59 At the St. Stephens land office, as elsewhere in the public 
domain, agents confirmed the military warrants of veterans who had fought in early wars of the 
United States. Next, agents sold land in 160-acre apportionments with four payments required of the 
applicants. Agents sold the rest at $2 per acre on credit, or $1.64 per acre if paying in some form of 
currency.  
Lewis Sewall became the register of the St. Stephens land office in 1810. He encouraged 
Josiah Meigs – who served as Surveyor General and, then, Commissioner of the General Land 
Office – to put Choctaw lands on the market, especially for veterans of the American military. 
Legislators often first served American veterans with portions of land from the public domain in 
exchange for their military service, especially since Jackson’s own troops had helped to rid arable 
lands of its Native peoples. In 1815, Meigs took Sewall’s advice, which riled squatters who had yet to 
claim their improvements and the land they inhabited – or had no plan to make such claims. As sales 
commenced, many squatters looked to halt sales of tracts where they dwelled. Sewall remarked to 
Meigs that the agents were “grossly insulted, and the laws disregarded” as squatters fought for their 
claims, literally, before the prospective buyers at the land office.60  
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The longleaf pine forest surrounding the St. Stephens land office remained more the terrain 
of common settlers and squatters rather than capitalized investors, though land sales increased in the 
1810s. Samuel Smith, former Pennsylvania Congressman and receiver of public monies at the St. 
Stephens land office, recorded the significant jump in land sales and the monies collected. Land 
agents no doubt regarded squatters as illegal actors, while capitalized investors appeared to them as 
the more proper purchasers of these lands.61 Here were the seeds of a larger conflict that would 
intensify into the 1830s-40s. Who were the proper tenants of the public lands? As settlers, squatters, 
and speculators vied for choice lands, and some fought to keep homes they had already constructed 
out of the wilderness, legislators affirmed their low-brow opinions of squatters. Rather than support 
poor settlers, the state’s representatives continued, into the 1820s at least, to promote the settlement 
of public lands by those with the cash or credit to gain a parcel from the land office.  
After the Red Stick War, some American Indians remained in Alabama, and in 1830 citizens 
of the state began to call for their wholesale removal. Incoming settlers harassed Native American 
towns simply by their proximity, but also because of overt attempts to besiege and swindle land 
from the Native inhabitants. The Creeks in Alabama were generally no longer committed to warfare 
after the devastating military loss at Horseshoe Bend in the 1810s, and instead committed 
themselves to adapting to American cultural practices to prove themselves worthy citizens. Across 
the U.S. South, other tribes had taken to the creation of tribal governments based on the model of 
the U.S. government to protect themselves from further land cessions. After his election in 1828, 
President Jackson believed that Indians needed to abandon their tribal holdings within the United 
States, or any of its territories. In order to avoid conflict, settlers in the Jacksonian era purchased 
lands by a so-called “free contract,” where the pillars of private property would allow for the 
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divestment of lands from Native individuals – not their tribes. After Congress accepted the Indian 
Removal Bill of 1830, American officials imagined that the “generous” treaties to follow would 
convince Native Americans to sell their land. However, that generosity took the form of land 
allotments, not direct land purchases – an early view of the Dawes Act from the 1880s.62     
Fearing further land loss, Creeks instituted internal laws to punish any tribal leader who 
signed a treaty with the U.S. ceding more land. One such leader, Coweta Town Chief William 
McIntosh, of mixed Native-Scottish descent, signed a treaty of land cession with the United States 
and was later executed for such action by Creek warriors. Opothleyahola63 renegotiated the Creek 
Treaty of 1832 signed by McIntosh, which subdivided Creek lands into individual allotments and 
transferred their remaining claims to the U.S. government. Within four years, the incoming swarm 
of settlers, the extension of state laws over the Creek nation, and the subsequent frauds imposed on 
Creek individuals engendered another military conflict. Opothleyahola appealed to President 
Andrew Jackson for protection, but none came. Instead, Jackson’s forces forcibly removed those 
complicit in the revolt against settlers. The remaining population would leave, in chains, for Indian 
Territory. This “ethnic cleansing,” as historian Chris Haveman calls it, opened more land in the 
eastern portion of Alabama to American settlers.64  
Land offices met settlers with maps and regulations, but the overall process of public land 
sales disguised the violent process of American expansion. Walter Johnson has recently described 
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this phenomenon in the Mississippi Valley region. Where previous historians such as Rohrbaugh 
described the “Land Office Business,” Johnson explains how the General Land Office helped  
...to transform the landscape from a landscape of imperial violence to a field of national 
development. It was through the Land Office that expropriated Indian land would be sown with 
white settlers; that conquest would yield citizenship… The market would turn Indian lands into 
white farms and conquest into cultivation: empire into equality.65 
To be sure, as land offices multiplied, their officers envisioned land distribution as a democratic 
process, but they ignored the way increasing amounts of capital inhibited that goal. Though certain 
legislative measures – such as Pre-ëmption66 – were intended to foster the interests of poor people, 
their inability to pay for their claims meant that their only option was to give their land -- and its 
improvements -- back to the land office in exchange for a land grant further west in the pre-
surveyed public domain. Johnson argues that even democratic measures like pre-emption, “intended 
as the mechanism that would finalize the conversion of conquered lands into a yeoman’s republic, 
was diluted into meaninglessness by the flood of capital into the Mississippi Valley.”67 The national 
land system was an early high-modernist scheme that abstracted lands based on human belief in the 
ability of scientific observation to precisely divide the landscape. As technological development 
followed the industrialization of the economy, the public land system stood as an early progenitor of 
large-scale government control. The experience in Alabama fits that model.   
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More land offices appeared in Alabama as settlement proceeded. In 1818, another land 
office was established in Conecuh County at Sparta, directly east of St. Stephens in the longleaf 
region. This office never witnessed the calamitous uproar of a land rush like those in the more fertile 
regions of the state, though it still distributed lands. As the existence of national land offices directed 
the pace of settlement, however shoddily, Alabama’s statehood meant that local politics – and local 
experiences – would increasingly affect national land policy.68 
 
Antebellum Alabama: Settlers in the Longleaf 
Two general sets of settlers entered Alabama in the antebellum years: a relatively small group 
of slave-holding elites and speculators in the more fertile regions; and a larger group of yeoman and 
small-time cattle herders in more marginal landscapes. However, individual examples sometimes 
defy these categories. For instance, some migrants entered the longleaf relatively poor but later 
became timber magnates. Suffice it to say that outside of a strictly agricultural economy, such as 
plantation-cotton production in the Black Belt, individuals and corporate arrangements could 
become economically successful.  
The Blacksher family became one of the first settler families to enter the longleaf.69 The 
patriarch of this family – Jeptha J. Blacksher – was born in Georgia, but settled in Conecuh County,  
as early as 1815. He married one Martha Mayo and she bore six children.70 Jeptha Blacksher lived at 
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Lewis Station on the Conecuh River. He fought in the early Creek Wars and eventually served with 
Alabama’s Mounted Volunteers in the Civil War.  
Beyond his military record, Jeptha had success in his early entrepreneurship in Alabama. In 
the antebellum years, Jeptha amassed some wealth. Not only had he created a farm out of the so-
called wilderness, he became an early merchant with a store located between Brewton and Andalusia. 
His products reached the coasts of Florida and Alabama, and, in the years before railroad 
construction, oxen teams would draw goods as far as Rome, Georgia. He was at once a blacksmith, a 
farmer, and a peacemaker. Across his tombstone reads the words: “An Honest Man—The Noblest 
Work of God.” The 1860 census for Conecuh County valued his property at $6,900. While he 
succeeded economically in his own time, his descendants would form one of the more powerful 
families of the region in all the nineteenth century. They represent the more elite stratum of early-
nineteenth-century, southern society and their descendants continued a tradition of farming, trade, 
and lumber production for generations to come.  
The McGowins eventually became a notable family in the longleaf region, also. Their earliest 
ancestors entered the state from Georgia, and they performed much hard work in clearing portions 
of land for small farms. They hunted and gathered, and cleared “jungles of cane breaks, vines, briers 
and brushwood, and also the cutting of larger trees.” This produced large piles of “woods trash” for 
burning. Churches and schools followed, formed in developing local communities. According to 
historian John Appleyard, squatters lived a hard-scrabble life – a “log-cabin existence.”71 Though the 
counties were known for their pines, settlers came to refer to these as the “cow counties,” since the 
number of cattle and hogs outnumbered people. Still, the forest produced. Instead of large-scale 
lumber production, early settlers “boxed” trees, cut slits into the pine bark, and gathered the ensuing 
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resin into boxes to be boiled down to turpentine. For early settlers, oxen- and mule-powered carts 
served as the transportation system for barrels of resin. Rivers served as a transportation system but 
a problematic one because of the meandering nature of the wide, muddy waters of the Gulf coast’s 
internal waterways.72 
To be sure, the slow-flowing waterways made water-powered sawmills difficult to sustain. 
The economic powerhouse of the cotton South contained a legal, racialized hierarchy. The longleaf, 
on the other hand, provided its residents a modicum of freedom. Though the soil was thin, pioneers 
achieved a subsistence lifestyle with some ease. One observer in Mississippi, John Claiborne, noted 
that people of the Piney Woods lived “in a state of equality, where none are rich and none are in 
want, where the soil is too thin to accumulate wealth, and yet sufficiently productive to reward 
industry.”73   
During the Civil War, James Uriah Blacksher received a contract from federal authorities to 
cut timber along the Alabama and Tombigbee waterways. Known simply as “Uriah” to his family, 
federals allowed him title to all the lands he could clear during the conflict, according to genealogical 
records. Uriah owned slaves and used them to clear trees from lands in the northern region of 
Mobile County. David Wesley Blacksher – brother of Uriah, known as “D.W.” – joined Uriah with 
his son (also named Uriah) to create the Blacksher Brothers Lumber Company, one of the earliest 
local timber companies to operate in southwest Alabama. As we will see in later chapters, this 
triumvirate intermarried with members of other elite families, notably the Foshees, McGowins, and 
Millers, each of which operated in some aspect of the developing timber industry.      
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The other set of settlers who entered Alabama in the antebellum era were cattle-herders 
mostly. Herders first sought the best pasturelands, but agriculturalists pushed them quickly into the 
forests – or, in the case of north Alabama, into the mountainous uplands – within a generation. As 
Frank Owsley argues, herders were “protected by the sterile, sandy soils of the piney woods and the 
rugged surface of the highlands, the herdsmen and hunters found sanctuary from their pursuing 
agricultural settlers.”74 Those who favored using the open-range were a class of people that were by 
no means wealthy, but they could also not be considered a class of “poor whites” necessarily.75 Still, 
the first set of settlers found refuge from incoming planter-agriculturalists, but they also self-
imposed a barrier to the wealth that accrued to plantation owners before 1860.   
The cattle industry, as well as hunting and farming small plots, girded herders’ lives of 
subsistence. Cattle outnumbered people in south Alabama five to one in this period.76 Naturalist 
Bernard Romans recounted in his A Concise Natural History of East and West Florida that some 10,000 
head of cattle roamed the region that drained into Mobile Bay, including the Perdido and Tensaw 
Rivers (part of the Mobile River Basin).77 South Alabama became a prime spot for cattlemen because 
of the warm winters, year-round grazing, canebrakes for feed, water sources, and the little oversight 
required of owners because of the open-range. Judge Harry Toulmin, a local elite near St. Stephens, 
blamed the heat of the Gulf region for the discrepancy between milk production there and in cooler 
places, as well as the two-year difference between calving seasons. Though the cotton boom would 
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overshadow the cattle industry, it still maintained operation for the remainder of the 1800s because 
of its deep roots in the region’s and people’s dependence upon it for food and clothing.78 
As the white population ballooned between 1820 and 1850, the number of slaves on the 
Gulf Coast increased from 225,481 to 1,242,251.79 The enumerated slave population had increased 
by 18%, which achieved a numerical majority, if only slightly. With an increasing slave population, 
white people – paternalist slave-owners, matriarchs, yeoman, and their children – feared an armed 
slave rebellion. The successful slave uprising in Saint Domingue in 1801 convinced Americans early 
on that the possibility of a slave revolt within the slave empire was quite real. Nat Turner’s rebellion 
in Virginia in 1831 reinforced the possibility, probability, and potential success of such actions. This 
reality set slaveholders on edge and many clamored for stricter laws to curtail the actions and 
movements of black bodies in towns and villages across southern states.80 
Within this environment formed a “common law” legal tradition, based on the English 
model, which legitimized its local authority by levying taxes. County courts provided legal and 
economic services. They issued fees to pay for the construction of buildings, with appraisers and 
surveyors for support. A local justice of the peace, typically a planter, also adjudicated any 
controversies that arose in property sales or theft and held the power of sentencing. An organized 
militia, which made participation in paramilitary action compulsory for adult white males, held 
monthly meetings and quarterly battalion assemblies. The law perpetuated order and 
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commercialization on the frontier. These served as a reminder to people of African descent of the 
legalized power of local, white solidarity, which could be raised to quell anything resembling a slave 
revolt. Throughout this period, local governments provided more standardization to legal codes 
directed at people of color, slave and free, in Alabama and the American South at large. Slave patrols 
increased, rules against slaves using horses passed, and regulations against slaves selling goods all 
attempted to curtail the actions of their human chattel. No matter the regulations and violence 
employed to limit the autonomous actions of slaves, illicit trades proliferated, runaways attempted to 
escape, and secret meetings about religion, marriage, or revolt still occurred in the sanctuary of the 
woods. American slaves, regardless of minor successes, still had to guard against local reprieve.81   
Regardless of the influx of white citizens into the region, the actual forest had remained 
common ground for non-citizens. The experience of moving through the woods bolstered the idea 
that Native Americans could somehow disappear into the forest, an early an abiding belief of 
Europeans and Americans who had moved to the region. Yet people of African descent also 
pursued their own interests there, though the bounds of a patriarchal slave system attempted to 
control their every move.82 On a plantation, slaves cleared tress from fields, carved paths in the soil, 
planted seeds, and harvested crops. They built and mended fences. Enslaved women raised children. 
Some served as domestic labor, others spent their days in the fields. Through these experiences, 
however violent, a bondsperson became acutely aware of the environment around them. Forests 
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served as a near-perfect place for secret meetings because of its ability to hide people. Whether 
salacious, religious, or rebellious, the longleaf pine forest constituted a haven of equality. People 
used marginalized spaces, even if not for economic gain.   
The Seventh Census of the U.S. offers historians a record from which to draw tentative 
conclusions about the generations of settlement up to 1850. The counties of the longleaf pine forest 
exhibited a smaller population, a host of cattle, and a small proportion of slaves when compared to 
the Black Belt counties.83 For example, nearly 34,000 slaves lived in the longleaf counties while over 
185,000 slaves existed in the Black Belt. The number of farms, in similar fashion, numbered 4,567 in 
south Alabama, while the Black Belt hosted 12,610. Furthermore, the number of unimproved 
acreages in the longleaf counties had 781,854 acres of the acreage claimed by settlers, while the Black Belt 
had over 3,000,000 acres of unimproved land. Settlements in the Tennessee Valley Region orbited in 
between the statistics of these two regions, with more farms, acreage, and population than the 
longleaf counties, but less than the Black Belt region. In the regions where farming dominated, 
settlers sought land ownership while the more transient classes of herders and pioneers in south 
Alabama were fit to use the public domain without effecting ownership. The consequences of this 
general pattern of settlement meant that most of the land in Alabama remained public, particularly 
the longleaf pine forest in the southern region and the uplands of north Alabama.84 
  National proponents of expansion and industrialization could see the modern forces that 
were reshaping the American continent around mid-century. Nevertheless, in the wilderness of the 
southern longleaf – an ecosystem ill-suited to plantation agriculture and not impacted by railroads at 
the time – pockets of agriculture developed alongside early industrial efforts such as turpentine 
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production. In Alabama’s longleaf pine forest, people depended on the surrounding landscape for 
food, housing, transportation, fuel, steam, and naval stores.85 Forest products fueled the early 
industrialization of Alabama, even though the state’s industrial production (of ores or minerals, steel 
or iron) lagged compared to the nation at large. A few cold blast furnaces existed in Alabama before 
the Civil War, such as the Shelby and Tannehill Iron Works, but these were few.  
The longleaf counties had farms, to be sure, but they were dwarfed in size and scale by the 
more inhabited regions in the Tennessee Valley or the Black Belt. Mobile remained an important sea 
port with a significant (and diverse) population at the state’s southern edge; it was a city population 
that grew to be the third largest port city in the South, behind New Orleans and Charleston in the 
antebellum era. The city represented a portal to the outside world; cotton left the docks and 
international goods entered. Rivers connected the port to the inner regions of Alabama as 
steamboats navigated the Alabama and Tombigbee rivers to the state’s economic and political 
centers. Along the way, passengers witnessed what seemed to them a wilderness in the southern 
pines. Surveyors had certainly surveyed the land from the river’s edge, but the surveys were far from 
completion.86 Thus, much of the land in the southwestern region of the state remained unsettled, 
though not “untouched” by human hands as many Americans then supposed. Land that had not the 
symbols of proper ownership and agricultural use as it was understood by people of European 
descent – homes, barns, fields of crops, fencing – remained open for entry at the local land offices. 
Even as cities such as Uriah, Monroeville, and Brewton appeared, its surrounding environs remained 
common, open, and accessible, depending on one’s ability to ford the forest.  
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With a large public domain in Alabama, legislators designed new plans to efficiently settle 
these remaining lands. Within the state, Alabama’s politicians gained their political power from 
plantation agriculture. Plantation owners generally defied federal oversight but welcomed railroads as 
a new ally to their growing objections to the open-range system. Steam and rail, planters knew, 
threatened the open range. Noah Cloud and Isaac Croom, both Alabama planters, echoed the 
Virginian Edmund Ruffin’s calls for the closing of the southern range. They thought non-
agriculturalists intruded on the land and jumped at the chance to prohibit their forms of land use. 
Croom’s own essay on closing the southern range won first prize at the West Alabama Fair at 
Demopolis in 1859.87 As Blevins has argued, “the antebellum trends of cotton encroachment and 
class- and culture-based range struggles continued to push the once common herding and ranging 
culture into the backwoods and mountains.”88 From 1840 to 1860, prime years for cotton 
production, cattle raising declined in comparison. Where there were once 113 head of cattle for 
every 100 persons, that number fell to 81 for every 100 persons over the same period. Average herds 
declined in the era across the southwestern counties in Alabama, including Washington, Covington, 
Conecuh, and Baldwin.89 
By the 1840s and 50s, the public land system had matured and the central questions that 
concerned legislators had changed. Instead of focusing on budgets and state debt, the conversations 
had by wealthy planters shifted to the problem of “squatters” versus speculators on the public 
domain. While land companies and planters had benefited most from land purchases, squatters and 
small settlers complained that they, too, deserved to have a part of the public lands, even if they 
could not afford cash purchases.  
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For example, in a debate on the Public Land Bill of 1845, legislators from around the 
country discussed the new forces – newly admitted state governments, equal access to land for 
purchasers and settlers, and internal improvements – that affected the settlement of the public 
domain. They raised new questions: Should individual states receive money for public land sold 
within their territory?  Did legislation intended for new “western” states harm the interests of the 
original states? Should state governments or state citizens benefit from public lands? In the ongoing 
debate one thing was clear: there existed a division between “western men” and those in the eastern 
seaboard states. The former’s population had been arranged by public land sales while the latter had 
no such national system to normalize the pace or geographic shape of settlement on such a grand 
scale. Furthermore, after the initial waves of settlers, what public lands had been ignored 
complicated matters more as governmental officials scuffled over what to do with the lands that no 
settler seemed to want and the national government never intended to keep.    
Debates about the public domain had remained central components of the national political 
conversation and would continue to be so for the Democratic and Whig Parties. The public lands 
were tightly wound within the conversation of internal improvements and both parties offered plans 
for the administration of the public domain. As Daniel Feller has explained, Whigs looked toward 
future industrial development while Democrats harkened back to the Jeffersonian vision of a 
republic of simplicity and virtue produced by farmer-citizens. In economics, the Whig party viewed 
agriculture as a complementary element to commerce and industry. Progress would ensue as 
educated Americans engaged in farming while still participating in the national economy. Democrats, 
however, were committed to limited government and left the public domain to be settled in a 
“laissez-faire” process. Democratic leaders opened the public domain to all, but did not see the 
federal government, as the Whigs did, as a tool with which to foster settlement and make internal 
improvements. Furthermore, southern slaveholders cringed at debates about the national tariff that, 
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while protective of home industries, raised the rates for imported products produced overseas that 
southern aristocrats relied on heavily. The debate over public lands, as Feller demonstrates, drove 
members of both parties to cling to regional identities, especially as the question of slavery began to 
enflame the political discourse.90 
A slave-owning aristocracy had become the political majority in the American South by the 
1850s and northerners had surely noticed. As the western border of the United States expanded into 
the Great Plains and swelled the amount of public lands within the national domain, Frederick Law 
Olmstead, who would become a proponent of nature parks such as Yosemite and Yellowstone, 
wrote about his travels through the South before the Civil War. In A Journey in the Seaboard Slave 
States, Olmstead criticized southern slaveholders for the environmentally destructive practices of 
plantation slavery. He favored the immigration of free laborers from Europe to the American West, 
especially those displaced by the revolutions of 1848 in Europe, and lambasted the slaveholders of 
the South for spoiling the land’s fertility before venturing off for cheaper, fertile lands to the west. 
Southern aristocrats seemed foreign to Olmstead and out-of-step with American democracy. One of 
many northern voices touting the tenants of the new Republican Party, Olmstead saw southerners as 
a threat to “real republicanism,” challenging Jefferson’s belief that farming, regardless of its form, 
would produce virtuous citizens.  
National debates about land-use, settlers, squatters, and state power opened the door to 
criticisms about the wastefulness of plantation slavery and the positive societal impacts of free 
farmers. Northern Republicans concluded that stopping the expansion of the South’s peculiar 
institution was essential to the nation’s future growth. After the Civil War, travelers to the South 
would echo Olmstead’s sentiments, which convinced many northerners that the newest citizens of 
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the U.S. – those African Americans freed from slavery during the Civil War – deserved plots in the 
public domain, so that their virtuous labor would help to eradicate the plantation system where they 
were once entrapped. The creation of homestead legislation promised, importantly, to make the 
public domain a more democratic place.91     
In 1850, Alabama’s land numbered 32,462,115 acres, with 4,435,614 acres of improved land 
(see Figure 4). Roughly 13% of the total land mass had been turned to agricultural lands. Thus, a 
massive area of 28 million acres existed outside of the plantation regions. The national government 
still held 8 million acres of Alabama’s public domain in trust.92 The practice of pursuing “virgin 
lands” over rehabilitating worn-out farms – one perpetrated generally by those with means – made 
matters worse. Olmstead observed as much in his travels through the South, and he pointed to an 
address given by Alabama politician Clement Claiborne Clay, Jr. Before the Chunnenuggee 
Horticultural Society, Clay lamented the passing of a once productive settlement:  
Indeed, a country in its infancy, where, fifty years ago, scarce a forest tree had been felled by the axe 
of the pioneer, is already exhibiting the painful signs of senility and decay, apparent in Virginia and 
the Carolinas; the freshness of its agricultural glory is gone; the vigor of its youth is extinct, and the 
spirit of desolation seems brooding over it.93 
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Figure 4. Alabama Map, 1856. 
 
Sidney Edwards Morse, “Alabama” (New York: D. Appleton, 1856), from the Birmingham 
Public Library Cartography Collection.  
This map shows the counties of Alabama in 1856, as well as the survey lines of sections 





Though planters envisioned themselves the rightful, Christian tillers of the South’s fertile soils, the 
institution of slavery undermined their own political power. Cotton production drained nutrients 
from the soil; cheap land to the west hindered a property’s long-term improvement; and plantation 
agriculture pushed infertile lands onto the economic margins. As Alabama, and the United States to 
a much greater degree, continued to industrialize, capitalized investors would turn the virtually 
uninhabited and marginalized space to its own uses and benefits. However, the Civil War interrupted 
that process and opened a window of opportunity to the Republican Party to pass legislation in 
wartime that reflected their interests, their understanding of American democracy, and their vision 
of proper land use.    
 
Conclusion 
The points of conflict that had appeared by the 1850s – slave and free labor, open range and 
enclosure, and, more broadly, democracy and capitalism – had matured so much that American 
citizens faced a choice that would define the contours of the future. The 1850s must have been a 
bittersweet decade: on one hand, the nation’s borders had expanded dramatically, technology such as 
steam power and railroads decreased the time it took to traverse the landscape, and plantation 
slavery had made southern planters some of the richest men in the world. On the other hand, the 
implementation of American democracy, including Jefferson’s ideas of a farmer republic, involved 
extirpating the marks and traditions of previous societies and enslaving Africans. Over the course of 
the 1850s and into the formal years of the Civil War, major questions about slavery’s existence, the 
contours of citizenship, the use of public land, and the proper bounds of acquisitive capitalism 
would be tested. The political victors of the internecine conflict – Republicans – would provide the 
first answers to these wrenching questions, at least in the halls of Congress.  
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Chapter 2: Dividing the Wilderness 
 
By 1850 territorial expansion had roughly doubled the amount of public land in the United 
States. In addition to the Louisiana Purchase in 1803, the Mexican-American War in 1848 expanded 
the nation’s territory into the modern-day U.S. Southwest. The greenness of the eastern half of the 
country turned brownish-red in the western half; pastures became plains, plains turned rocky and 
mountainous; one would cross deserts, traverse ridges, and witness flush valleys before arriving on 
the Pacific Coast. As legislators encouraged the rapid settlement of the vast West, the policies they 
proposed affected all public land states, including those remaining in the east. Those states, including 
Alabama, contained public lands that remained unsold at mid-century. What to do with these lands 
had been a subject of interest in Congress for decades, but the massive influx of new territory and a 
transportation revolution of steam and rail invigorated calls for new public-land policies to improve 
and perfect proper land use for both the people and the government.  
The Senate and House Committees on Public Lands had begun to make land concessions to 
the individual states by 1850, including classification of swamp lands, for example, which turned 
stewardship of inundated lands within the public domain – that is, the ability to drain, tax, sell, or 
manage these lands – from federal land offices to the individual states. Congress gave grants of 
alternating sections of public lands to railroad companies to bolster the construction of new lines. A 
“pre-emption” measure, designed by Henry Clay, passed in 1841, which offered squatters an 
opportunity to purchase lands they had improved before the arrival of federal surveyors. Plus, 
legislation to “graduate” rates – meaning that those long-unsold lands would receive a reduction in 
price over time – passed Congress in this decade, too. The Homestead Acts of the Civil War Era 
served as the pinnacle of new ideas about how public lands were to be used at mid-century and they 
emerged in the battle over slavery’s existence. By allowing citizens of the U.S. to claim 160-acre 
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homesteads in the national public domain, the Homestead Act of 1862 offered a path to 
landownership to individuals to democratize the benefit of public land. Four years later, an 
amendment to the 1862 Homestead Act passed. The Southern Homestead Act of 1866 reserved 
public lands in the southern public land states94 to people of color who had attained freedom from 
the institution of slavery and eventually to “loyal whites.” Such homesteads, Republicans argued, 
would transfer land to free-labor farmers, which would secure the demise of plantation slavery. 
When southern states seceded from the Union it provided an opportunity for Republican legislators 
to reform the public land system, or so they hoped.  
In Politics and Power in a Slave Society (1978), historian J. Mills Thornton demonstrated the 
onset of modern economic forces that had arrived by the 1850s and marked the end of the 
Jacksonian Age.95 In the North, industrialization, railroad construction, and the market economy 
expanded alongside ideas of egalitarian democracy, slavery’s  abolition, and the improvement of the 
lives of free laborers. In the South, planter politicians continued to ensure the  enslaved black 
population would serve only as a labor force for King Cotton. Even the few free people of color in 
the Antebellum South – located especially in New Orleans and Mobile – remained prohibited from 
American citizenship. Thornton detailed how Alabama’s poorest citizens remained suspicious of 
both Democrats and Whigs – as neither party offered solutions that seemed to address their 
problems. .  
As Daniel Feller argues in Public Lands in Jacksonian Politics (1984), the public-land debate 
contributed to the growing sectional divide, as the issue became one that united Southern pro-
slavery Democrats. Resisting federal intrusion, Democrats focused on land policies that downgraded 
the government’s role, while Whigs emphasized public land as a source of internal improvements to 
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be meted out by the federal government. One thing was for sure, however; antebellum Americans 
north and south agreed on the racial status quo in America. Most rejected any notion of racial 
equality and believed people of color deserved a subordinate social standing to whites. Some went so 
far as to argue that slavery was a positive good that civilized Africans. For these reasons, southerners 
clung to the legal provisions that transformed black people into mere chattel. The Supreme Court 
affirmed their beliefs, too, in the Dred Scott decision and by upholding the constitutionality of the 
Fugitive Slave Act.96  
In spite of strong support for slavery among all classes of white people in the southern 
states, land policy did divide them, as merchants, planters, and the wealthy pursued goals at odds 
with the interests of poor whites, yeoman farmers, and squatters.97   
This class conflict among southern whites manifested itself in debates over national land 
policies in the 1850s, so much so that it led to the destruction of the second party system and 
creation of a third. The two-party political system had set Whigs and Democrats against one another 
in the Age of Jackson, but political conflict over the Mexican-American War ended the Whig Party. 
Remnants of that group, as well as former Democrats, flirted with new political affiliations. Some 
joined the Nativists of the American - or “Know-Nothing” – Party, whose representatives sought 
political office especially in the 1854 elections. Though they could not have known it at the time, the 
emergence of the Republican Party in the same year would capture the interests of many in the 
northeast and mid-west, especially regarding the value of free labor for the nation’s future and the 
political and social threat posed by  the expansion of slavery. With Abraham Lincoln’s victory in the 
presidential election of 1860, regional divisions fractured the Democratic Party as southerners could 
not support the free-labor policies of their northern counterparts. Thus, this chapter considers how 
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public land policies irritated schisms within the two major political parties – the breakdown of the 
Whig Party into Nativists and Republicans and the discontents over slavery that split Democrats 
according to their regional identities. While slavery proved corrosive for U.S. politics, public-land 
debates contributed to this sectionalism of the 1850s that culminated in Civil War.98   
Though most politicians in Washington agreed that the federal government should distribute 
its vast land holdings quickly and fairly, representatives offered many means to reach that end. Land 
policy became one crucial strand of what historian Elliot West refers to as part of a Greater 
Reconstruction, the transformation of government, with its dramatic expansion of the national 
territory and the reach of the federal administration. A Southern Homestead Act, passed by the 
Republican-controlled Congress in 1866, was part of this effort. Rather than interpreting the 
Southern Homestead Act solely as a hasty decision by the victorious Republicans to punish disloyal 
Confederates after the war, this chapter interprets this legislation as the product of a decade of 
Congressional debates that sought to inscribe the ideals of freedom and democracy across the 
national (and natural) landscape.99  
 
Railroad Development and the State 
A popular representative from north Alabama, Williamson R. W. Cobb, spoke before 
Congress in 1851 about railroads and mineral resources in Alabama. He implored representatives of 
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the eastern states to allow public land grants to Alabama – a western state at the time – as these 
would connect the rural corners of Alabama to national and international markets. The original 
eastern states, Cobb argued, had been the beneficiaries of federal aid, so why not allow railroad 
grants of public land to Alabama that would not only serve its constituents, but simultaneously 
bolster the national economy? In this, Cobb reflected the long-standing division between the original 
eastern states and the expansionist western states that had existed in Congress since the early 1800s. 
Cobb represented a majority-yeoman population in northern Alabama and he hoped internal 
improvements in the form of new railroads would improve the lives of small-time farmers by 
connecting them with the world outside Alabama. He assumed that commercial access equaled 
economic success for small farmers.100  
Cobb explained further. By using a “small portion of the poor mountain and swamp lands to 
aid in this work,” railroads would bring “into market millions of acres of land that will remain 
worthless and unsold for years unless a highway is opened up through them…”101 Cobb wanted to 
connect Alabama’s countryside to the Mississippi or Tennessee rivers, or the port cities of Savannah 
and New Orleans. (Notably, Cobb, the north Alabamian, ignored Mobile as an important economic 
port, likely a product of rival politics within the state). Dwelling on the theme of improving the value 
of these neglected lands, Cobb described the area between Selma and Talladega. He said, “the land 
now public is poor flats or pine, and gravelly ridges.” From Jacksonville to Gadsden – in the former 
Creek lands – it passed “through poor, ridgy [sic] and flat pine lands.” He continued to enumerate 
mileage and estimate the amount of public acreage between major towns. As the name “Sand 
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Mountain” would indicate, for example, it was but “a poor, sandy country; but few settlements, too 
poor and remote from market to be settled.” The public land debates had been a source of “strife 
and discord” for years, but better techniques and legislation for disposing of the public domain 
would resolve all sectional issues, he predicted, “and we will hear no more of disunion from the 
North or the South…” And while he spoke of sectional conciliation, Cobb, true to his yeoman 
political posture, stood for the poor whites of the nation and his region:   
…in donating to legitimate objects, such as railroads to Alabama and other States where they run 
through public land, as well as to every poor man a home, that generations rising up may say: My 
country above all others; for it is truly the land of the brave and a home for the poor.102  
Cobb thought railroads would improve people’s access to market goods, but the 
construction of railroads would do nothing to improve the region’s poor soil. Still, he evoked the 
magic of the economic market when he pontificated that poor land would be improved and would 
thus benefit those otherwise isolated from the increasingly interconnected world market.  
Cobb campaigned in this manner because Alabama had few completed railroad lines in the 
1850s. Typical of the early-to-mid 1800s, railroad patrons in his state would have to purchase tickets 
for each leg of one’s trip on different railroads to reach their destinations. Some railroads ran east to 
west,the Montgomery and West Point Line,  for example, and the Memphis and Charleston line in 
the northern portion of the state. The Alabama and Florida Line that would eventually connect 
Montgomery to coastal ports in Mobile and Pensacola ran north to south. Others, such as the 
Mobile and Girard line, cut across the longleaf region in a northeastern direction from Mobile.103  
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To attach these lines to the landscape, industrialists initially used slave labor to cut and grade 
rail-line paths across Alabama. Planters in the Black Belt district sought to make more efficient the 
economic connections between English manufacturers and Alabama’s cotton, and many supported 
the construction of railroads, but not the use of government land grants to do so. This of course 
speaks to Democrats’ contention that the federal government should play a limited role in the 
economy. Even so, railroads would serve as an interconnection with emerging city centers or sea 
ports, as Cobb indicated, which still whetted the economic appetite of planters, merchants, and 
investors. Furthermore, these interests hoped that the railroads might serve as an impetus to 
stimulate agriculture in areas then uncultivated and used by some cattle farmers as open range. 
However, several conditions dogged the quick completion of the railroads, including economic 
depressions and shortages in capital. As historians have long argued, Alabamians’ struggles to 
complete railroads would ultimately hinder the state’s and the Confederacy’s ability to conduct a 
rebellious war successfully.104 What Cobb attempted to handle was the difference between 
government laiden lands and private companies working the land themselves. 
Though cotton production had drastically increased wealth for those invested in the 
plantation economy, the creation of more railroads promised to create a stronger and more 
integrated economy in the state, connecting more people, land, and products.105 While land at the 
centers of plantation production had been transformed by cultivation, the marginalized regions, 
outside of a few small towns, appeared much as they had before. In the southern longleaf, along the 
waterways and swamps, federal agents struggled to control public space. Moreover, the longer 
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human history of the region had already laid the foundation for a de facto common-use tradition to 
take hold in the woods.  
In the longleaf, along with a number of small farms, the land was used by cattle-drovers on 
the open range and settled in many places by squatters. Early accounts of South Alabaman indicate 
that locals participated in a multi-faceted subsistence economy. People depended on the surrounding 
landscape for food, housing, transportation, fuel, steam, and naval stores.106 Forest products fueled 
the early industrialization of Alabama, even though the state’s industrial production (of ores or 
minerals, steel or iron) lagged compared to the nation at large. Small sawmills, constructed by slave 
laborers, relied on water power as few steam mills existed. Still, a few hundred sawmills persisted 
into the Civil War era.107 Settlers and migrants would traverse the longleaf, squatters carved out 
abodes, and ranchers herded cattle and swine over the region’s wiregrass. Small farms and mills 
coexisted but were not very productive. Yet the unique landscape offered other options. For 
instance, Robert Leslie Smith describes how “residents of North Baldwin County drew much of 
their sustenance from ‘The Swamp.’ Timber, farm products, fish, animal skins, meat, and Spanish 
moss were gleaned and sold commercially.”108  
In the public land system, Alabama’s state government and the U.S. government engaged in 
a project that historian James C. Scott may characterize as a reflection of “high modernism.” In 
other historical contexts, Scott has shown how massive government projects sought to redress the 
ills of humanity, often with dire consequences. Though scientific reports provided a framework to 
reach a given goal, such projects have typically ended in failure. In a similar manner, the creators and 
administrators of the U.S. public land system made a high-modernist project to understand and 
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control a vast and largely uncharted landscape, dividing it into clearly bounded and individually 
owned properties. Recognizing the challenges and many failures of high modernism’s projects, 
scholars may better understand the struggles that land agents underwent in distributing public land 
and sifting through the flurry of changing government land policies in the 1800s.109 
Public land in Alabama – even in its most remote and isolated areas – contained geological 
materials that would boost the state’s economy. The development of early, state-funded geological 
reports would inform policy debates over how to best use the land and its resources. The geological 
composition of the state’s natural resources interested Alabama’s land authorities, such as land 
agents within the Secretary of State’s office. As early as 1841, Professor R.T. Brumby addressed 
Alabama’s State Agricultural Society, where he argued that “agriculturalists” must turn to the 
“physical sciences” to increase agricultural production.110 Other arts had benefited specialists of 
civilized societies, he argued; why should agriculturalists not reap their own benefits from scientific 
knowledge? For navigation there was astronomy, medicine had botany, and, Brumby argued, 
agriculturalists should turn to geology. Brumby urged his audience that “the agriculturist will find, in 
a knowledge of geology, the means of ameliorating and increasing the products of the soil, by 
enabling him to discover the existence of accessible beds of mineral manures, which produce such 
lasting and beneficial effects, when applied to the soil.”111  
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These minerals, however, were usually located far from farming districts. In the case of 
natural fertilizers, one would need to know the location, to understand the composition, and to be 
able to extract such materials; then transport and spread them onto fields en masse. Even if this 
were easily accomplished at the time, farmers hardly made scientists. However, if the state of 
Alabama could put the state’s top minds to producing a geological report, then the state could 
educate its farmers, foster trade, boost agricultural production, and improve the overall economy. 
The state commissioned a University of Alabama professor to produce the first of these reports in 
1850. 
Alabama’s state government published the first-annual State Geological Report, researched 
and written by the professor-turned-state-geologist Michael Tuomey. As the national Congress 
debated plans to manage and distribute the expansive public domain, Alabama’s state lawmakers 
wanted to know more about the potential economic value these lands. These annual reports 
continued for the remainder of the century as the state’s legislators attempted to identify resources 
that would attract new migrants to Alabama.  
The mineral wealth of the state became a prime point of interest for the state government, 
for the state university, and for its residents, so much so that individuals would send letters and 
mineral samples to Michael Tuomey.112 One letter to Tuomey on November 10, 1850, included with 
it a sample of “ore, coal, and other materials” for the university geologist to examine. The state 
government had called for such specimens, and the sender of these materials claimed to have pulled 
them directly “from the quarry.” He suggested Tuomey scrutinize each element, so that it would 
show best in an exhibition in London. The writer “had no polished specimens of marble” from 
within the state. He even warned that his specimens “are not well fitted for such an exhibition,” 
                                                          




where industrialists would decide from where the best minerals in the world had come. After all, 
part of an exhibition’s purpose was to advertise the innovations, expertise, or natural bounties of a 
given nation. Still, he hoped the state’s natural bounty would show well at the center of the 
manufacturing world in London.113   
 
Swamp Land, Pre-Emption, and the Problem of Public Land Administration 
Robert Ward Johnson – a congressional Democrat from Arkansas – proposed the Swamp 
Land Act in September of 1850. As a member of the committee on public lands, he wished for his 
state, and others public land states in their development phases, to be allowed to drain swamps on 
the public lands within their borders. Such lands could be identified on maps created and held by the 
General Land Office, he supposed. When another representative, Mr. Haralson, raised concerns 
over how to distinguish these lands from more productive parcels, the Arkansas congressman 
responded that the surveyors’ field notes would provide a “full report.” When called to a vote, the 
bill passed, with Alabama legislator Williamson R.W. Cobb voting in the affirmative.114  
The Swamp Land Act of 1850 promised that federal swamp land would be reverted to the 
respective states, if those governments committed to draining said lands. Swamp land claims had 
been particularly taxing for land officers, especially in their delivery of patents. Contrary to  Robert 
Ward Johnson’s assumption, John Wilson, Commissioner of the General Land Office, told of the 
“imperfections of the [surveyors’] field notes” on which they relied and the conflicts they presented 
with maps produced from those surveys. In addition, railroad grants, which were granted in alternate 
sections, had also complicated the Swamp Land selections. Here was the very basic problem of 
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implementing an abstract national land system on paper: knowledge on the page did not directly 
correlate to the reality of the landscape.115 
With the increased amount of public land and a renewed interest in public land legislation, 
the paperwork at the General Land Office and its satellite district offices multiplied. The land 
commissioner’s report from 1853 is instructive not only about the new laws, but also about the 
agents’ struggle to persevere with meager resources. In his report, Commissioner Wilson told of the 
nearly ten-million acres of lands surveyed, over six-million acres of land claimed by military 
warrants, and some 16,681,253 acres designated for the Swamp Land grant. In that year, just over 
1.5 million acres of public lands had been ceded to railroad companies and other internal 
improvements. These numbers represent only those lands conveyed east of the Rocky Mountains, 
though land offices had been established in the early 1850s in both California and Oregon. As the 
nation’s border reached the Pacific Ocean, the amount of acreage within the public domain grew 
exponentially and became subject to new public-land policies.   
Wilson, a professional bureaucrat who spent most of his adult life employed by the federal 
government, explained that with every increase of land, so, too, did the duties of the land offices 
grow. Agents produced over 78,000 patents nationally “of every description, including cash sales, 
bounty lands under acts of…1850 and 1852, for swamp lands, reservations under Indian treaties, 
and private land claims derived from former governments…some of which occupy many folio pages 
of closely written manuscript.” In the early 1850s, after Congress had allowed for land grants for 
internal improvements, railroad construction, and for swamp and overflowed lands, the General 
Land Office claimed to have produced some 160,618 “selections,” which would potentially be 
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turned to land patents. The paperwork they produced in the more traditional forms of cash sales and 
military warrants had only produced some 121,000 such statements.116   
Commissioner Wilson described the troubles that attended land agent work, particularly the 
“Private Land claim bureau.” He wrote that, “Numerous and complicated questions are constantly 
arising…with reference to the rights of parties, and the correct location of their claims.” To arrive at 
the right answers required “sound judgement, great care, and a thorough knowledge of every matter 
connected with the business.” Wilson continued, “At the early period when many of those claims 
were first surveyed and located, the land was comparatively valueless, and hence but little care and 
caution was then exercised in these particulars.”117 To solve the problems that complicated land 
distribution, the General Land Office sent “special agents” to investigate, organize, and perfect the 
records, but they had not the funds to produce a special agent for each inconsistency that 
materialized. 
 In the midst of this confusion, Wilson feared that much valuable timberland was being 
improperly exploited, and he recommended an act be passed “reserving all lands upon which such 
timber is found growing…” Too often, men harvested timber from these public lands, treating them 
as commons to be gathered for personal gain. Yet the only way to enforce such a limitation on the 
the harvest of trees would be to legislate “that collectors of ports be prohibited…from granting 
clearances to vessels having cargoes of such timber, except on satisfactory evidence of the locality 
from whence it was cut, and that the land was private property.” In other words, those ships with 
timber would have to prove from whence the lumber came. Timber depredations had become a 
normal part of economic exchange by mid-century and agents struggled to catch perpetrators, much 
less convict them in local courts. The prosecution of timber thieves remained outside federal abilities 
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because locals struggled to side with the federal government. While a federal agent could arrest 
someone for an alleged theft of timber, local juries rarely convicted one of their own.  
Wilson’s 1853 report addressed legislators’ efforts to support “pre-emption,” which offered 
a pathway for small-time pioneers and settlers to prove their claims to small portions of the public 
domain. This measure, in part, could potentially distribute pockets of unsettled land within the 
territories, but especially in the states such as Alabama, which had been a member of the Union 
since 1819 but had yet to settle all lands within the state’s borders. The marginalized spaces of 
infertile lands continued to be a source of interest for state governments and the federal 
government, not to mention small-holders who lived within the region. The “pre-emption” measure 
allowed the “actual settlers of the state” to lay claim to the very lands from which they had cleared a 
wilderness. In the 1810s and 1820s, as the federal government first began distributing public lands, 
such settlers would have been considered trespassers, their claims invalid. But in the early 1850s, 
many Congressmen in public land states, eager to promote settlement on marginal lands, endorsed 
pre-emption as a tool of land distribution that would encourage the state’s economic growth.    
Much of this public acreage that had remained in the federal domain for decades was 
considered of little value by settlers and legislators alike. But it could not remain the responsibility of 
the federal government to tend to these lands indefinitely, which was becoming increasingly 
apparent in the 1850s. As it stood in the beginning of the decade, land policies centered on conflicts 
between “actual settlers” and “speculators.”118 To encourage brisker sale of these lands, some 
advocated “graduated rates” – a reduction in the price of public lands that remained unsold. But 
debate over this measure concerned the long-standing conflict between “actual settlers” and 
“speculators.” Graduated rates could serve the “actual settler,” but it also could allow “speculators” 
to purchase unused lands more cheaply. Hence, legislators inserted the “cultivation” requirement in 
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which applicants would have to prove they had created a genuine farm, a home, and some sort of 
produce. Here were the origins of this cultivation clause – to ensure security for those agriculturally 
productive members of society. Republicans would adapt this central requirement to the Homestead 
Acts of the 1860s. However, such a narrow definition of productive use ignored other ways that 
settlers were making use of this land – such as timber and turpentine production, cattle ranging, 
fishing, or hunting game. Such alternatives remained viable options on the ground, but the federal 
government favored agricultural production in its mid-century public-land policies.      
The idea of offering a homestead measure percolated in Congressional conversations 
throughout the 1850s. Such an act, Republican-legislators thought, would democratize the public 
domain and foster settlement by yeoman, small-timers, and “actual settlers.”119 Homesteading would 
join with other legislation intended to render equal access to the public domain, such as “pre-
emption” and “graduated” legislation. Homesteads, however, presented a palpable tension between 
railroad industrialists and homesteaders – the symbols of industrial capitalism and egalitarian 
democracy. In this context, Commissioner Wilson praised the reputation of the “pioneers of 
civilization”: 
Too much cannot be said of the energy and the enterprise of this class of our people. They are the 
pioneers of civilization and Christianity. They have pressed forward from the Alleghanies to the 
Pacific, opening roads, bridging streams, felling the forests, and cultivating the prairies. Before them 
the wild beasts of the forest have passed away, and like a bulwark they have stood in front of their 
less daring and adventurous fellow-citizens [sic] who have followed on and people the countries thus 
opened for them. It […] is, then, but a small gratuity for such services that they shall be permitted to 
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purchase their homes at the government price, without competing with speculators for the fruits of 
their own toil, hardships, and privations.120  
While policies stipulated that claimants practice agricultural production, Wilson recognized the 
benefits of minerals. He continued 
it is recommended that the mineral lands be thrown open to the enterprize [sic] and industry of all 
our citizens, and those who have declared their intention to become such upon the payment of a per 
centage or seniorage [sic] for coining the precious metals.”121  
Wilson identified ambitious goals for federal land distribution in the 1850s, and tasked 
agents with the implementation of these public-land policies. He recognized the obstacles before 
them, however, especially in their district offices. The agents worked in “crowded and 
uncomfortable condition of our rooms, and the impossibility of laboring in some of them in cloudy 
weather without artificial light.” He complained of the paltry salaries received by agents:  
The impolicy of inadequate or insufficient compensation in any employment must be apparent.—A 
Classification that might do justice to other offices would not suit this, for the reason…that the 
duties are more diversified, and many of them require a high and peculiar order of talent.122  
Wilson recognized that local land agents needed financial support in order to tackle the task of 
organizing, understanding, and dividing the public domain.  
The project of distributing public lands meshed well with the emerging goals and platform of 
the new Republican Party. Wilson, for one, wanted the administration of the public domain to 
support public education within the country. Wilson reported that: 
…under the fostering care of the Government, model schools could be founded for imparting 
instruction in literature, mechanics, and agriculture; and civil institutions established on the plan of 
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the Military and Naval academies, in which improvements in every branch of the arts could be tested 
and brought successively into use; and where, in fact, youths from all parts of the country could be 
prepared to act as instructors in these useful and important branches, and thus disseminate 
throughout the land the benefits of scientific education.123 
In concluding his 1853 report, Wilson identified the positive impacts of civilization that had 
been imparted by the national land system. He described the lands that had been retained by the 
federal government, uncultivated for so long, thus depriving the states from “the right and benefit of 
taxation.” Out of necessity, Wilson thought, lands from the public domain needed to be put under 
cultivation to enable citizens to pay taxes, which would, in turn, benefit the individual states. 
Agricultural production would increase the amount of goods in the market, railroads would facilitate 
further commerce, and transportation costs would plummet. National land development expanded 
the mail system, the lines of communication, and the amount of “capital and labor carried into the 
hearts of the several States by their construction.” Finally, labor secured “the blessings of a 
‘homestead’ [for citizens] without feeling degraded by having it conferred… as a gratuity, even if it 
were constitutional thus to benefit a few, at the expense of the many, or compatible with the pledges 
[of] the public lands.”124  
Thus, as an idea, the promotion of homesteads, carved out of public lands, had been in the 
minds of legislators well before 1862. Wilson argued that many of the measures already legislated in 
the early 1850s would secure the same ends that proponents of the homestead measures would later 
seek to achieve.125 The commencement of further internal improvements would benefit the entire 
country. Wilson said: 
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Let these railroads and canals be completed, and the husbandman will no longer have reason to 
complain that his grain remains ungarnered [sic] from year to year, because there is no mode of 
sending to market—it will all be eagerly sought after, and, with his surplus stock, will be sent abroad 
over the land to feed thousands of his less fortunate fellow-beings [sic], while he will thus be made to 
rejoice in the prosperity secured by his honest toil and industry, saying nothing of the advantages to 
the business and finance of the country. Moreover, these means of intercommunication, like iron 
bands, will unite the whole country together by a community of interest and feeling, and like the 
arteries of the human system, will disseminate to every part the benefits of home production, and of 
the Eastern, Pacific and Atlantic trade, when the great California Railroad shall have been 
completed.126   
From Washington, Wilson trumpeted the positive aspects of the public land system, but 
southerners generally scoffed at federal policies. Part of the purpose of the Graduation Act of 1854, 
for example, was to secure lands to actual settlers. In an 1856 article in the Moulton (AL) Democrat, 
the author clarified that legislators inserted the term “cultivation” into the bill so that settlers would 
benefit, and land companies or speculators would be curbed from consuming public lands. The 
same article reported that the Huntsville land office “unanimously and stringently condemn this 
construction of said act…” and they “refuse to make any additional or amended affidavits as 
required by the General Land Office Department.” Part of the Graduation Act required settlers 
already in the process of settling lands to sign affidavits to prove their agricultural intentions. A 
public meeting offered a resolution that the President of the United States should be notified “to 
abandon this mischievous construction of the law.”127 For southern Democrats, the “cultivation” 
standard appeared too restrictive and these politicians continued to rail against an overbearing 
national government, restricting what citizens chose to do with public lands in their state. Local 
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Alabama newspapers usually published commentary and criticism over changes in land legislation. 
One proposed version of a Homestead Act in 1854 was a bill for citizens and for immigrants who 
declared that they would become citizens. One commentator from the Charleston Mercury described 
this Act as “contrary to the whole tenor of our laws on the subject of real estate.” The bill “would 
warm into existence a new spirit of Native Americanism,” that is, the Nativist movement that had 
built momentum at mid-century and manifested itself in the Know-Nothing Party.  
Still, this homestead bill included a five-year residency requirement, which not only allowed 
applicants time to create a farm, but also allowed the land office to keep up with the influx of new 
applications. The editor of the Montgomery Weekly Advertiser thought the nation should not accept 
this version of the Homestead Act. He stated that, “It is a plain fact that the public lands are every 
day becoming a source of evil to the country.” Legislation such as this encouraged a “looseness” of 
Congressional legislation.128 To the Advertiser, “It will be a happy day for the country when their 
management is taken from that body [Congress], and they are disposed in the manner once 
proposed by Mr. Calhoun.” A Virginia Congressman, “Mr. Hunter,” echoed this sentiment when he 
introduced a bill that fit Calhoun’s model. His bill, which did not pass, sought to wrap together all 
the measures being considered in Congress. It would have established “a new and comprehensive 
land policy,” one that the Advertiser supposed would “knit closer than ever the bonds of our happy 
Union.”129  
Amid such debates and new land policies, local legislators remained concerned about the 
function of local offices.130 Eli Shorter, Congressional representative from Butler County, pushed for 
the Cahaba land office to be moved to Greenville, the seat of Butler county. Not only would the 
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office move, its Receiver, W.W. Fambro, and Register, E. Gardner, would move to Greenville as 
well. The editor of the Cahaba Gazette complained that these men should allow citizens of that 
county to serve as the agents of the transferred land office. He also denied that the town of Cahaba 
depended on the land office for its survival, ironically, because the area is now a ghost town. 
Nonetheless, Shorter had convinced Thomas A. Hendricks, then-Commissioner of the General 
Land Office, to approve the move.131  
Changes in public land legislation hardened southerners’ stance against the federal system. 
The new procedures of the land office caused southerners to combat the entire process of applying 
to the land office. One newspaper article in 1856 stated that: 
It may or may not be of some service to those who have been entering portions of Uncle Sam’s 
public domain. We are inclined to the opinion, from the confused, inefficient manner in which 
business is transacted in that highly important department of the Federal Government, that it is time 
thrown away to pay any attention to instructions emanating therefrom, until a new man is 
appointed—one who knows his duty and will do it.132  
Still, even with these southern calls to essentially boycott the land offices’ procedures, the 
(Montgomery) Weekly Advertiser publicized that from May 1855 to August 1857 the General Land 
Office received some 100,000 letters from applicants. The work load of receivers and registers at the 
district land offices and the national land offices continued to balloon to an enormous level. In other 
words, public lands remained a significant subject in common conversation in Congress and 
certainly in the district land offices.133  
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Alabama and the Democratic Fissure 
Though southerners considered the Republican Party a true threat to the institution of 
slavery, the Supreme Court appeared to side with them. After all, Supreme Court Justice Roger 
Taney found the Fugitive Slave Act constitutional. Furthermore, the Dred Scott decision in 1856 
declared that no person of color could become a citizen of the United States. Such decisions meant 
that free people of color were not allowed preemption rights on public lands, much less other 
benefits of citizenship. Those “whose ancestors were brought into this country as slaves,” would not 
benefit from public land laws.134  
The divisions that emerged among Democrats over the protection of slavery – not the idea 
of a homestead act – caused a split in the Party. Representatives from Alabama played a central role 
in the intraparty and inter-regional debate about the Democratic Party’s position on slavery. William 
Lowndes Yancey, an Alabama politician and bombastic orator, became an early leader of southern 
“fire-eaters.” These southern nationalists called for secession well before the shots fired on Fort 
Sumter in 1861. In fact, back in 1848, as Whigs and Democrats debated the annexation of Texas 
(and the war with Mexico), Yancey developed what became known as the “Alabama Platform.” This 
called for the Democratic Party – a political party whose northern and southern members splintered 
on the subject of slavery and national disunion – to pledge that the federal government would 
protect the institution of slavery and allow slaveholders to carry their human chattel into the western 
territories.135 Little came of this resolution at the time because politicians allied to Yancey broke their 
promise to follow him out of the national convention when leaders refused to endorse the measure. 
In that year, Yancey walked out of the convention alone.  
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In 1860, however, the Alabama Platform would be the plank that split the Unionist 
Democrats from the Secessionist Democrats, sending representatives in Deep South states from 
South Carolina to Texas into full rebellion. But that manifestation of strife within the Democratic 
Party had been building for decades. As Dan Feller has shown, the public lands debate contributed 
to a political party system whose participants adhered increasingly to regional identities.136  
One conflict that hastened the party’s split was division over Stephen Douglas’s Kansas-
Nebraska Act, which allowed settlers in Kansas to decide the slavery issue themselves through 
“popular sovereignty,” rather than allowing state representatives of existing states to settle the 
increasingly volatile issue in Congress. Southerners responded by criticizing what they considered to 
be a glaring problem with the bill, the power this gave to “squatters.” In previous territory-to-state 
procedures, ruled by broad statehood policies established in the Northwest Ordinance, citizens of a 
newly-minted state decided the issue after the territorial period ended, when the population 
requirements for statehood had been met. To Douglas, “popular sovereignty” would allow settlers 
to migrate to Kansas with their slave- or free-labor inclinations in tow. These migrants – squatters, 
not citizens, in a territorial state – would decide the issue of slavery before statehood during the 
territorial period. Southern Democrats, those within Douglas’s party but removed from his political 
machinations, denounced what they called “squatter sovereignty.” From 1856 to the elections of 
1860, editorial commentators would indicate whether a potential candidate for office was “pro-
squatter sovereignty” to implicate that candidate with what southern whites considered Douglas’s 
treachery against his fellow party members in the South.    
As the “squatter sovereignty” moniker indicates, southerners came to know “popular 
sovereignty,” it appears, within the broader context of public domain debates in the 1850s. 
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Southerners argued that the “squatter sovereignty” doctrine could not bind standing members of the 
Union to any individual territory’s choice on the slavery issue. Yancey would have agreed. In his 
view, neither a territory nor the federal government, whether in Congress or the executive office, 
could abolish or even alter slavery.137 Put simply, states controlled their own destinies, especially 
when it came to slavery, or so they argued. In the decade leading up to war, whether considering the 
creation of new states, the Constitutional protection of slavery, the Wilmot Proviso, the Kansas-
Nebraska Act, or the Dred Scot decision, Yancey stood stalwartly against the federal government in 
favor of the rights he believed the U.S. Constitution secured to his state. Though some may construe 
this position as a purely “states’ rights” stance, Yancey promoted his state’s right to protect and 
perpetuate slavery.  
In contrast to the stances of Democrats, Republicans made their intentions clear in the 
election year of 1860. They proposed several measures such as the Pacific Railroad Bill, the French 
Spoliation bill, a bill to purchase Cuba for $30 million, and the Homestead Bill — all measures that 
expanded the authority and power of the federal government.138 Alabamians remained suspicious 
about the federal government and its institutions. In the pages of southern papers, alongside 
advertisements for cash rewards for runaway slaves no less, editors encouraged southern whites to 
beware of federal authority. While the federal government was an easy target for southerners, 
Democrat Stephen Douglas became a more dangerous enemy from within. In the election of 1860, 
Douglas’s support for “squatter sovereignty” meant to one newspaper editor that he had “deserted 
the Democratic party upon this issue. He is willing to stand or fall with it. He will defend it to the 
bitter end.”139   
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Congressman Hilary A. Herbert spoke at a public meeting in Greenville, at the newly moved 
land office from Cahaba, no less, where he explained the resolutions of the Alabama Delegation. 
They disagreed with their northern party members and resolved to adopt Yancey’s Alabama 
Platform at the Charleston Convention of that year. According to the Alabama delegation, Herbert 
confirmed, the Convention had “refused us our rights and asked us to accept the odious dogma of 
squatter sovereignty so often condemned by the resolutions of the Alabama Democracy.” It was an 
“issue of principle” that caused their walkout and Herbert called for southerners to unite. In a 
speech described as “able and forcible,” Herbert declared that the southern states “should not 
yield.”140 
 
The Civil War, the Republican Congress, and the Homestead Acts 
Efforts to create homestead legislation occurred in public land committees in U.S. Congress, 
but were also informed by previous land policy debates over settlement, speculation, pre-emption 
and the like. Free-Soilers claimed that the West provided a place for a population of homesteaders 
whose very presence would halt the spread of slavery. They believed the expansion of the institution 
of slavery would ruin the soil and sought a homestead law to protect the nation’s natural bounty.  
Southern white men, most all of them Democratic voters, saw slavery as a positive good in 
society, which set the region apart as an empire and eventually its own self-proclaimed nation.141 The 
Republican Party viewed slavery as a destructive force that not only corroded otherwise fertile soils, 
but also chipped away at the foundation of U.S. “civilization,” and eroded economic opportunities 
for free, white laborers in favor of using slaves. Adam Wesley Dean argues that alongside anti-
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slavery sentiments, Republicans argued that the federal government needed to expand its powers to 
act as a corrective to the actions of recalcitrant state governments. Land-use practices mattered to 
Republicans; during the Civil War they designed the Homestead Acts and even established national 
parks to ensure proper usage and preservation of sacred spaces in the West, for example. Since 
federal expansion was an essential Republican plank, secession and the Civil War proved that the 
federal government needed to intervene where individual states had failed to solve problems. Dean 
argues that the land policies of the Republican Party reflected an agrarian outlook on society where 
small farmers, supported by educational institutions paid for by public land sales, would produce a 
society of ideal citizens. Both Free-Soilers and Republicans drew on a long-held agrarian dream most 
often associated with Thomas Jefferson, but they added a previously inexistent antislavery 
component.142    
Republicans pushed for a homestead bill early and often, backing many versions of 
homestead bills that circulated throughout Washington in the 1850s-60s. Each iteration reflected 
their belief in the threat that the slave system posed to free white labor. To provide land cheaply in 
the expanding West would not only support hardy pioneers and the poorer classes, as Alabamian 
Williamson R.W. Cobb and others had argued, but would also undermine the expansion – and thus 
the political power – of the slave South. However, that federal agents would manage applicants, 
prove claims, and solve disputes over southern public lands annoyed southern Democrats and drove 
them away from such legislation because of federal oversight, just one strand of the bitter partisan 
debate leading up to the Civil War.  
Before the first shots on Fort Sumter, Republican congressman Galusha Grow spoke before 
the House of Representatives in November of 1860. He told of the billions of acres that the federal 
government held in trust, which he saw as a disservice to the American people. Grow argued that, 
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rather than government management of the public domain, farmers, cultivators, or free laborers 
should inherit this land mass and its subsequent benefits. Grow noted that, when homestead 
legislation had been discussed in the prior years, every representative but one from slave-holding 
states voted against such measures. Regarding one Republican-backed homestead measure in 
particular, which passed the House but stalled in the Democratic Senate, Grow asked, “Why was it 
that the great [Democratic] party which so long stood before the American people…that very party 
to-day [sic] warred against the dearest interests of the free laborers of the country[?]” He concluded 
that the passage of a homestead bill would stop the extension of slavery.143 
Representing northern Pennsylvania in Congress, Grow became known as the “father of the 
homestead act.” He entered Congress as its youngest member in 1850 and over a ten-year period 
formulated homestead legislation that would benefit “the nation and the individual.” Grow was not 
alone in support of the bill. Horace Greeley supported the homestead measure from the perspective 
of laborers in eastern cities. To mitigate urban overcrowding and underpayment of wages, Greeley 
suggested that workers should “go straight into the country—go at once,” where the fruits of their 
labor would become their own property.144 Doing so would pre-empt the establishment of a slave 
system in the West while simultaneously improving labor markets in the East. The Homestead Act, 
however, would not be passed until 1862, when Grow served as Speaker of the House.145   
Southern Democrats had resisted homestead legislation out of concern that it would 
strengthen the federal government, undermine constitutional protection for slavery in the territories, 
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and ultimately produce new states that blocked slavery’s expansion. But critics of the legislation also 
argued that any distribution of public lands would end up supporting “land speculators and public 
plunder,” rather than “free homes and actual settlement.”146 Daniel Feller suggests that the “settler 
vs. speculator” image of public land controversies in antebellum America was more symbolic than 
real.147 Regardless, Republicans drafting the 1862 Homestead Act addressed that criticism by 
including a provision that the bill aimed to benefit “actual settlers.”148  
Abraham Lincoln’s election as the first Republican president in 1860 caused seven Deep 
South states to secede, beginning with South Carolina and including Alabama. Though war seemed 
imminent, secession offered Republicans like George Julian and Galusha Grow the opportunity to 
make their dreams of legislating small-farm ownership in the South and West a reality.149 No one 
believed the Civil War would last very long and the abolition of slavery had barely been considered 
as viable outcome of the war. Thus, Republican legislators would do all in their power to secure its 
demise in the meantime, including by opening a legislative path to homesteads. In effect, the Civil 
War opened a window for Republican legislation to reshape the nation from the top down. 
Prominent Republican George Washington Julian of Indiana penned the 1862 Homestead Act, 
Grow served as Speaker of the House, and on May 20, 1862, the SHA passed in a joint resolution.  
After secession, Alabama’s legislators had to reframe their government and they based their 
Confederate institutions – their new nation – on the founding documents of the United States.  
Having criticized the federal government’s approach to public lands before secession, these matters 
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were turned over to the states. Alabama’s government issued its own rules for public land 
distribution and management, but these closely reflected the U.S. policies.  
The state land department declared “the waste and unappropriated public domain” within 
Alabama as the property of the state of Alabama. The receivers at the land offices would hold all 
moneys received and they would be subject to the State Treasurer’s orders. This act of Confederate 
Alabama allowed willing officers of the federal land offices to remain, but the governor would 
appoint new officers if needed.  
The “state land department” closely resembled the U.S. government’s system, with a similar 
structure of officers, commissioners, and salaries, and an adoption of previous laws such as the 
Graduation and Pre-emption Acts. In the end, every head-of-household of the state of Alabama, 
male or female, could claim eighty acres of land for a homestead, with requirements to “improve 
and reside upon” – not necessarily cultivate – said lands within twelve months. Though Alabama’s 
land department stood poised to administer its own public domain, the reality of war hampered the 
process. The only office to function during the war was the Mobile Land Office.150  
During the Civil War, the Republicans’ 1862 Homestead Act recast the West as a place for 
small-scale white farmers. At roughly the same time, Republicans reimagined the South as an actual 
home for freed people, no longer as property, but as citizens. As slaves became runaways or 
contraband of the Union Army, local and regional authorities were forced to explore what their 
freedom meant. As the outcome of the conflict became clear in early 1865, Republicans created a 
“southern” version of the Homestead Act. The Southern Homestead Act sought to re-make the 
South in the homesteader image. Though a noble cause, the legislation had its problems, and these 
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would become clear to African Americans, southern whites, Freedmen’s Bureau agents, and land 




Chapter 3: Reconstructing the Land Office 
 
Introduction 
The formal Reconstruction era began in 1865 when the Union government, victorious in the 
Civil War, attempted to reincorporate the South into the United States. Historians have split the era 
into two parts: “Presidential Reconstruction” – when Andrew Johnson led the effort – and 
“Congressional Reconstruction” – when so-called “radical” Republicans took charge. Johnson had a 
pre-war reputation as a yeoman’s representative; he reportedly loathed the southern planter 
aristocracy. As President, Johnson signed legislation to create the Freedmen’s Bureau and require 
states to ratify the Thirteenth Amendment ending slavery in order to rejoin the Union. He also 
issued a blanket Proclamation of Amnesty that undercut any efforts to confiscate and redistribute 
rebel lands to former slaves. His inaction on civil rights for freedpeople enraged House Republicans, 
who then launched an impeachment campaign, though the Senate did not convict the President after 
the House impeached him. With the election of Ulysses S. Grant as President in 1868, a Republican 
Congress took the reins of the federal efforts to reconstruct the South.   
The ideals of the Republican Party – free labor, agrarianism, and federally-managed internal 
improvements – were central to the policies of Congressional Reconstruction, along with a defense 
of black civil rights. With the outcome of the Civil War unclear in 1862, Republicans intended the 
original Homestead Act to permanently strangle the spread of slavery by settling public lands with 
freeholders in the West, thereby prohibiting the expansion of the institution. With the war over in 
1865 and slavery abolished, the Southern Homestead Act of 1866 aimed to revolutionize black land 
ownership in the South by populating the public domain with freedpeople, as well as non-
slaveholding whites. As historians have long recognized, the applicants for southern homesteads 
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faced many obstacles including the environmental incompatibility of public lands for farming, 
careless actions of land agents, violent white crusaders, and the lack of tools with which to create a 
farm out of the swampy, forested wilderness of much of the southern public domain. All of this has 
led Eric Foner to describe the Southern Homestead Act a “a dismal failure.”151  
While a revolutionized public domain did not materialize, African Americans joined political 
organizations that offered members some opportunity for political education and some voice in the 
future of the region. The Union Leagues supported Republican victories in local, state, and national 
elections from 1868-1874, but also attracted the fury of ex-Confederates. The Republican Party’s 
vitriolic attacks on rebels, combined with its political gains, catalyzed white southerners and many 
acted against Republicans, black and white, throughout the region. The original, decentralized Ku-
Klux Klan appeared in 1865 and spread quickly. These groups exercised wanton violence not just on 
any person with a dark complexion, but on the politically successful or socially connected. To them, 
successful African Americans were anathema. Ex-Confederates perpetrated notorious attacks such 
as the Colfax Massacre in Louisiana, as well as small-scale intimidation to drive northerners and 
people of color, or their allies, out of the region.152  
Serving as president during much of the Reconstruction period, Ulysses Grant was most 
often remembered by his political rivals, and early historians, as the manager of a corrupt 
administration. While some politicians did live up to that reputation, corruption during 
Reconstruction had more to do with war debt, economic insolvency, war in the West, and panics in 
the market than with a simple failure in presidential leadership. One may focus on the negative 
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aspects of war-time losses – “bloody-shirt” debates or the supposed “failures” of Reconstruction – 
while another could point to the positive aspects of the era – such as the Thirteenth Amendment, 
which ended slavery; the Fourteenth Amendment (1869) that provided citizenship for all men born 
in the United States regardless of race; and the Fifteenth Amendment (1870), which provided 
suffrage for all men.  
After emancipation, freedpeople took to the streets to express their freedom. Most sought 
family members, some looked for land, and the educated few sought political offices. By 1870, 
African Americans – at least the men – had gained emancipation, citizenship, and suffrage, but their 
political success could not withstand the tide of white revolt. Northern support dwindled, and 
Republicans congressmen turned away from supporting racial equality and toward sectional 
reconciliation. Thanks, in part, to the “Lost Cause” mythology of the era, white racial supremacy 
won the day at the expense of people of color with political and social power. With the Compromise 
of 1876 – where a close election led to a national agreement to accept the presidency of Republican 
Rutherford B. Hayes in exchange for a removal of northern troops and establishment of “home 
rule” in the South – the formal era of Reconstruction closed.153  
However, Reconstruction was not limited to the South, nor was it singularly focused. The 
same federal forces that had warred against the South in the Civil War continued to mobilize against 
American Indian tribes in the West. Often through violence, the United States asserted its 
sovereignty over hundreds of once-sovereign tribes. Much, though not all, of this campaign ended 
with the Dawes Act (1881), which enumerated the members of remaining tribes, confined them to 
isolated, allotted lands, and corroded their collective sovereignties. As the military cleared Western 
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lands of indigenous peoples, the government created territories equipped with land offices, in order 
to encourage American settlers to venture westward. Federal authorities, at the same time, 
commissioned more geological surveys to assess the resources within the western portion of the 
public domain. While California’s “gold rush” convinced individuals to cross the continent in 1849, 
other natural resources such as timber, ores, water, and minerals became important sources of 
wealth during the Industrial Revolution.  
These actions taken by the federal government in the western territories should not be 
separated from the southern Reconstruction campaigns. Just as homesteaders sought a farm within 
the southern domain, timber agents came for lumber, industrialists sought minerals, and railroad 
corporations continued to use public space as a platform for rail lines. In these ways, the southern 
and western regions of the U.S. became regions central to the nation’s industrial development, 
providing raw materials for manufacturing, which took place mainly in the northeast. Building on 
surveys already begun by state geologists in the pre-war period, federal surveys of timber and 
mineral resources in the South encouraged exploitation, while provoking debates about how best to 
use the public lands still controlled by the federal government. From a national perspective, then, 
federal Reconstruction efforts were both encouraged and limited by these competing forces of 
democracy and capitalism in the forms of homesteads, industry, conquest, and natural resource 
classification. 
For generations the Reconstruction era has divided historians. The first school of historians 
to assess the era stressed the disenfranchisement of whites, the failures of “Negro rule,” and the 
supposed usefulness of the Ku-Klux Klan as a source of order. W.E.B. DuBois produced Black 
Reconstruction, which placed the experience of the black proletariat at the center of Reconstruction. A 
new generation of “revisionist” historians rehabilitated the image of the era in the 1960s, but the 
lasting interpretation of the post-war years comes from Eric Foner’s magisterial work Reconstruction 
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(1989). In that book, Foner concluded that the years between 1863 and 1877 constituted an 
“unfinished revolution,” one only to be fulfilled by civil rights legislation a century later in the Civil 
Rights Movement.154  
While this interpretation has long held sway, the editors of The World the Civil War Made 
(2015) argue for new perspectives on the era, particularly for seeing the federal government as a 
“stockade state” – a government whose military and civic power was “a collection of outposts” 
strewn across a large land mass. These geographic stations, they argue, were “limited in their reach, 
sometimes capable of enforcing their will, sometimes overpowered, and almost always beset by both 
competing power centers and individuals who sought to live beyond the reach of most authority.”155 
Rather than focus solely on the expansion of federal power, Gregory Downs and Kate Masur 
suggest that the government had a limited ability to sustain peace, to marshal troops, and to 
implement Republican policies.156  
This chapter contributes to this examination of the limits of federal power in the 
Reconstruction-era South by examining the effects, implementation, and repeal of the Southern 
Homestead Act of 1876. When Republicans created the Act to reserve the public domain as a 
homestead for freedpeople, they accepted the poor quality and remote location of much of the 
forty-seven-million acres that remained in the southern public domain. This SHA replaced the 
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previous approaches that had been used to encourage settlement of these less desirable portions of 
public land through direct purchase, preemption, graduated rates, drained swamp land, and the 
designation of some public lands as Sixteenth Section school lands.157  
The Homestead Acts reserved the public domain for agricultural production, with one 
exception. Mindful of the value of mineral resources to the nation’s expanding industrial economy, 
federal legislators reserved some portions of the public domain for commercial development. In the 
land offices, registers and receivers refereed the process and most did their best to keep up with 
ever-changing policies regarding public land use. Agents accepted applications, payments, and 
affidavits. They sent applications to be patented at the General Land Office in Washington, D.C. – 
the only place where an official patent could be issued. While agents of the state of Alabama 
advertised the natural resources located within the state, the land office was the place where lumber 
agents sought land and timber, and homesteaders sought farms. This chapter explores not only the 
problems of the Southern Homestead Act, but also how its passage and repeal led to a wasteful 
cutover of the southern piney woods. In short, it was an episode in the struggle between egalitarian 
democracy and acquisitive capitalism, and what was lost when the latter forces prevailed.   
 
Reconstruction in Alabama 
The full brunt of war struck Alabama in spring 1865. Both “Wilson’s Raid” and the 
bombardment of the port of Mobile occurred as Robert E. Lee surrendered to Ulysses S. Grant at 
Appomattox in April. Union Gen. James H. Wilson’s troops invaded Alabama from the north, 
crossing the swollen Tennessee River, capturing Elyton (modern-day Birmingham by 1871), and 
destroying the iron furnaces in Shades Valley. They later burned most buildings at the University of 
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Alabama and moved to Selma and Montevallo, which were major cotton-producing centers in the 
central portion of the state. As Union troops descended on the city of Montgomery, soldiers 
destroyed anything of value and chaos permeated the city. Confederate forces stood little chance; 
they were so few in Alabama that adolescents had been compelled into service.158 
In southwest Alabama Union Lieutenant Colonel C. S. Hills led the assault on Fort Blakely 
near Mobile. Hills described how Confederates had felled pine trees in front of the fort to create a 
maze-like obstruction. He bragged that his troops  
…charged 550 yards through fallen timber, woven together to obstruct us; a swamp to cross; and 
four lines of Abattises [sic], made of sharpened sticks, with their points toward us, and so close 
together that ordinarily a man could scarcely get through them…159  
Reflecting the wildness of the coastal landscape, the Confederates attempted to turn the 
environment upon Union troops themselves, but to little avail.  
The Union troops victorious in south Alabama included emancipated-slaves-turned-soldiers. 
Confederate soldiers who experienced the final conflicts felt ashamed at their defeat, especially at the 
hands of black men. One writer and activist, Frye Gaillard, tells of his Confederate grandfather’s 
feelings of shame and humiliation while captured. Black troops guarded him and his fellow prisoners 
at Fort Ship – a Union prison on an island off the coast of Mississippi.160 His grandfather would not 
be held long, however, as the War’s end assured his release.      
Union victory solidified the end of plantation slavery in the South, yet the meaning of 
freedom had yet to be resolved. As freedpeople left plantations, they went in search of family 
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members sold by their former owners. Churches and pastors relayed descriptions of relatives, 
husbands and wives, siblings and children. Though the horrors of slavery were many, family 
reunification became a visible remedy for years of family separation.  
Second to family reunification were calls for land. Politicians of all stripes praised the 
benefits of land ownership and many Republicans tailored that message to include freedpeople. 
Land ownership, they argued, would provide freedpeople with resources to sustain their liberty, as it, 
for one, would provide a haven from white oversight and abuse. Land ownership also offered an 
economic foothold for the recently-freed. Though northern legislators talked of direct land 
confiscation and redistribution to punish the ruling class of the Confederacy, akin to Sherman’s 
Field Order No. 15, even so-called radical Republicans feared the white backlash that might follow 
such a drastic assault on the rights of property. Regardless of the rumors of “forty acres and a mule” 
that swirled in popular conversation – a tale historians trace to Sherman’s march – federal agents 
from the Freedmen’s Bureau and the Union Army made clear that the national government had no 
land to give them. A year later, in 1866, Congress would resolve that problem, not by breaking up 
the fertile plantation land, but by expanding the federal homesteading legislation to include public 
land in the former Confederate states.  
To meet the immediate needs of those affected by the War, the national government created 
the Bureau of Freedmen, Refugees, and Abandoned Land in 1865 – better known as the Freedmen’s 
Bureau. Union General Oliver Otis Howard served as the figurehead of the organization and Wager 
T. Swayne as the highest Bureau authority in the state of Alabama. Bureau agents distributed food, 
established makeshift hospitals, and negotiated labor contracts. The South’s economy had been 
destroyed and agents attempted to serve as mediators between freedpeople and their former 
masters. Agents struggled, however, to hear all cases, solve all conflicts, and operate effectively. This 
was no ringing endorsement of federal authority or efficiency.  
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Swayne and his fellow Bureau agents recognized the need for black landownership, but post-
war demands for food led agents to focus on the more conservative policy of returning freedpeople 
to work immediately. Former planters might have recognized the freedom attained by African 
Americans through emancipation, but, as Leon Litwack notes, “planters derived considerable 
comfort from the knowledge that Federal officials were prepared to confirm their property 
rights.”161  
The demand to return to work for white masters under a labor contract put African 
Americans in a quandary. Many were illiterate, which made them vulnerable to contract fraud and 
they were understandably wary. Plus, contracts between freedpeople and their former owners varied 
wildly. One such contract tied thirteen freedpeople to their former owner, with food and clothing as 
the only secured compensation. Other contracts stipulated the exact tasks awaiting signees. In 
Autauga County, planter W.C. Penick set rules for laborers to “behave themselves well and be 
willing to be controlled”; they would work every day, save Saturday nights and the Sabbath; in 
addition to cultivating cotton, females would “spin, weave & make up clothing for their own 
respective families”; laborers would mend fences and, of course, promise not to steal from the 
landowner. Such contracts generally lasted one year and in 1865, with society reemerging from its 
war-time posture, these relations would have to suffice for the time being.162 In the view of many 
freedpeople, these contracts imposed a new form of slavery; land ownership appeared the best 
option for realizing a more meaningful freedom.  
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The sputtering of Presidential Reconstruction led to a chaotic situation in which real 
authority rested with whomever physically imposed themselves on another. In the first three years 
after the War ended, few government entities operated at all, including the federal Land Office in 
Montgomery.163 In other words, the immediate post-war years were fraught with danger. 
While Andrew Johnson appointed Provisional Governor Lewis Parsons in the summer of 
1865, Alabamians who could vote elected Robert M. Patton in November of the same year. 
However, the actions of state authorities led Congress to pass several Reconstruction Acts, one of 
which established the lead Freedmen’s Bureau agent in each state as that region’s highest authority. 
In effect, Patton and Swayne served as governors of Alabama simultaneously, but under different – 
state and federal – authorities. A merchant-minded Whig from north Alabama, Patton spent much 
of his governorship in 1866-67 obsessed with jumpstarting Alabama’s woeful economy. In this, 
Patton and Swayne shared a common goal, and the head of the Freemen’s Bureau was one of the 
new governor’s few political allies. Still, the Unionists in North Alabama were the only ones actively 
cooperating with the federal government, while much of the white population in the rest of the state 
remained resistant to federal authority and its program for political reconstruction. Black men did 
not have the right to vote until 1870 and many authorities would not hear black testimony in courts, 
which was one measure of freedom Swayne fought for within the Freedmen’s Bureau. To Swayne, 
freedom had to mean something, and in his few years of authority he worked toward the legal 




                                                          




The Southern Homestead Act of 1866164 
John H. Rice of Maine introduced the Southern Homestead Act into the House and George 
Julian – chairman of the House Committee on Public Lands – saw the legislation as an effort “to 
brake capitalist and corporate grabbing,” according to historian Michael Lanza. Furthermore, Rice 
asserted,  
Where ever and whenever [the laboring classes] can have homes and lands of their own…even if 
they be in the mountains and amid the swamps, there human nature and human manhood will assert 
its prerogatives and its freedom.165 
The homestead acts reflected the political ideals of the Republicans in 1866: they championed free 
labor, rebuffed corporate power over public resources, and sought to secure freedom to the once-
enslaved. This radical piece of legislation aimed to provide an economic footing for a population 
long denied the fruits of their labor. As Lanza has noted, what was “radical” about this legislation is 
that it sought to seize what would eventually become private property for African Americans at the 
expense of corporations and aristocratic planters. The narrow-minded agricultural vision of the 
antebellum upper class led them to marginalize public lands before secession, but as the post-war 
world dawned it became increasingly clear that natural resources would play a large role in the 
national – even global – economy.    
The industries that emerged in the post-war era technically did not have access to public 
lands because of the SHA’s strictly agricultural requirements.  As Oliver Otis Howard had advertised 
in the Christian Recorder (Philadelphia, PA), black homesteaders had “special opportunities of obtaining 
homes by the mere act of settlement, and payment of five dollars.” The work it would take to create 
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a homestead and build a home seems lost on Howard. He was, after all, the highest authority in the 
Freedmen’s Bureau.166 Nevertheless, the Southern Homestead Act also provided that “mineral 
lands” be preserved from the domain of homesteaders, though these resources were yet to be 
located and classified by federal surveyors. With this caveat, Republicans in Washington implicitly 
acknowledged that public lands did retain other economic functions even if the soil itself was unfit 
for agriculture. Senators also attempted to reserve timber lands from homesteading. Though the 
stipulation was not retained, it reveals that legislators anticipated the natural resources contained 
within the underdeveloped public domain. Into the future, as states charged agents with gathering 
and organizing more knowledge of the natural resources within their respective borders, leaders 
became increasingly aware of the value of some of this neglected public land. Leaders in Alabama, as 
we will see, used this knowledge initially to attract immigrants, capital, and corporations.  
News of the Act spread quickly in Alabama. In 1866, the editor from the Clarke County 
Democrat advertised what he called the “Negro Homestead Bill.” The editor offered an alternative 
title, when he wrote it “ought to have been ‘A bill to get rid of the laboring class of the South and 
make Cuffee167 a self-supporting nuisance.’” With “special instructions” given by O.O. Howard, 
Freedman’s Bureau agents would notify freedpeople of their right to select a homestead in the public 
domain. For the Clarke County editor, however, it was “easy to foretell how this will end. The 
[N]egroes will become possessed of a small freehold, will raise their corn, squashes, pigs and 
chickens, and will work no more in the cotton, rice and sugar fields.” Whites believed that blacks 
would not work without some form of coercion. Rather than recognize that African Americans 
wished to operate within a subsistence economy that afforded them a measure of independence, 
whites denounced them as “lazy.” “In other words,” the editor continued, “their labor will become 
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unavailable for those products which the world especially needs. The history of [N]egro 
communities proves that when the blacks can live on the soil they will not work as laborers.” Whites 
generally recognized African Americans only in their capacity as laborers and their ability to produce 
raw materials, and profits, for white landowners. This loss of black labor, in turn, made freedpeople 
of no further use to most white southerners.168    
The implementation of this amendment faced many obstacles, but the first of these 
concerned the land’s fitness for agricultural cultivation. Southern newspapers chortled at the idea of 
settling these marginalized lands. In the Mobile Daily Advertiser and Register, the editor teased about 
the eighty-acre restriction. Such a place did not exist in Alabama where a settler “would not starve 
and be taxed to death in three weeks. Make it the Homestead allowance of 160 acres, and imagine 
the poor devil’s fate!” The Jackson Daily Mississippi Clarion and Standard echoed such sentiments, 
when it stated that most of the public domain was unfit for cultivation and only good for hunting 
and fishing. With such a situation, southern presses supposed, black homesteaders would become 
“slovenly squatters.”  
With the Civil War having recently ended, money was scarce in the South and northern 
investors timid about their prospects. Even so, some entered southern states, bought acreage, and 
attempted to attract immigrant labor. The northern newcomers, like their land-owning, southern 
counterparts, viewed African Americans as unable to navigate market forces and attempted to 
control labor in much the same fashion as planters had. Those from the north became known as 
“carpetbaggers;” their southern counterparts “scalawags.” As the Reconstruction era commenced, 
divisions within the Republican Party emerged along the carpetbagger/scalawag line, but also 
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between white and black party members. Indeed, political factionalism may have been the party’s 
Achilles heel in Alabama and the South at large.169  
Like the planters, northerners echoed claims that people of color were “lazy” for not happily 
working for their prior owners. For this reason, state governments throughout the South called for 
immigrants to supplant African Americans in the workforce. Almost immediately following the war, 
the southern states sought to usurp federal direction of labor and race relations, which exposed the 
weakness of Presidential Reconstruction.170 The reorganization of rural labor during Reconstruction 
was central to economic revitalization in an isolated region, but it mostly relied on contracts.  
With the transition from slave to free labor underway, southern industrialists, too, required a 
more modern orientation to market production, as its proponents understood it, including the 
construction of railroads and factories to reinvigorate the southern economy. One of Johnson’s acts 
in February 1867 authorized the issuance of railroad bonds, which the state of Alabama used as the 
basis of railroad construction. This coalesced with other state laws, including the infamous Black 
Codes of the late 1860s that were later repealed, and established regulations that favored landowners 
and sought to attract European immigrants. As Eric Foner notes, “Laws intended to modernize the 
Southern economy coincided with measures…to discipline the labor force.” For instance, the 
infamous convict-lease system found its proponents in the state authorities of the Reconstruction 
era. Land and its resources attracted financial investment, yet the arrival of new industries required a 
disciplined labor force. In the aftermath of slavery, the solutions were contracts, immigrants, and the 
convict-lease system.   
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As readers can deduce, northerners generally agreed with their southern counterparts about 
the efficiency of black labor. Many did not believe that homesteads would create subsistence 
farmers, but would instead create makers in the expanding market economy. To bring southern 
products to market, southerners believed, the SHA needed to influence these new farmers into 
bringing their row crops to market. While northerners would disagree with the excesses of the era – 
such as the Black Codes – others would support disciplinary measures. Here is the reason some 
northerners supported contracts or the convict-lease system, because it engendered some sense of 
force from the ruling class to the laboring masses. Looking back on the era, Provisional Governor 
Parsons proclaimed the initial post-war years “a great blunder” for the state.171  
After the end of his term in 1868, Parsons articulated the dominant white perspective on 
government action during Reconstruction. The major question, the former Whig remarked in a 
speech at Odd Fellows Hall in Mobile, “is simply how shall the white race in Alabama save itself from the 
dangers which now threaten its destruction.” Radical Republicans and “Negro rule” threatened the state of 
Alabama, Parsons argued to a raucous crowd, and it was their responsibility to deny the 
“reconstruction acts” – those legislative measures enacted by the Radical Congress. Parsons did not 
blame the black race for fighting for itself. He urged, instead, that white people do the same for 
theirs. After explaining that the recent conflict had been over states’ rights – not slavery – he urged 
white voters to reject the 1868 state Constitution developed by the “Radical party,” adding that they 
“threaten to grind the white people to powder…”172  
Parsons saw the Radicals and freedpeople as stepping out of their subordinate place and his 
speech is evidence of the contempt most white people held for black people during Reconstruction. 
White men of Alabama, Parsons argued, had tried to reinstate the government at a Constitutional 
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Convention in Montgomery in 1865. Instead, Republicans in Washington “enfranchise[d] the entire 
black male population of the State,” which crippled white people’s chance to control their own 
destiny because the federal government controlled the “elective franchise.”173 Parsons argued that 
Radicals expected Alabama to form a government that empowered people, regardless of race and 
color. But the “races,” he said, could not be one. He concluded, “If that [1868] Constitution is 
adopted, let it be the work of blacks, and not of white men.” The Radical plan would make “ten 
negro States in the South,” which would undermine the “capacity and experience” of white people. 
To place the power of the state in the hands of African Americans and Republicans would be to 
place it “in the hands of ignorance, incapacity and inexperience!” White Alabamians could not take 
an oath to govern with black people, Parsons proclaimed. He stated plainly:  
We must save ourselves and all we hold dear from this great calamity. The friends of the Constitution 
and the Union and the political supremacy of the white race throughout the Union will aid us… 
‘Save us from the black wave of desolation.’”174 
In 1868, Alabama’s state Constitution did pass, a document that most white Alabamians 
considered tyrannical. The “Constitutional Club of Mobile” published a pamphlet describing the 
“Black Dupes and White Renegades” who voted for what they called the “Menagerie Constitution.” 
The publication consists of a single page with names of the “Whites” and “Creoles” who supported 
the Constitution, followed by nearly ten pages of the names of “Negroes” who contributed to its 
passage.175  
These examples demonstrate the type of obstacles that proponents of equality faced during 
Reconstruction to reach their various goals, including black autonomy and black land ownership. In 
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the Piney Woods of south Alabama, even with the reservation of public land from timber extraction 
or direct purchase, people continued to use the land under the noses of official authorities. After all, 
how could federal agents in the state’s city centers, much less Washington, D.C., know what 
happened in the dense, forested swamps near the coast? To be sure, many sought the official route 
to owning a piece of the public domain, but others acted without regard for federal authority.    
 
Alabama’s Land Offices 
The US General Land Office in Washington produced a map of the state of Alabama in 
1866, showing sections, ranges, railroads (real and imagined), and the location of previous land 
offices (see Figure 1).176 The map did not illustrate which lands were in the public domain, yet it did 
note the location of the land offices. Marked in a red circle on the Land Office’s map is the 
consolidated district office at Montgomery. Former offices are marked by circles devoid of color. 
The state held fifty-three counties in 1866, but the Alabama State Convention in 1865 had declared 
that the size of each county be reduced from roughly 900,000 acres to 600,000 acres apiece.177 By 
1870, an additional thirteen counties had been carved out of the existing ones. In southwest 
Alabama, portions of Conecuh and Baldwin Counties became Escambia County, named for the 
Escambia River (see Figure 2). The river weaved its way south to Pensacola, which made the deeply 
forested Conecuh-Escambia region accessible before the arrival of railroads. Of course, these 
counties had been occupied, traversed, and exploited by Native Americans for centuries and claimed 
by the Spanish as a part of La Florida a few decades before. Evidence of the many cultures that had 
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occupied this region – the 1870 census counted numerous “creoles” of mixed descent – including 
the offspring of European and African parents.178    
Alabama’s Conecuh and Escambia Counties typify the occupied, yet sparsely populated pine-
forest region of Alabama. Escambia County sat only fifty miles from the coastal ports of Mobile  
and Pensacola. The 1870 Census counted over 67,000 farms in the state of Alabama; only 239 farms 
existed in Escambia County and Conecuh County contained 275 farms.179 Over the next four 
decades, the population of these counties witnessed the arrival of homesteaders, timber companies, 
state land agents, more railroads, and both national and local investors.  
In addition to the Homestead Acts, the federal government instituted other changes in the 
public land system that affected the district land offices. For one, no longer would remaining public 
land within the state’s borders be divided into regions with individual land offices. Instead, land 
offices would be centralized. In 1868, the Montgomery Land Office held authority over the 
southern portion of the state and the Huntsville Land Office took hold of the northern portion (see 
Figure 1). The Mobile Land Office, an exception to the rule, continued to operate into the 1870s. 
The Land Offices at Elba, Sparta, and Greenville, for example, all complied with orders to cease 
operations and send their records to the main land office in Montgomery. This transfer of ledgers 
and letter books from several state offices to central locations confused the material record 
undoubtedly. For example, the office at Elba claimed to have “wagon loads” of recorded materials, 
while the Register of the Montgomery Land Office had no information regarding land in the Elba 
district. The centralization of the land offices complicated record keeping, to be sure, but also put a 
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barrier of distance between local applicants and the federal land agents, particularly for those who 
were illiterate.180  
Pelham J. Anderson served as Register of the Montgomery Land Office from 1869 to 1881. 
While he retained the position throughout the formal Reconstruction era, Anderson worked 
alongside a few different receivers. William H. Dingley served from 1869 to 1872; Peyton Finley 
became receiver twice, from 1872-1874 and in 1876. Thereafter, Paul J. Strobach took the reins as 
receiver from 1877 to 1881.181  
Michael Lanza argues that land agents depended on political patronage for their positions. 
Party loyalty often determined appointees, few of whom had “any previous experience with land 
questions.”182 The typical tensions of Reconstruction appeared in land office appointments. 
Northerners served as land agents, such as C.F. Stearns’s eight-year term at the Mobile Land Office. 
African Americans conducted land duties as well. President Grant appointed James Somerville as the 
receiver at Mobile and he served until after the election of Rutherford Hayes in 1876. Montgomery’s 
two-time receiver Peyton Finley was praised by James T. Rapier, the state’s top African American 
congressman. He declared Finley “a prominent and leading colored man in our state.” In 1874, 
Finley ran for county sheriff but returned to the land office in 1876. By then, however, the political 
tide had changed. As the Compromise of 1876 unfolded, one probate judge alleged that Finley was 
“wholly incompetent to discharge the duties of his office,” and Finley subsequently resigned to 
Interior Secretary Carl Schurz.183  
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The agents worked in adjacent offices, each furnished with walnut desks, pine tables, a few 
chairs, a small iron safe, and bookshelves to house the many ledgers and tract books that contained 
the records of public land administration. From 1869-1872, Anderson and Dingley corresponded 
most with the General Land Office Commissioner – Joseph S. Wilson – the brother of previous 
General Land Office Commissioner John Wilson. Otherwise they fielded letters and responded to 
queries made by local attorneys scattered throughout the state. Both agents explained, ad nauseum, 
the process for entering public lands. Any applicant who sought to enter public lands needed to 
locate and accurately describe the desired portion of land by section, township, and range in an 
application, with the minimal fee included.184 The register would note this entry in the appropriate 
plat book and the receiver would log the amount paid in the proper ledger. At that point, the land 
agents would remit the application to the General Land Office for official approval. In monthly 
reports, the receiver would tally the amount of money transacted and send the appropriate report to 
Washington. At a later point within the given five-year period, the applicant would file an affidavit 
swearing to the “actual settlement and cultivation” of the land along with the signatures of two 
credible witnesses, as the original 1862 Homestead Act had explicitly required. After five years had 
passed, authorities at the General Land Office in Washington would return a patent to the district 
office, at which point the register would forward the land patent to the homesteader.    
Sometimes self-interested claimants objected to the legitimacy of another’s active homestead 
claim. This obviously left homesteaders, black and white, vulnerable to local, sometimes sinister, 
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rumors. In those cases, land agents mediated the dispute, but lacked direct authority to resolve the 
conflict. As Anderson once wrote, “we have no authority at this office to cancel any entry,” which 
reflects the reality of hobbled federal authority embedded within Alabama.185 Pelham Anderson 
explained the process of contesting a homestead entry to a local attorney in many letters. In one 
such letter, he wrote that one:  
…can contest his entry at this office with a view to having said entry declared cancelled by the proper 
authorities at Washington. Preliminary to a contest, the contestant must first file an affidavit of 
contest in this office – and pay the probable expenses of said contest here – say $10.00. We will then 
set a day for a hearing – of which day all parties in interest will be notified. When the case will be 
heard, the testimony submitted, will be reduced to writing, sworn and [substantiated] by each party or 
his witnesses, and all will then be forwarded to Washington for a decision. If they consider the party 
has not complied with the requirements of the act, we will be notified here and ordered to mark it 
cancelled on our record as soon as the entry is marked cancelled here – it becomes public and the 
first application afterwards will be received.186 
This general framework for contesting claims depended on, first, a functioning postal service. Parties 
complicated the postal service’s task when they moved or failed to retrieve their mail from local 
posts. After 1850, for example, many had already begun to leave Alabama for Texas, after the 
Mexican-American War. Agents in the post-war era, then, still struggled to reach claimants who 
made their preemption entries before the war. In such circumstances, the contestants usually 
succeeded in having the previous entry cancelled. In the 1860s and 1870s, contested claims offered 
people a way to snatch improved lands out from under potential homesteaders, especially if the 
latter could not be located by agents or the postal service.   
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A homesteader could also relinquish a homestead claim or finalize it with cash payment. On 
one hand, the homesteader could sign the back page of the original application, showing his or her 
surrender of the entry. On the other hand, Anderson claimed that “section 25” of the General Land 
Office’s circular instructions provided a cash-entry option where homesteaders could purchase their  
tract immediately if they did not wish to wait for the five-year period to expire.187 As Anderson 
wrote, “the law permits him to pay for it with cash or warrants, upon making proof of settlement 
and cultivation from the date of entry to the time of payment.” With the usual affidavit showing the 
signatures of two credible witnesses, “…your land will be $1.25 per acre.”188  
A constant theme in the land office concerned the tough task of keeping accurate paper 
records. This was another obstacle to homesteaders as a land patent required a legal paper trail. 
Resolving ongoing traces of old and new applications taxed land agents, but applicants typically 
suffered the consequence of losing perhaps years-long improvement efforts. With the centralization 
of the land offices, for example, the records of the shuttered land offices in Greenville and Elba had 
to be sent from these former districts to the Montgomery office. In their “List[s] of Vacant and 
Unappropriated Lands,” the former land offices detailed the acreage remaining on the books before 
the Civil War. These records show that the federal surveyors had not completed a full survey of the 
southern landscape some fifty years into Alabama’s statehood. Lands once offered for sale in the 
Mobile District – which included Monroe, Conecuh, Covington, Butler, Crenshaw, and Wilcox 
counties – appeared to have some 54,210.56 acres surveyed. In the former Greenville District, some 
fifty pages detail 192,892.54 acres open for entry. These figures, which amounted to a few hundred 
thousand acres – nowhere near the almost 8 million acres available after the Civil War in Alabama – 
represent the trivial amount of public land that had been drawn onto plat books by mid-century. 
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Even if perfect records might show the status and character of public land, the undocumented land 
– presumably those that posed geographic challenges like bluffs, forests, or swamps – presented a 
problem of yet-unknown measure.  
In other homestead correspondence, most concerned the location of public lands, the status 
of applications, or whether proper maps existed. Alabama’s state archives today hold land records 
that are incomplete at best. Outside of the typical clerical problems of recording the position and 
status of millions of acres of land and its attendant applications, land agents seemed to be mere 
pencil-pushing land attorneys – not political advocates. This did not mean, however, that the land 
agents lived boring lives. Paul J. Strobach was once stabbed, several newspapers reported, not 
because of his land office duties, but because he “was suspicioned of undue intimacy” with a man’s 
wife. Her husband – the assailant – allegedly had “an occular [sic] demonstration” of the affair 
before piercing Strobach non-fatally.189  
As they worked to comply with the goals of the SHA, the land agents faced challenges that 
offer a window into the landscape of the longleaf forest of south Alabama. The southern forest 
presented homesteaders plenty of public land but little of it could be considered fertile for row-crop 
agriculture or fit for monoculture, as historians have noted. This helps explain why out of over 6.7 
million acres of public land in Alabama subject to the SHA, land agents only patented 720,773 acres 
throughout the Act’s tenure. Of the 16,284 homestead applications entered, only 38% received 
approval from the land agents – a paltry 6,293 patents.190 A host of reasons worked against 
freedpeople in their efforts to complete a homestead claim: few material belongings, threats from 
white marauders, pressure to contract one’s labor, and the confusion of land-office paperwork.  
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Indeed, land agents generally contributed to the burden that applicants carried to prove a 
homestead claim because of carelessness or outright corruption. Land agent transgressions included 
officers acting without a receiver, which meant that money exchanged for land was never recorded 
and therefore would not ever be patented by the General Land Office. Agents overcharged 
applicants; some sold lands under cash entry; others accepted money from timber trespassers. 
Federal authorities remanded Huntsville Land Office agents E.C. Hatten and D.M. Bradford for 
charging improper fees and commissions in 1867. Such events occurred in most southern public 
land states, but the Mobile Land Office had a particularly vile reputation described by one historian 
as “entirely out of hand.”191  
Salmon Dutton, a native of Vermont, served in the Mobile office beginning in 1866 but 
homesteaders were not happy with his performance. At a federal hearing, James Tharp, a clerk in the 
office, attested to a “private office” Dutton operated without maps or records at all. Tharp testified 
further that one man “paid Dutton $1,000 and then entered ninety-three homesteads for the 
purpose of obtaining timber.” Others Dutton allowed to make multiple land claims. They did so 
under the names of African-American men they employed. Of the lands usurped by these abusers, 
many had been converted into “turpentine orchards.” Such egregious actions certainly undermined 
the goals of the Southern Homestead Act.192  
From a modern perspective, then, the SHA may seem like “a dismal failure” precisely 
because the forested public lands could have provided an alternative space for freedpeople.193 While 
lands such as these would make fulfilling the cultivation requirements of a homestead application 
challenging, the forest could have offered a sense of security and autonomy as it had for many who 
used the forest commons before the Civil War. The marginalized landscape had previously provided 
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a haven where runaways, illicit preachers, or maroons maintained under-the-radar cultural practices 
unbeknownst to ruling whites. If the agrarian dream enshrined in the Homestead Act of 1862 and its 
amendment had proven viable, African Americans could have created new lives, however 
tentatively, outside the eye of the larger white community.  
And some did. Two communities within the longleaf region formed in the mid-nineteenth 
century: the residents of Africatown and the Poarch Band of Creek Indians.  
The most famous of the AfricaTown group was Cudjoe Lewis. During the Great 
Depression, Zora Neal Hurston contacted Lewis – the last-living slave ever brought into the United 
States around 1859 – and began conducting interviews. While her book eventually appeared decades 
later, it adds significantly to the cultural connections between AfricaTown residents, African 
Americans, and Native Americans in Alabama. Not the same, of course, but the connections 
between these groups – even today – show the deeper cultural roots that exist.  
The Poarch Band of Creek Indians (named so for its federal recognition in 1964) is in 
Escambia County. Today there is a tribe, casino, and other elements of the Poarch Tribe existing in 
Atmore. One researcher, Lou Vickery, plodded back into tribal books to find the ancestral roots that 
so bind the tribe together. In his own experiences growing up with the Poarch Tribe, Vickery noted 
the many ways he felt accepted and supported by the group’s leaders.194 
In several articles, Gates recognized the economic obstacles facing black homesteaders who 
lacked the tools and materials to clear heavily forested acreage to produce a homestead. Even if 
freedpeople had the means to create a homestead, Gates surmised that Commissioner Joseph S. 
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Wilson failed to pay much attention to the homesteaders, at least according to the official records. 
Even in local correspondence, there is rarely a mention of race, despite the act’s professed goal of 
supporting freedmen. Gates calculated that out of the total amount of public lands available in the 
southern public land states, some 675,000 farms of eighty acres apiece could have been made 
available for African-American families. Instead, a measly 24,374 were ever fully patented. As the 
number of federal forces in the South dwindled and white violence increased, African Americans 
probably recognized the dangers of seeking public land. Plus, the process of completing the five-year 
term required signatures from credible witnesses and notices published in local newspapers, for 
instance, announcing the whereabouts of African-American families that may have wanted to avoid 
such publicity. In other words, land office regulations shed a light on the relatively hidden space of 
the forest. 
Nevertheless, the Southern Homestead Act remained on the books from 1866 to 1881.195 
Only 36% of families achieved autonomous status through land ownership in the southern public 
land states, compared to a success rate of 59% for all homestead entries in the western United 
States.196 Even if a longer time period than six months had been reserved initially for African 
Americans to make a homestead claim, the practice of signing year-long labor contracts prohibited 
these farm workers from taking time away from their workplaces to do so. Because of vagrancy laws 
and tight adherence to such labor contracts, African Americans faced imprisonment and debt 
peonage if they even appeared to walk off the job. From the start, then, those who wished to claim 
public lands faced an uphill battle at best. While there seemed to be plenty of land, albeit marginal, 
land distribution and widespread black landownership did not come to fruition as northern 
Republicans had initially hoped and as most freedpeople could only dream.  
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Reconstructing Land Use in Alabama 
While federal authorities attempted to distribute the public domain, the state of Alabama’s 
interior department also handled its own land issues. The State Auditor, Willis Brewer, dealt with the 
state’s land holdings as well as queries regarding private land ownership. During the 1870s, he 
fielded letters from counties throughout the state, as well as faraway places. As money remained 
tight in the early 1870s, economic depressions decreased people’s chances of paying taxes. Unpaid 
taxes on real property transferred previously owned lands to the State of Alabama. Lands “sold to 
state” unleashed a flurry of letters from citizens regarding specific tracts, seeking instructions, and 
tax amounts due for one to attain a Certificate of Purchase. In 1872, for example, various 
landowners had failed to pay the property taxes on some 4,400 acres in Escambia County, assessed 
at $178.95 in taxes. Such inaction reverted ownership of the land to the state.197 Private landowners 
experienced this uncertain state of flux and the clouded titles that followed tax sales exacerbated the 
task of transferring ownership later. Local attorneys and county courthouses were the access points 
to official records for state and citizen, which bore the full weight, complexity, and power of state 
land management. 
Jason G. Savage, the county Tax Assessor in nearby Clarke County, established an ongoing 
correspondence with Willis Brewer and faced concerns like those of federal land agents. It may seem 
strange to look at the state of Alabama’s public land holdings, but the officers themselves were often 
called upon to speak to these matters. To be sure, such tasks frustrated many of the land agents, 
including Savage.  
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In search of the amount in taxes owed for certain lands sold to state in 1878, Savage not 
only struggled to find the land, but requested copies of the “Revenue laws of 1875-6 [and] also a 
copy of the last acts 1876-7 (pamphlet form)” for legal context. In addition to interpreting law on 
the fly, Savage encountered natural obstacles as he “had both these but lost them in a creek I had to 
swim not long since.” Even if prior owners had been ascertained and cash for unpaid taxes 
submitted, the physical certificates of transfer mattered and needed to be filed for record locally. 
Savage seemed heated after one request went unnoticed, writing to Brewer to “inquire if you have the 
Certificate of Purchase in your Office” (emphasis in the original). Between attorneys, tax collectors, judges 
of probate, and county clerks, land management intersected with law. It also crossed political 
barriers, as those stationed in these seats of local power controlled access to state sources. Brewer, 
for example, was an educated farm-boy from Wilcox County who served in the Confederate artillery 
and became a prominent Democratic politician after his time as State Auditor. Official 
correspondence shows the slow pace of tracking down owners and unpaid taxes. Such deliberate 
speed in the proper channels of county and state did not inhibit individuals and entities from 
accessing land, however. In fact, the state advertised widely its wealth in natural resources soon after 
war’s end because of the increasing information produced by state-sanctioned naturalists, geologists, 
and general scientists.198    
A short-lived commission during Reconstruction – the Bureau of Industrial Resources – 
issued annual reports to the Governor regarding the state’s natural resources as well.199 John C. 
Keffer sent the first report to William H. Smith in 1869. As an agent of the Freedmen’s Bureau 
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under Wager Swayne, Keffer had served as the state secretary and as an authority for Union Leagues 
in Alabama. As for his service in the Bureau of Industrial Resources, the work was “preparatory.” It 
becomes clear in this five-year series of reports on the state’s resources – which included the 
amounts, locations, and potential of cotton, lumber, minerals, and labor – that state officials believed 
that attracting immigrants and drawing in capital would improve economic conditions. The timber 
region received thorough description and the commissioners compared the region to places in 
Europe, which, they thought, would make Alabama seem like a second home to immigrants from 
across the Atlantic. The governor was so impressed with Keffer’s reports that he ordered 5,000 
copies to be printed and disseminated widely “to gentlemen of influence and culture in Europe,” 
and to New York, where the state hoped to attract the interest of arriving immigrants.200  
Keffer chose to assess the amount and general character of lands in the state’s possession to 
attract capital and labor. He considered it the Bureau’s duty “to prepare a detailed account of the 
amount and character of the government land in each county in the State, open for entry under the 
homestead laws, with a description of their general character.”201 The task turned out to be 
monumental. Months of inquiry into the specifics of each tract of land ended with few results. 
Keffer intimates that the Bureau of Industrial Resources fielded questions as to homestead entries:  
…but when application was made to the Bureau by parties desiring to enter homestead lands, for 
information as to their locality, it was found that the memoranda of unoccupied lands, according to 
the Tract Books, did not agree with the records of the government land office. An attempt to 
reconcile the two sets of books disclosed the fact that the government records had been partially lost 
or destroyed, and that no full account of lands subject to entry could be obtained from them.202 
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Much like the federal land agents, state agents struggled to produce accurate records of all lands 
within the state, be they “sold to state,” public lands, or private lands. Because southern wealth had 
been invested in the Confederacy, its destruction during the Civil War left officials searching for 
ways to energize the economy in the post-war era. While investing in cotton seemed a viable 
measure to rouse the economy, state authorities also jumped at the chance to exploit natural 
resources. In the process of characterizing and publicizing Alabama’s natural wealth, authorities like 
Keffer recognized the need for capital and labor.    
The tasks of the Industrial Resources Commissioner proved too much for Keffer, however. 
In 1871, without mention of the tough task, Col. James L. Tait took up the duty of advertising the 
state’s resources after his predecessor’s run.203 Still, within a few years, legislators closed the Bureau. 
Though not mentioned directly in this series of publications, the agricultural restrictions set by the 
SHA could have easily deterred entrepreneurs who wished to abide by state and federal laws.  
The challenges of the environment in Alabama’s portion of the southern longleaf pine forest 
created problems for homesteaders, but capitalists more easily converted public land into private 
holdings. The terrain proved too rough and infertile to transform into viable farms and many 
applicants abandoned their claims for richer land to the west. By the 1870s, when California, 
Oregon, Washington, and Alaska had come under U.S. rule by war, treaty, or purchase, the 
expansion of the railroad system, driven by capital and gifts of public land, made migration much 
more feasible, even for those without substantial means. While public land remained largely unused 
by farmers, and inaccessible to citizens trying to take advantage of the distribution of homesteads, 
companies had the capital and legal savvy to overcome obstacles of using such land in piecemeal 
fashion.  
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Most of the land in southwest Alabama, in the counties of Baldwin, Conecuh, and 
Covington especially, contained unbroken stands of yellow pine forests. As Wayne Flynt notes, 
much of the poor population in south Alabama, black and white, turned to the turpentine mills and 
sawmills for work in the post-war period, working land owned not by homesteaders and other 
farmers, but by companies. In 1871, for instance, individuals owned only 12% of county land in 
Covington, while railroads owned 25%, and the federal government held 60% in public land. Small-
time operations worked quickly by establishing sawmills and cutting out large swaths of forest. They 
sent their timber commodities floating toward Mobile or Pensacola. After removing much-needed 
saws and tools from their peckerwood sawmills, managers typically burned down the mill and 
moved to the next stand. They would re-establish production at new sites.  
Over time, timber companies defrauded the government by manipulating the Homestead 
Act to gain control of the timber remaining on unsettled lands. Not only did whites generally have 
the means to complete a homestead patent by the 1870s, but many acted as agents for timber 
companies as well. In such an illicit arrangement, someone would apply to the land office to reserve 
an 80-acre claim. Within the five years it took to complete the patent for homesteaded land, this 
claimant would sell the timber to a nearby company. By the end of the 1870s, a veritable storm of 
industrial interests from northern timber agents stood poised to push aside southern homesteaders, 
and claim the land for their own corporate interests.  
The subject of timber trespass appears in the land office correspondence as well. For 
instance, William Dingley repeated himself in letter after letter regarding timber trespassers on the 
federal domain. Having already explained the requirements of the Homestead Act to Henry A. 
Smith in 1872, Dingley sent a subsequent letter to Smith that stated clearly, “Persons trespassing 
upon the public lands by cutting timber render themselves liable to prosecution in the United States 
Courts.” Again, on November 13, 1872, Dingley told one Hardy Wilkins that the Commissioner of 
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the GLO Willis Drummond had authorized a deputy to investigate “the matter of alleged 
depredations in the destruction of timber upon the public lands in the southern part of this district.” 
The investigator would have 30 days, but his time could be extended by request. The point is, timber 
was sought after in south Alabama especially, with its largely untapped resources, proximity to rivers, 
and the sea-bearing ports of Mobile and Pensacola.204 What began during Reconstruction was the 
ascent of a timber industry that would grow to become the second-largest industry in the South by 
the 1920s.  
To capitalize on this resource during its rise, new ways to control labor emerged in this 
period as companies and governments designed a web of laws to entrap poor people, make them 
convicts, and put them to work in the forests.205 However, as the nascent timber industry emerged in 
the 1870s and 1880s, many African-American men worked under their own supervision for local 
timber ventures. As various historians have noted, black laborers provided much of the labor force 
required of the local timber industry. For roughly half a century after the Civil War, African 
Americans took advantage of labor relations with absentee timber companies who provided a 
modicum of equal pay among black and white workers. Sawmill operators paid regardless of skin 
color, while other industrial companies – railroads especially – resorted typically to the convict-lease 
system.206  
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In the elections of 1872 and 1876 the Democratic Party – relying on intimidation campaigns 
and stuffed ballot boxes – came roaring back with electoral victories. This occurred, in part, because 
the Republican Party continued to splinter into the 1870s. Between 1872 and 1876, some idealists 
and radicals created the Liberal Republican Party, which included George Julian and Carl Schurz. 
The Liberal Republicans embraced some Democrats, split Republican votes, and undermined the 
government’s southern efforts.207 With the contested presidential election of 1876 ending in 
“Compromise,” the formal Reconstruction era had ended with the return of “home rule” in the 
former Confederate states and the removal of federal troops.  
With northerners’ support for Reconstruction waning, southern politicians pounced on the 
opportunity to repeal the Southern Homestead Act when they resumed power. With such little 
acreage meted out under the bill, they argued, it was meaningless to continue to reserve the southern 
public domain from direct purchase. Some even went so far as to call the Republican-devised act a 
“hoarding policy” to protect lumber prices for the northern timber industry, contrary to the 
commercial interests of the entire South.208 As geological reports made clear, Alabama held timber 
and minerals enough to jumpstart the economy, which would finally rid the region of its deep-
seated, post-war poverty. Southern Democrats hailed a model of economic development quite 
different from the one envisioned by the architects of the Southern Homestead Act.  
William Holman, Republican of Indiana who originally voted in Congress to pass the 
Southern Homestead Act, led in the bill’s defense around 1876. (George Julian, the valiant champion 
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of the Homestead Acts, had retired.) Congressmen and industrialists alike recognized the wealth of 
timber resources, but Holman hoped to keep those spoils out of the hands of a lumber monopoly. 
On the topic of a repealed Southern Homestead Act, Holman insisted that “land monopoly… 
means stately palaces, idleness, and licentiousness on the one hand and on the other squalid and 
hopeless poverty.”209 Despite this argument against repeal, Holman did not have the support of a 
Congressional majority of radical Republicans. Instead, his coalition had eroded as northern 
representatives listened more to their commercial interests than to the democratic ideals of an earlier 
generation of policy makers. In summer 1876, the final year of U.S. Grant’s presidency, repeal went 
forward without his endorsement.210 
Competition over sylvan resources was apparent in the repeal debates. Northern legislators 
knew that the forest stores surrounding the Great Lakes would not last at the mid-1800s rate of 
production. Southern legislators, too, claimed that the Southern Homestead Act had been put in 
place to smother the South’s timber abilities. Of course, with repeal of the SHA, the General Land 
Office would have to prepare all the lands once reserved for homesteads for direct purchase. Rather 
than small-timers rushing to the local land offices, however, timber agents and capitalists flooded the 
southern coastal states beginning in the early 1880s. Owners of the large timber operations around 
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the Great Lakes states had made huge profits by speculating in timber lands in Michigan, Wisconsin, 
and Minnesota. With such cash in hand, they fled southward to purchase southern timber land.211  
When President Rutherford B. Hayes appointed Carl Schurz as Secretary of the Interior 
Department in 1877, Schurz immediately attempted to protect timber on government land. The 
Chicago Tribune reported that he  
…discovered, soon after taking office, that the timber-lands owned by the Government were being 
regularly plundered, not by individuals, but by companies. The profits of these companies were 
enormous. [Companies] doubled and trebled their capital in a single year.”212  
Schurz responded initially by placing a charge of $1 per cord of wood cut from all government land, 
but events escalated. Editorial opinions about Schurz’s moves to protect natural resources depended 
on the region. In the Black Hills of the Dakotas or in the white pine forests of Minnesota, 
newspapers expressed support and praised him as a reformer who would preserve productivity of 
the nation’s forest resources.213  
However, reports of an incident from Alabama soiled the character of one of Schurz’s 
timber agents, and his larger campaign. Schurz had appointed a man named McCormick as a special 
agent to investigate timber depredations in south Alabama. McCormick wished to evade detection in 
his timber investigations, but locals blew his cover in an altercation in Covington County. In March 
1878, the Montgomery Advertiser publicized “the McCormick Case,” which, after denigrating “Carpet-
baggers and Government agents” who “seize the property of our people without warrant and 
destroy the honest industry of entire settlements of worthy laborers,” ended in gunfire. McCormick 
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claimed to have experienced an assassination attempt and quickly removed himself to New 
Orleans.214 
How it all happened, according to two local witnesses – G.R. Farnham and Judge J.L. Powell 
– was that McCormick arrived at the residence of “Mrs. Snowden” and asked for dinner. Being “an 
old lady…[she] very courteously informed him he could have his dinner if he would wait until it was 
prepared.” McCormick then derided the manners of “the Southern people” and began barking 
orders at Mrs. Snowden. What began as a chance for a meal exploded into an altercation, full of 
“considerable abusive language,” after which McCormick went to the house of Snowden’s son. 
While the son was not home, his wife was. McCormick made advances but was “spurned…with the 
indignation of a true woman, whereupon he attempted to use force.” In time, “Mr. Snowden” 
arrived, chased McCormick, and left “a bullet wound in [his] cheek” as he crossed a nearby creek.215  
The Mobile Register called for the county to hold court and punish McCormick “just as a 
[N]egro would be punished for the same offense.” Schurz’s campaign to protect natural resources 
on government land had turned ugly and southern legislators responded. Reports of the entire 
episode riled long-time Alabama congressman Hilary Herbert, who began to prepare legislation to 
stop Schurz’s crusade against timber thieves. For Schurz, however, his tenure as Secretary ended in 
1881. In the end, another of the government’s attempts to control public lands had been thwarted 
by locals.216 
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The SHA best symbolizes an attempt to democratize the public domain during 
Reconstruction, but a host of adverse circumstances – tedious legal requirements, white violence, 
careless land agents, environmental incompatibility, and corporate competition for the region’s 
natural resources – curbed its success. When southern legislators repealed the Act in 1876, it opened 
the benefits of the landscape – coal, crops, ores, salt, timber, and turpentine – to industrial 
capitalists. Re-emerging political leaders in the South favored major economic activity over small-
time agrarian uplift. Only those companies and individuals who could secure the financing required 
to purchase land, develop coal mines, establish sawmills, and remove generous tracts of timber 
cheaply from the public domain mattered to political leaders. In the 1880s and 1890s, timber 
companies and wealthy entrepreneurs raided the public lands that remained in Alabama. The agents 
of these companies and corporate orders relied on transportation into the forest, new, cross-regional 
financing schemes, and on scientific reports from the nation’s leading geologists.  
During the New South era, the federal government abandoned plans to distribute land to 
landless black and white homesteaders. Instead, state policy makers supported lumber companies in 
their efforts to exploit the forests by creating direct rails and rudimentary trunk lines. From the 
forests of the Gulf Coast came millions of board feet of a variety of yellow pines for an international 
market. The emergence of widespread logging in the ‘age of cut out and get out’ transformed 







Chapter 4: The Industrialized Wilderness 
 
In 1882, the Southern Lumberman declared that “almost every train going South brings 
machinery for the erection and enlargement of saw mills. Never before, has the lumber business 
been so active.”217 The trade publication championed the rise of a timber industry that thrived in the 
aftermath of the repeal of the Southern Homestead Act. As a part of “redeeming” the southern 
states from federal Reconstruction efforts, conservative state Congressmen had repealed the SHA in 
1876. The Act was not fully rescinded until 1881, allowing those who had made claims in 1876 to 
fulfill their five-year homestead process. Southern Democratic legislators had criticized the SHA for 
being too restrictive because it circumscribed the direct purchase of parcels within the southern 
public domain to agricultural homesteads. In repeal, legislators opened the public domain to direct 
purchase by those with financial means. In the end, this meant opening the southern forest to 
northern capital, pursuing profit in the harvest of lumber.  
The removal of the SHA created a forest bonanza in Alabama in the 1880s. While 
homesteaders, black and white, had sought farms in the southern forest, lumber companies already 
in operation and those from outside the region who sought a new sylvan commodity joined the 
frenzy. With over six million acres of public lands waiting to be settled or sold in Alabama in the late 
1870s, lumber companies purchased most of the remaining public domain by 1888. A direct 
purchase of public land avoided the restrictions of the 1862 Homestead Act, and distributed land to 
corporations that left homesteaders without a reserved space upon which to create a small farm. The 
cash-poor could not compete with the rush for public lands in Alabama in the 1880s. The forest 
became an industrial site that relied on local laborers (hired or coerced), local and national credit 
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streams, and shoddy cutting methods. Some Alabamians viewed this economic development as a 
saving grace for the southern economy, bringing profit and work on land that had long been 
unwanted.  
Others – particularly African Americans – experienced yet another restriction on their bid 
for economic independence, thanks to the policies of state legislators. While the “age of cut-out and 
get-out” removed much of the forest, African-American laborers served as an essential labor force 
for the lumber companies. In an ironic twist, the emerging lumber industry did offer a space, if a 
circumscribed one, to African Americans within which to succeed somewhat economically. Out of 
the tatters of Reconstruction, then, emerged a forest industry in Alabama that would reach full 
maturity in the early-twentieth century, when itinerant lumber companies evolved into sedentary 
paper and pulp plants.  
The lumbermen who came South to manage major lumber companies hailed from the white 
pine region surrounding the Great Lakes. Decades of cutting had nearly exhausted the northern 
forest, while the yellow pines of the Gulf South remained a largely underdeveloped resource. While 
small, isolated communities had existed in southwestern Alabama, the emergence of what historian 
Thomas Cox identified as a “lumberman’s frontier” – where trees, not farmland, attracted settlement 
– fundamentally transformed the environment of the southern longleaf and the communities it 
supported. Cox argues that the first “lumberman’s frontier” in the U.S. opened in the New England 
forests in the eighteenth century, and the Great Lakes region – Minnesota, Michigan, and Wisconsin 
– became a second “lumberman’s frontier” in the mid-1800s. After depleting much of the sylvan 
resources of the first two regions, lumber companies and their agents turned to the massive forests 
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in the American West and the yellow pines of the Gulf Coast in search of new timber reserves with 
which to continue to fuel industrialization and urbanization in the developing world.218   
By the mid-nineteenth century, most people in the lumber industry worried that the nation’s 
large and growing demand for lumber would lead to timber exhaustion. And with good reason. 
Where New England and the Great Lakes forests had provided the building materials for naval 
stores, ship masts, fire wood, fuel, homes, tenements, and buildings for at least century, lumber 
companies had drained most northeastern forest stands by the Civil War era. In Alabama, the 
political turmoil of Reconstruction allowed these companies the opportunity to plunder southern 
trees on public lands without state interference.  
While historians have written at length about the age of “cut out and get out,” this chapter 
describes the emergence of companies from the Great Lakes as well as the continued efforts of 
locals to control the forest.219 Historian C. Vann Woodward wrote about the post-war South’s 
“colonial economy” in Origins of the New South (1954). He showed how outside capital funded the 
production of raw materials from within the region, timber included, which were then transferred to 
manufacturers outside the South. Such circumstances sucked capital out of the region and left locals 
with little economic benefit. Within this arrangement, northern financiers benefited from the spoils 
of the southern forest. 220  
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Woodward described distinct parts of the South in order to understand its development, 
mostly regarding political ideologies, elections, and economic evolutions. He characterized the 
conservative alliance that emerged during Reconstruction as populated by former Whigs, 
Democrats, so-called Bourbons, and ex-Confederates whose allegiance ultimately fell in line with 
northeastern business interests.  
In the late 1870s and in the 1880s, “Redemption” governments in southern states adopted 
policies that refused funding for public education, for social dependents, and for public health. 
Industrialists and railroad magnates continued after Reconstruction to use convict labor and state 
subsidies to bolster their cause, all while benefiting from public land transfers. The conservative 
touchstones of Redemption – white supremacy, retrenchment, and conciliation to big business – 
caused an upsurge in independent political movements. Greenbackers, Grangers, and eventually 
Farmer’s Alliance members participated in short-lived revolts that led, ultimately, to the failed 
Populist Movement of the 1890s, which became coopted by the fusion ticket of the Democratic 
Party in 1896. That political revolt showed democratic promise for a moment as a coalition from 
West and South combined the interests of black and white farmers against the political majority. 
Still, the southern economy lagged. In contrast to Woodward, Gavin Wright disagrees with the 
contention that depressed economic conditions were caused by the colonization of the South by 
northern industrialists. Wright argues, instead, that a labor system that continued to be stratified by 
race kept the southern economy from properly modernizing.221  
In the U.S. South, historians have an opportunity to make visible the largely undocumented 
actions of thousands of individuals in rural places between the Civil War and the Great Migration. 
William P. Jones’s The Tribe of Black Ulysses (2005) is a highly successful depiction of black timber 
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workers in rural Alabama. For generations, historians have viewed African-American timber workers 
as an itinerant labor force with little time for family life. In contrast, Jones argues that African 
American laborers shaped industrialization in the South as they established new social relationships 
among family and community in seasonal, industrial wage work – all within the timber camps of 
lumber companies.  
Where these histories have focused on life, labor, and kinship in the South, others return to 
politics. In A Nation Under Our Feet (2003), Steven Hahn identifies the political actions of African 
Americans in the South, whose disenfranchisement from voting a few short years after the 
ratification of the Fifteenth Amendment led historians to overlook black politics. “African 
Americans in the rural South,” says Hahn, “contributed to the making of a new political nation.”222 
The recent work by historians of capitalism suggests that the nuanced local responses to emerging 
market relations in the late 1800s remain an essential part of the story. As noted by Hahn in The 
Roots of Southern Populism (1983), a study of the emergence of a market economy in the Georgia 
upcountry, locals in southwest Alabama witnessed a visible transformation of the pine forests that 
state agents struggled to command throughout the 1800s.223      
This chapter, then, will show how locals participated in the industrialized wilderness of 
Alabama by working, funding, and protecting specific companies. This contribution to the existing 
literature clarifies how southerners contributed to the rise of a southern lumber industry, even if 
capital and skilled laborers from the north played an essential role in the industry’s development.  
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The New South in the Southern Longleaf 
A travel narrative by Edward King appeared in 1875 entitled The Great South. In it, King 
writes of approaching the city of Mobile from the southwest by boat, having launched from the city 
of New Orleans. He recorded what he perceived as a beautiful country, speckled with blossoms and 
a many newly-freed African Americans on Alabama’s coastline. Though King sought to portray the 
“truth,” his writings reveal snippets of black life after emancipation, such as lovers mingling, wet-
nurses tending children, and a woman fishing near Mobile Bay. King’s book is important because it 
reveals alternative elements to the “New South” myth. Not only did natural resources stand as an 
asset for the region, publications such as King’s attempted to show freedpeople as free, but left 
ignorant, impoverished, and under white control.224  
Typically, most contemporary written accounts of African Americans in the post-Civil war 
years were written by whites, who showed little understanding or regard for the actions or intentions 
of freed people. It was not until a century later, in the 1960s, that fictional narratives began to give 
respectful intention to the lives of black Alabamians from this region. Margaret Walker Anderson 
produced Jubilee in 1968 – a book written during the formal Civil Rights Movement and based in 
post-war Georgia. The main characters, Vyry and Innis, take to Alabama in search of a farm. Innis 
asks his sawmill boss, Mr. Jacobson, where he could find one:   
“Well, that’s no problem. There’s over a million acres of public land right here in Alabama, 
and the government says all you have to do is stake your claim and prove up by staying there 
five years.” 
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“Yessir, but we ain’t never been ables to find none of that good land. I heard tell, too, they 
was gwine give every freedman forty acres of land and a mule, but I ain’t never seen none.”  
“Oh, that’s just hearsay. I don’t think that’s ever going to happen, at least not here in 
Alabama, but you could homestead on public land.”  
“Whereabouts, sir?” 
“Let me see if I can’t find a tract nearby. We don’t wanta miss Vyry’s cooking.”225  
The place Mr. Jacobson found had exactly the forty acres Innis Brown wanted. There were fifteen 
acres of heavily wooded land, and the rest would be open to cultivation. They picked a lovely site for 
a house, high on a hill, and even found water on the place.” If only it had been so easy.226 
On a national level, the end of the formal Reconstruction era coalesced with the beginning 
of a new “Gilded Age” of massive industrialization. A generation of scientists had conducted much 
research, which quantified and advertised the amount of natural resources within the American 
landscape during and after the War. Emancipation had fundamentally altered the nature of 
agricultural work, especially in the South, which created not only an aggressive wage system but also 
an age of migration to urban places. City boosters, such as Henry Grady from Atlanta, traveled 
northward to advertise the South as a region transformed, flush with natural resources, ready for 
immigrants, and outside capital. Cities such as Birmingham and Atlanta boomed in the last decades 
of the nineteenth century as black brick makers, miners, and laborers constructed new buildings and 
fortified emerging industries.     
                                                          




However, in the southern forests of the Gulf Coastal Plain, the central tenets of the “New 
South” prosperity were hard to discern. In the counties surrounding Mobile, a portion of the 
longleaf forest – as Thomas Cox argued – had not yet experienced the wave of a “lumberman’s 
frontier.” While the “New South” pertained more to the economic transformation of the urban 
South, some components of the era still affected rural Alabama. Farm work, to be sure, had 
changed. Sharecroppers and the crop lien system shackled one-time slaves to the very lands where 
they had once labored. African Americans were still able to move about – if not signed to a labor 
contract – but state laws limited their opportunities. In the emerging forest industry, the convict-
lease system supported local forest and forest by-product industries, which kept many African 
Americans in a state of economic servitude.  
During Reconstruction, state administrators turned to the convict-lease system in order to 
control freedpeople. Prisons had existed in Alabama and taken advantage of leasing its prisoners to 
private entities, including companies and individuals, before the Civil War. After emancipation, a 
host of new legal codes criminalized African Americans by circumscribing their movement, 
especially in urban spaces. As Pete Daniel showed in Breaking the Land (1985), in isolated, rural 
spaces, local authorities arrested African American men and women for vagrancy, licentiousness, 
solicitation, and other petty crimes. For many, the fees charged for their crimes were too substantial 
to be paid by the victims. A local landowner, however, could pay a prisoner’s fee, which would be 
repaid to him with the labor of the prisoner.227  
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To be sure, pockets of agriculture existed in southwest Alabama. The crop lien and the local 
country store, usually backed by the most prominent planter, bound black and white sharecroppers 
to strips of already tilled lands. For the most part, however, the forest and swamp dominated the 
landscape. As Redeemer land policy encouraged railroad lines and large corporate land holdings by 
timber companies, vast swaths of soft pines became the center of industrial interests on the coastal 
plain. New industries of iron and steel production characterize New South Alabama, particularly 
with the emergence of Birmingham, but timber extraction became a behemoth of southern industry 
by 1900. While the South accounted for eleven percent of the nation’s lumber production in 1870, 
by 1910, southern lumber made up forty-five percent of national production. Nearly one in five 
southern wage earners in 1900 worked in the lumber industry.228  
After the repeal of the Southern Homestead Act in 1876, the amount of lumber produced 
from Alabama increased exponentially. In 1869, the state estimated that 923 million board feet of 
pine had been produced; by 1904, the amount eclipsed 11 billion board feet.229 The southwestern 
counties in Alabama that led to the ports of Mobile and Pensacola accounted for 424 miles of 
logging roads, more than had been cut throughout the state of Alabama and the panhandle of 
Florida combined.230  
Historians have often argued that after these companies “cut out” the timber, they then “got 
out,” but the lumber producers were anything but nomadic. The names of timber producers 
changed throughout the late 1800s as a result of untenable financing, but the people often remained 
the same. The businesses that emerged in the 1900s were a conglomeration of smaller enterprises 
consolidated by both local and out-of-region industrialists.  
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Lumbermen initially harvested pines located close to the creeks and rivers that provided 
natural transportation to ports south of Escambia and Conecuh Counties. Railroads, however, 
would nearly transform the industry. Completion of the Louisville and Nashville Railroad by the 
1890s reoriented timber production to new rail and town centers. Places such as Atmore, Brewton, 
and Chapman, became locations of long-term production from the Reconstruction era onward. That 
the Louisville and Nashville reached Mobile at all was a product of negotiations of the coal and iron 
interests of Birmingham. A product of heated discussions between railroad magnates and furnace 
owners, the compromise reached by James W. Sloss, Albert Fink, and Colonel Sam Tate leased the 
Nashville and Decatur Railroad to the Louisville and Nashville interests. As Ethel Armes wrote in 
1910:  
In precisely this manner the great Louisville and Nashville Railroad entered upon Alabama soil, saved 
a sister railroad from destruction by some of its very own life blood, as it eventually turned out; 
rescued the young city of Birmingham from oblivion, and began that labored and extraordinary 
course, that, a decade later…was to change the industrial map of the Southern States of North 
America.231 
Though the Louisville and Nashville railroad galvanized the Birmingham coal district, the railroad 
became a secondary means of transportation for the lumber industry of southwest Alabama as 
industrialists remained tied to the major rivers leading to the Gulf. Perhaps more importantly, 
outstanding debts suffocated the actions of land offices, state agents, tax assessors, and collectors, at 
least according to Alabama’s State Auditor reports.232  
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Science in the New South 
In addition to business boosterism in the South, scientists looked across the American 
landscape with the intent to organize and amass knowledge of the living environment. As was 
related in previous chapters, Michael Tuomey served as Alabama’s first state geologist from the 
University of Alabama. While Tuomey produced the first geological reports on Alabama, Eugene A. 
Smith spent more than two decades as the state geologist thereafter, boosting interest in the state’s 
mineral wealth. In addition, geologists produced taxonomic lists that enumerated the location of 
different species of trees as well as the potential amount of board feet of lumber remaining in the 
woods. Though not the state’s top geologist, Charles Mohr joined Eugene A. Smith in describing the 
landscapes of Alabama in nationally-circulated state reports for the U.S. census.  
Along with the rise of industrialization in the U.S, a nascent age of scientific exploration 
dawned around 1850. In 1841, R.T. Brumby described the European origins of natural exploration 
and the natural resources that would come from such an enumeration. Eugene A. Smith picked up 
the mantle of publishing information regarding the state’s resources as the next state geologist. 
These reports went beyond cotton, lumber, and mining ores; instead, several publications 
enumerated the location of clays, cements, salts, and other marketable commodities. Other 
intellectuals extolled the virtues of Alabama’s natural landscape with the common goal of attracting 
capital and immigrants. Benjamin F. Riley produced Alabama as it is: Or, The Immigrant’s and 
Capitalist’s Guide Book to Alabama (1893) in which he extolled the virtues of Alabama’s natural 
resources. Riley began as a preacher from Opelika, and earned his way into academia as a professor 
at the University of Alabama. His book claimed to offer “the most accurate and detailed information 
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concerning the varied elements of wealth in Alabama, whether of mine, field, or forest…”233 
Intended for a popular audience of potential white immigrants, Riley’s work had been commissioned 
by the state. Dividing the region by the Cereal, Mineral, Cotton, and Timber Belts, Riley praised the 
regions mild climate. He estimated, quite loosely, that one fourth of laborers employed in cotton 
production were white. The fact of the matter was “that thousands of white men do labor beneath 
the suns of the South, even as far down as Florida.”234  
Riley produced an exhaustive account of Alabama’s resources. His book spoke directly to 
the centrality of land and labor in Alabama’s economic success, predicting that natural resources 
would soon support a revolution in the southern economy. As publicity continued for Alabama’s 
resources and as industrialization persisted, the state government attempted to inventory for the 
state’s natural assets. “Valuable works upon the varied resources of the State have been published,” 
he wrote, “but they have not met the popular demand for a systematic treatise, and one written in 
the language common to the people.” With this book, the state’s initiative to gather information 
about Alabama to market to the world’s money and masses had reached fruition.235 
In Mohr’s writings for the U.S. Census Bureau, he recognized the connection between 
public lands and the longleaf forest in Alabama. He described stands of longleaf, shortleaf, and 
loblolly pines, cypress trees and mixed hardwoods, among others, which stood along the Gulf Coast 
from Florida to Louisiana. While these reports encouraged industries to exploit the state’s forests, 
they likewise noted the damage wrought by the timber industry’s shoddy extraction methods. Along 
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with a growing chorus of environmental proponents, foresters, and scientists, these specialists called 
for government-led conservation efforts and game laws to protect local environments. Timber 
companies, in contrast, took short-term payments from the woods at the expense of longer-term 
sustainability.   
Mohr was born in Esslingem, Württemberg, in December 1824. His father manufactured 
chemicals and he developed an affinity for natural history early in his life. He studied at the 
polytechnic school at Stuttgart, making “valuable acquaintances” in scientific circles, including 
August Kappler, a German scientist who explored South America, Surinam, and Dutch Guiana. The 
Revolution of 1848 pushed Mohr and other Germans out of Europe and into America. Mohr settled 
in Cincinnati, Ohio, and later Lexington, Kentucky. He chased the Gold Rush at mid-century, lived 
for a time in Louisiana, and under ill-health ventured to Vera Cruz, Mexico, before being forced 
back stateside because of the Mexican Constitutional Crisis of 1857. Mohr landed in Mobile where 
he began a pharmacy, but he spent much of his time writing about the flora of the Gulf Coast.236  
Mohr’s first publication – Alabama’s Forest and Forest Industries – appeared in 1879. In it, he 
described the Juniper as a “fine tree” with “excellent qualities,” located in the swamps, which 
provided for a “hollowware” industry to begin in Mobile with a supposedly “inexhaustible supply of 
timber within easy reach.”237 Further inland from Mobile, Mohr wrote of “the hilly, broken, dry 
upland, denuded of the grand old pine forest,” which was in the process of being covered rapidly 
“by a dense and scrubby growth of blackjack, turkey oak, scarlet and upland willow oak, above 
which, seldom a young yellow pine raises its head, crowned with its large white-fringed terminal 
bud.” Fires still raged seasonally, but Mohr operated in a scientific era that had yet to recognize the 
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usefulness of fire in the southern longleaf, as later foresters like Herbert Stoddart would come to 
champion.238 At the time, Mohr described these fires and their impact on the forest: “Full of 
resinous juices… the young trees are not as able to withstand the raging fires that annually devastate 
the woods… besides that being of much slower growth, this noble tree is doomed to extinction, if 
not protected by the aid of man.” Though indirectly, Mohr acknowledged the increased usage of the 
forests in this era. Those trees that remained could be saved not only from fire, he wrote, but also 
from the “destructive influences, unnecessarily caused by man.” Mohr called on the “enlightened 
community” to push for legislation “through active and efficient State legislation… to guard against 
the calamity of a total destruction of such a magnificent estate entrusted to the hands of our 
people.”239   
Mohr’s words gave a first-hand testament to the majesty of the forest, and he aimed the 
publication at the broader scientific community. He used the “meteorological science of late years” 
to portray the climactic connections between salubrity, humidity, and precipitation. The pine forest 
offered “horizontally outspreading limbs high up into the atmospheric ocean,” which: 
present[ed] to the canopy of heaven… an unbroken sheet of perpetually active vegetation, whose 
forces… affect a constant attraction to the fleeting clouds, causing them to deposit their life-giving 
and supporting humidity, in grateful showers over a very large area with wonderful regularity during 
all seasons.240  
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Mohr understood somehow that the massive pine forest required protection to preserve and 
stabilize the appealing climate of the coast. In later books, Mohr described and protested the  
destruction of these longleaf forests. Mohr called for laws to  
…secure to our posterity the blessings enjoyed by us by its bounty [by prohibiting the] wanton 
destruction of our forests… and the adoption of measures regulated by the light of science, common 
sense, and the proper regard to the future of our State… appealing particularly to the owners of the 
soil.241  
In a sense, Mohr anticipated the potentially devastating effects of industrial clearcutting, urged a new 
communal sense of responsibility over the forest’s health, and encouraged laws designed to preserve 
forest ecology.   
In this first report, Mohr also listed the amount of board feet of timber produced from the 
environs of southwest Alabama in the 1870s. Based on the Mobile Board of Trade’s list of receipts 
and exports, the amount of sawed board feet of lumber more-than tripled from 1872 to 1877. 
Though the prices for “rosins and spirits” had declined around 1875, production increased, but only 
yielded 1.2 million dollars (up from $750,000 in 1873). This is not to say that Mobile was the only 
entrepot for forest products. He named Pensacola “the chief centre [sic] of the lumber business on 
this coast.” To include “home consumption” and Pensacola’s sales of forest products “would 
definitely double the amounts above,” Mohr wrote. Of course, products from the state of Alabama 
flowed down the Conecuh and Escambia Rivers into the Floridian port, but Mohr’s connection 
makes clear the bond between nature and economy across state lines, at least for Florida and 
Alabama.242  
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In his capacity as an “agent and expert on forestry for the Tenth Census,” Mohr curated an 
exhibit for the Southern Exposition at Louisville in 1883. As his introduction explained, the display 
sought to attract “the investment of labor and capital.”243 Along with the well-known agricultural 
product of Alabama – cotton – Mohr attested to the mineral and timber resources – the 
“unsurpassed riches” of the state – for attendees of the Southern Exposition. His exhibit featured 
cross-sections of some 96 species of trees in the state – easily located on a “timber map” with “field 
notes” to identify the locations of lumber reservoirs throughout the state. Before the exhibit stood a 
117-foot longleaf pine, furnished by the Danner Land and Lumber Company of Mobile. Yet Mohr 
did not limit his analysis to several species of pine; instead, Mohr displayed nearly 130 different 
wood grains at the exhibit from counties all over the state.244  
Charles T. Mohr studied and wanted protection for the southern forests, and he was also 
someone who clearly worked to encourage their exploitation, while calling for “conservation” all the 
while. Mohr is a curious character upon which to focus, because of his dual representativeness in the 
conservation debates. While he understood the forest, he also recognized what it would take – 
government management, in his mind – to protect the forest. Mohr died in 1901 in residence at the 
Biltmore Estate in North Carolina; it was the same year his top book appeared: Plant Life in Alabama 
(1901).  
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Lumber Companies from Inside and Outside the South 
Though black workers hung turpentine buckets or felled trees for timber producers before 
the Civil War, emancipation made many freedpeople regular employees. Though the work was 
sometimes dangerous, the lumber industry offered African Americans a place of work where their 
incomes better matched their white counterparts. Indeed, the counties surrounding Mobile 
supported an industry that included the production of lumber, turpentine, and other resins. This is 
not to say, however, that sawmills or turpentine orchards were utopian places. The confluence of 
local and state laws often trapped unknown travelers and especially African Americans as convicts 
who would be meted out to local entrepreneurs. To be sure, as agents secured timber lands after the 
repeal of the SHA, they relied heavily on the lowest rung of society to perform menial labor.  
The managers who ran the mills, however, often came from outside of the region because 
they had not only developed the skills needed to saw, plane, and transfer lumber, but had obtained 
the technology to do so efficiently. Settler families who had traveled to the southern pine forest in 
the antebellum era – the Foshee, Blackshur, and McGowin families, for instance – expanded their 
operations in Alabama’s longleaf during and after the Reconstruction era, as well. They joined 
timber entrepreneurs from beyond the South to establish a stable southern lumber industry in the 
1900s. The southern lumber industry, then, was a product of northern and southern efforts.   
In Green Gold: Alabama’s Forest and Forest Industries, James Fickle argues that the massive 
increase in construction throughout the U.S. during the Gilded Age provided a seemingly endless 
demand for southern pine. Steam power and elevators created skyscrapers in growing cities; 
booming urban populations needed housing; and industrial production required wood for fuel. 
Though the southern industry undoubtedly provided lumber for national use, southern lumber 
reached beyond U.S. borders, too. The anxieties of Earl Greeley McGowin reflected the attention of 
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one Alabama lumber owner-operator to national markets. He feared that the opening of the Panama 
Canal meant that lumber producers in the American West would be able to make shipments to the 
northeast cheaper than the South could by rail. However, a “Tabulated Statement of Pitch Pine 
Timber and Lumber from Baars, Dunwoody & Co.,” documents international destinations for 
southern lumber in 1898 shipping out of Mobile. Eighty four vessels carried over 77,000,000 board 
feet of lumber beyond national markets in 1898 alone; to Lisbon, Buenos Aires, London, Genoa, 
and a host of European locations. In 1899 the number of vessels increased to 117, with over 
113,000,000 outgoing board feet.245  
Attesting to the state’s continuing troubles in attempting to control and manage public lands, 
timber companies bent the rules of land access and forest use. Fickle describes how companies 
procured a “round forty,” where timber agents claimed square acreage at the land office, but cut just 
beyond the official lines of demarcation, rounding off their claim. These “culprits” often avoided 
any punishment as local juries hesitated to convict. Locals considered the forests the people’s 
product, like fish in the rivers or game in the woods, so legal claims to ownership mattered not. 
Many timber companies did want to own the land so that they could manage industrial resources 
into the future and sustain their enterprises. Laws passed to protect timber companies from thieves 
began to appear alongside the industry, but local juries rarely convicted the accused. 
For example, in 1876 the Conecuh-Escambia Star published a “Notice to Trespassers” from the 
General Assembly of Alabama. According to the article, any parties who knowingly entered upon 
lands not their own to cut and haul off timber would be charged with grand or petit larceny, 
depending on if the value of their haul was above or below twenty-five dollars. According to the 
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notice, “‘Mobile and Montgomery Railroad lands,’ lying in the counties of Escambia, Conecuh, 
Monroe, Covington, Butler, and Crenshaw, [were] determined to protect said lands from the 
depredations which are being committed thereon.”246 The railroad interests offered rewards of ten and 
fifty dollars for evidence of trespassing that led to a conviction. Through official ownership, 
landowners, including timber companies and their agents, could manipulate local laws to protect 
their own interests, protections unavailable to homesteaders.247    
Though historians have praised certain pockets of timberlands that were characterized by 
local ownership and investment, a closer look at remaining records complicates that interpretation. 
James R. Brennan’s article, “Sawn Lumber and Straw Hats: The Development of the Lumber 
Industry in Escambia County, 1880-1910” claims that the timber industry in Escambia County stood 
out as an alternative to what C. Vann Woodward called the “colonial economy.”248 Brennan claims 
that the timber industry was locally owned and operated, with the exception of the R.G. Peters 
Lumber Company. The R.G. Peters Lumber Company, in fact, fits directly into Woodward’s 
colonial model. Its records also attest to the messy process of land accumulation, official 
documentation, distant credit markets, and problematic federal oversight. 
During the five years that the Peters Lumber Company operated, R.G. Peters spent most of 
his time at his lumber operations in East Lake, Michigan. Union National Bank of Detroit held the 
mortgage for the Alabama timber operation and the bank’s operator, A.M. Henry, also served as the 
“receiver” of the Peters estate, according to the surviving records of company attorney Joseph W. 
Dimmick. Letters that Dimmick drafted as acting attorney for the Peters Lumber Company provide 
detail about the company’s formation and the legal requirements accorded to the company as per 
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formal credit arrangements and the law. Dimmick held off prior creditors, sent mortgages to be 
recorded in both Escambia and Conecuh Counties (as the company had acquired land in both), and 
negotiated with Louisville and Nashville railroad agents for access to rail. The company shuffled 
through insurance policies on its kilns, timber holdings, and a general store. Historians Fickle and 
Brennan agree that a fire terminated the company’s operations in 1896, but Dimmick’s letters 
illuminate the web of delicate credit connections and commercial agreements that, perhaps, had 
become untenable anyhow.249  
The founding mortgages of R.G. Peters Lumber Company in 1891 symbolize the shifty 
credit relations that pertain more broadly to timber production in the South. Peters bought the 
Alabama Lumber Company in 1885 and purchased another 5,673 acres of federal lands by 1891. 
Several creditors had claims on the company; investors in Mobile, in nearby Montgomery, and as far 
off as Pennsylvania had funded the project. Dimmick’s own claim for services rendered continued 
to mount against the company. A.M. Henry’s first mortgage for $12,000 required payment to the 
major creditors within eighteen months and subordinated the previous creditors’ liens. Repayment 
would begin after twelve months of operation, but since Henry held the mortgage he decided when 
the mortgage entered foreclosure regardless of the legal stipulations in the document, or so it 
appeared a year later.  
A second mortgage of $4,000 from Union National Bank of Detroit provided the Peters 
Lumber Company enough operational funds. These mortgages required $60,000 in insurance as well. 
As receiver of Peters’ estate and the first lienholder on R.G. Peters’ Alabama operations, A.M. 
Henry could not lose. If the Peters Lumber Company defaulted on the mortgage, simply speaking, 
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Henry could charge the estate. If the company succeeded, the estate holdings would enrich Henry as 
receiver of the Peters estate. Before the 1896 fire, Dimmick still had not received his payment nor 
had creditors in Mobile and Louisiana. The insurance policies surely helped salvage what was left 
after the fire. While the record is unclear as to the precise reason for the company’s dissolution, 
clearly this timber project started in public lands, required distant markets, and enjoyed corporate 
privilege. As for a colonial economy, Gates provided pertinent clarification. It was, after all, 
“southern action” in the repeal of the Southern Homestead Act in 1876 that opened public lands to 
corporate investors originally.250       
As the twentieth century dawned, lumber industries had benefited most from public lands. 
Though industrialists had responded to the advertisements regarding Alabama’s soft pines, coal 
seams, and other mineral reserves, advocates continued to publicize the state’s natural resources. In 
the late 1890s, the reason for the promotion of scientific classifications of southern forests was for 
protection. Mohr wrote: 
In ignorance of the nature and without appreciation of the economic value of their resources, 
pioneers squander and destroy without regard to the future the riches they find. We have done so in 
the United States and are continuing to do so although the pioneering stage should have been passed, 
especially with our forest resources.251 
In addition, Mohr’s The Timber Pines of the Southern United States (1897) promoted “Forestry” in order 
to preserve the limited timber supplies through “the art of producing, managing, and harvesting 
wood crops.” Mohr enumerated the characteristics and uses, plus the ecological enemies, of the 
longleaf, shortleaf, loblolly, and Cuban pines. The conservation advocates who became national 
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leaders in the 1910s and 1920s built such knowledge upon the early works of scientists, including 
Mohr and Sargent. The depredations of timber agents and the environmental damage witnessed in 
the southern longleaf helped to spur this national conservation movement.252  
Lumber companies and their laborers brought southern pines as a new product for national 
and international markets. Because of this onslaught of land sales, state lawmakers again limited the 
amount of land that could be claimed from the public domain in the late 1880s, effectively returning 
to the restrictions of the SHA with the exception that any individual, regardless of race, theoretically, 
could make purchase of 160 acres. Opposition to the exploitation of southern timber lands came 
from, in Gates’s words, “A combination of conservationists and agrarian land reformers and 
possibly some southerners who feared that the resources of their area were passing too largely into 
the hands of northern people.”253 As early as 1888, then, national officials, “conservationists and 
agrarian land reformers,” as well as some locals perhaps, recognized the negative consequences of 
unbridled extraction in the pine forest. However, this last-chance restriction came too late as the 
forest had already felt the blow of unbridled extraction.    
 
Alabama’s Land Offices during “Cut-out and Get-out” 
Because public lands in Alabama had been the economic focus of many parties, public land 
agents became consumed with conflicts over fraud, theft, and trespass claims. The Land Office 
commissioned “Special Land Agents” to investigate fraudulent entries from 1886 onward. The 
General Land Office issued these agents account books to record their investigations of the 
aftermath of fraudulent speculators, timber agents, or imitation homesteaders. The dozen or so 
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investigations around Brewton and Escambia Counties showed some cancellations were connected 
to “timber trespass” cases, yet some claimants had died before finishing the claim, and still others 
remained unclear as to the reason for cancellation. Investors from outside the state also contacted 
state offices for information on public lands for sale in response to the publicity of the state’s 
claimed wealth in natural resources.  
T. W. de Yampert, an Alabama land agent, corresponded with county clerks and judges of 
probate throughout the state from 1899-1901. He began a process of clarifying who owned the 
Sixteenth Section254 lands, those set aside by the state to support public education. This investigation 
of real and fraudulent claims would take him fifteen years. Four others were elected to the position 
after de Yampert: E.H. Lawrence of Montgomery in 1901 (who died one month into his service); 
John R. McCain of Lineville from 1901 to 1907; Robert William Manning from Lineville from 1907 
to 1911; and W.J. Martin of Stevenson from 1911-1915.  
From county to county, attorneys and clerks scoured courthouse records for evidence of 
Sixteenth Section land ownership. Often no record could be obtained, as one attorney from 
Anniston indicated to de Yampert, “It would be of great advantage if the original notes given for 
this section could be had; but I understand from your former letters that the originals are not now to 
be found.” 255 Still, the Land Agent had alerted attorneys throughout the state but often received 
little information of substance. Some had not the time to follow de Yampert’s charge and others 
needed further encouragement. William M. Adams, an attorney in Clanton, promised to “make 
reports to [de Yampert] as fast as is consistent with accuracy,” only after being promised “15% of 
the value of lands recovered” paid to him by the state. Attorneys in Walker County who had 
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accepted the same reneged on their promise, explaining to de Yampert that it “was impossible for us 
to investigate the School land matters,” as unexpected deaths claimed the lives of one proprietor and 
another proprietor’s son.  From the start, the task of classifying the school lands proved difficult 
and, in most cases, required a portion of the proceeds be paid to cooperative attorneys.256 
Land agents sought to compromise when they found that settlers had occupied these school 
lands, sometimes for considerable years. Some provided evidence of valid claims, taxes paid, and 
land cleared. For example, W.P. Steel occupied a tract of Sixteenth Section land in Clarke County 
and claimed to have paid taxes for the property since before the Civil War. Steel offered the state 
forty acres of the southern half of the sixteenth section for one hundred and fifty dollars. The 
governor eventually approved the deal and part of the funds went to paying the local clerk and 
another portion for de Yampert’s efforts. The initial years spent by the Land Agent consisted of 
locating appropriate lawyers to take up the charge and negotiating settlements for the state. Some of 
the public lands had been stripped of timber though no occupants remained, which stifled efforts to 
clarify the legal history of any tract.   
As the Land Agent maintained conversations with clerks and attorneys throughout the state, 
the state’s advertised publicity of landed resources had come home to roost. In addition to the years 
of advertisement, representatives in the state house considered bills at the turn of the twentieth 
century to legalize the sale of the state’s swamp and overflow lands. Unclaimed swamp lands became 
a major area of interest for investors, and letters arrived at the Land Agent’s desk from Tuscaloosa, 
New Orleans, Charleston, and Chicago, to name a few.  
In 1901, the Land Agent contacted William M. Byrd of the General Land Office in 
Washington, to obtain a list of the swamp and overflow lands. It was a list Byrd could not provide. 
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Byrd, in his hand-written correspondence with de Yampert, explained that he had to take on each 
claim on a case-by-case basis, assessing the legality according to the peculiarities of each claim. Here 
again, the official records of land ownership had failed to keep up with the pace of realities on the 
ground. Nevertheless, real estate and lumber companies bombarded land agents with requests for 
lists, prices, and locations of the state’s holdings. Several companies – The Creola Lumber Company 
(Creola, AL), Wilbur J. Andrews Real Estate and Loan (Chicago, IL), Oscar R. Brugier of Blount 
and Blount (New Orleans, LA) – and a host of others sought out the public lands as state agents 
fought to catch up.  
In 1903, the fruits of the agents’ collective labor appeared in a report of the status of certain 
public lands that had been investigated. This cataloged some 4,932 acres of lands lost or recovered, 
and documented the remaining school and swamp lands that belonged to the state. Nearly 57,000 
acres had failed to ever be recorded in the tract books of county courthouses as school or swamp 
lands. Of “lands recovered by the state,” 560 acres had been remanded, while 518 could not be 
recovered, and occupants had paid for 598 acres of swamp and overflow land. This was also a mere 
fraction of the public land. In a four year period, the agents had managed to settle relatively few 
acres, and the pattern would continue into W.J. Martin’s term as Land Agent in the 1910s.   
In 1914, W.J. Martin seemed exasperated and exhausted. After a three-year stint as the State 
Land Agent, he reported his appraisal of state lands to Governor Emmet O’Neal. The state recorded 
its possession of 282,769.85 acres of “school lands” in a single volume. Martin could find no  
…maps or plats of the State lands… no correspondence nor papers, or evidence of pending 
settlements, or adjustments of any matters in dispute between the State and any persons, whatsoever, 
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claiming to own or occupy these lands… [Martin knew that the public lands] were as a matter of fact, 
in the possession of various private and corporate interests…257 
He estimated that less than one thousand acres of all state lands still had “its original growth of 
virgin timber,” even though no one had the legal authority to remove the pines. Martin sensed a lack 
of interest in “the minds of the people,” and he lamented the lack of support from property owners 
and local officials in his quest for legal clarity. With the responsibility of managing Alabama’s 
holdings of public lands, Martin declared the State Land Commission an utter failure as early as 
1914.258  
However, Martin did attain at least one legal accomplishment in his stint as the last Land 
Agent of Alabama. The ruling on one court case in Talladega County eventually provided a 
precedent that established the statute of limitations for the state’s legal claim on lands transferred to 
the state at its admission to the Union in 1819. Adverse possession was the key question: If an 
occupant had established a household and put the land to use, how firm was the legal ground on 
which the state’s claim of sixteenth section land stood? Martin doubted, however, “that adverse 
possession of [public land] would confer title, because the State being powerless to enact a statute 
whereby disposition of this land could be made without the consent of a majority of the legal 
voters.” According to his legal theory, if the United States still legally owned the land it would simply 
confer title to the possessor as it had been reserved for no other use. But would a statute of 
limitations “operate to divest title out of the State without the consent of the citizens…where the 
land lies[?]”259  
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Sudie Schmidt’s case in the City Court of Talladega in 1912 tested directly whether the 
twenty-year statute, established by the Code of 1907, was viable. The City Court decided adversely to 
the State and appeals pushed the case to the U.S. Supreme Court. In short, the federal courts 
granted a writ of error and confirmed the twenty-year statute of limitations.  
Though Sudie Schmidt claimed to have owned and possessed her property in the Sixteenth 
Section land since 1870, most cases, according to Martin, could not live up to the twenty-year test. 
The State Land Agency did not have the funds nor the human capacity to conduct investigations to 
ascertain whether each individual claimant openly claimed the land, had been established for twenty 
years, or had done one but not the other. Martin wrote 
There being at my disposal no sufficient fund for these personal visits and inquiries, they were made 
much more infrequent than should have been done, and the results so far obtained have been both 
inadequate and unsatisfactory, as a whole.260   
Regardless of this failure, Martin had been constructive with his time. He produced a map of the 
state, which evidently has not survived the century since its publication, with the amount of 
unpatented land and boundary lines. In addition, the constant interaction with local attorneys and 
concerned citizens had begun to garner interests in the fate of the public lands. From T.W. de 
Yampert’s efforts in 1899 to W.J. Martin’s in 1914, interaction with the countryside had yielded 
some answers about how the land had passed into private hands, but much remained unclear.      
Homestead claims continued to be made in 1913, to the tune of 329 applications involving 
38,862 acres of land. Forty-three had been accepted, 7,180 acres transferred, and $13,194.85 paid to 
the treasury. The realization of land claims still failed to keep pace with local demand. The state, by 
                                                          




Martin’s estimate, still owned 134,763.6 acres of land with undisputed title and 118,000 acres in the 
sixteenth sections. Conecuh County held over 3,000 of these and Escambia County some 5,360 
acres. Knowing this, W.J. Martin put his experience to use and made recommendations to the 
governor to make the work at the land office more efficient.  
The 1914 legislation that had created the State Land Agent office needed more funding and 
more authority. Martin conceived of an elaborate plan to remedy the situation with actual legislation: 
…in the absence of which the State might better afford to repudiate the trust, let the lands be 
reconveyed [sic] to the United States, and opened up for sale by it…But we cannot do this after 
nearly a hundred years of use or abuse. Then we should legislate so as to bring these matters abreast 
of the times, and put them upon a footing equally as creditable as the other affairs of the State…I 
would suggest that the law be so amended as to cause all the lands of the State, or the lands over 
which the State owns control, or which it holds in trust, to be made game refuges, and upon which 
no hunting would be allowed.261  
In this mockup, game wardens would deal with trespassers, timber thieves, rogue farmers, or 
hunters. Martin went a step further and suggested that cleared land that was useful for farming 
should be set aside for “the large boys in our Industrial School at East Lake [Birmingham].”  The 
long-term struggle for rural legibility had, all things considered, convinced Martin of a new direction 
in state management. Not until 1939 did the Department of Conservation and Natural Resources 
officially take up the charge, but that story is beyond the scope of this study.     
The state of Alabama ultimately squandered the opportunity to cultivate a new economic 
system that might have helped to realize the egalitarian ideals of emancipation. Regardless of the 
                                                          





state’s intentions or political leanings, its agents struggled mightily to administer policies of the state 
effectively. Returning to James Scott, the attempt at making people and resources legible was a 
central problem of statecraft for governments in the late 1800s and continued to be so into the 
1900s.  
The proliferation of laws to dissuade thieves and squatters from aggravating timber 
operations suggests that society’s bottom rung continued to make a precarious living from these 
forests. The return of “home rule” seems to be true in name only, at least when concerning the 
state’s public lands. That the state and its agents failed to administer hundreds of thousands of acres 
in rich timberland suggests not that the state sided with big business necessarily, but that the state 
was too weak to assert its will effectively, no matter what it happened to be. Local circumstances 
foiled state plans and forced officials to rethink the extent of state power. What analyses and 
interpretations of local power dynamics offer is a fresh approach that makes clear the different 
characters and institutions that converged in the countryside and transformed rural life. While the 
ideological origins of the New South extend undoubtedly from political traditions, it is out of the 
crucible of rural negotiation where historians will find the tangible consequences of Reconstruction, 









Conclusion: Wilderness Reimagined 
 
As Gilded Age industrialists sought natural resources to fuel the rapid post-war economic 
expansion, they looked to land held-in-trust by the federal government in the southern public land 
states. Through the Southern Homestead Act of 1866, Republican reformers had hoped that this 
land would provide homesteads for individual farmers, black and white. Instead, with the Act’s 
repeal in 1881, the nation’s public lands in Alabama were opened to direct purchase. Lumber 
companies, particularly from the Great Lakes region, had the capital and experience to search out 
the best trees and purchase public lands. By the turn of the twentieth century, much of the timber of 
the longleaf forest would be cut and sold to the national and international market. Two decades 
later, Alabama produced a total of 1,108,188,000 board feet of softwood and hardwood, which 
made the state a top-five producer of timber with over $55 million in product and some 25,778 
workers.262  
Yet, that production yielded terrible results for the environment itself. A Senate report on 
the southern lumber industry, the Capper Report, stated “that half the land cut over by the lumber 
industry had not been converted into farms, and that one-fourth of that was left without trees or 
people, with the devastated land totaling millions of acres.”263 By the early twentieth century, 
industrial forestry had nearly wrecked south Alabama’s “virgin” forest.  
Through the twentieth century, the region would continue to rely on forest products as its 
most valuable economic resource; in this case, it was not lumber but pulp, monoculture softwood 
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tree plantations that served the paper-making companies producing newspapers from the Great War 
into the World-War-II era.    
 
Exploring the Reimagined Wilderness 
In spite of this epic economic and environmental transformation, some people began to 
reimagine the region as a wilderness. Journalists from the North visited, producing many articles 
about their hunting sojourns into the southern forests.  
In 1873, Charles Hallock published the first edition of Forest and Stream in New York City. 
Within its pages, Hallock and other writers extolled the virtues of conservationism, hunting, fishing, 
and wise game laws. For over fifty years, articles about Alabama (and other southern places) 
appeared, praising citizens’ efforts to save the forests.  
The writer, “Monmouth,” described a sparsely settled region within eighty miles of Mobile 
where one would find plenty of game, while warning visitors about the health dangers of the 
“miasma” of low-lying waters and swampy regions. Traveling up the “[Tom]Bigbee” River to 
Choctaw County, Monmouth took special care to champion the people in and around Butler who 
guided his group into the woods.264 In July, 1875, Monmouth described how men in Alabama used 
dogs to “drive” deer from the woods toward the hunters’ gun barrels. An early dawn provided 
Monmouth time to appreciate a sunny morning. As he watched ants crawl over logs and squirrels 
scurrying through the trees, moments of cracking sticks and noisy dogs interrupted his meditations 
on nature. After shuffling leaves alerted Monmouth, he located  
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...the gleam of the brown coat as it flashes across an opening, a sheet of flame, a loud report, and, as 
the smoke clears away there lies the monarch of the forest, ‘a stage of ten.’ It is a glorious moment. A man 
never feels it fully but once, and that is when he kills his first deer, and that ‘on the jump.’265  
After blowing a horn to alert his fellow hunters, they gathered around, discussed, and praised 
the kill. Through such stories, the readers of sporting journals across the country came to think of 
the Gulf region of Alabama as a region far removed from the pressures of America’s industrial 
civilization. 266  
This recreational use of a supposedly untouched and remote wilderness was actively 
cultivated by state authorities, who encouraged this tourism by developing new institutions, 
including game laws enforced by wardens. By 1900, conservation agents worked to protect the 
region’s resources, checking the amount of materials that were leaving ports or being sold at 
markets, such as animal skins and the like.  
Hunting was an essential part of conservation policies in the late-nineteenth and early-
twentieth centuries.  In “Good Work in Alabama,” a Forest and Stream author praised the legislature 
and people of Alabama for passing and upholding conservation laws, even as late as 1908. The 
magazine: 
…discussed the importance of game and fish protection, of forest preservation and cultivation and 
later of wild bird preservation, and for much of that time apparently made no impression on the 
public mind. Then, suddenly, almost without warning, the public having absorbed a part of these 
teachings, awoke to their importance and began to take a very real interest in them, and to-day [sic] 
liberal and just ideas on these subjects prevail among most well[-]informed people.267 
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The “new law” embraced by Alabamians, according to this author, nearly reversed an “astonishing 
and terrifying” destruction of the longleaf forest. The author – Sampsell –  predicted that the 
“Preservation of Alabama’s forests, their intelligent use, and the proper culture of her timber will 
make them a permanent possession of the State, which will yield her a noble reward.”268 Or, so it 
seemed when he penned the article.  
By the 1920s, those who went into Alabama and wrote about it for Forest and Stream adopted 
a different, more environmentally concerned, tone in their descriptions of the landscape. Whereas 
before, geologists such as Mohr valued the forest not only its natural beauty but also its potential 
economic value, those who wrote for the sporting journals added a new note of concern about the 
loss of the forest itself. As a geologist, Roland Harper continued much of the work on the flora and 
fauna of Alabama and Georgia, following in the path of Charles Mohr. In “Ten Days on a House 
Boat on Alabama Rivers” published in Forest and Stream in 1911, Harper described launching down 
the Warrior, then the Tombigbee River, south of Demopolis. In it he described sometimes flush, 
sometimes weak, waters. The house boat they used needed care to make it through the inhospitable 
waters, but the shipmates made it in time. As they entered the “Black Belt,” Harper noted the 
“bluffs,” “so-called rotten limestone,” and the “sticky mud” that bogged them down in their journey 
southward. As they ventured, Harper made notes about “Black Bluff” – “about sixty feet high and 
composed of a dull black shale, which weathers into fine soft flakes of the same color, reminding 
one of the refuse [sic] from a coal mine.”269 
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In “Part 2” of his entry, Harper praised the final stages of the trip, where he and the crew 
navigated the final locks and low points of the river. He continued his notetaking but did not fill the 
Forest and Stream article with bland observations. Instead, he told of the final tasks of moving the 
houseboat, how the geological members became unmotivated by the end of the trip, and how the 
“navigator and cook” stayed behind with the houseboat to make sure it made a return trip to 
Tuscaloosa – which it did. For Harper, the trip “ended one of the most memorable and enjoyable 
trips in which it has been my good fortune to participate, and no doubt all other members of the 
party entertain similar sentiments.”270 He embraced the region for its natural beauty and geological 
interest, regardless of its economic potential. 
Of course, the forests had not simply become a protected hunting ground, or plantations of 
timber and pulp production. In the early 19th century, the region had been host to a range of people 
who had developed their own cultural and economic relationship to this environment. In spite of 
enormous changes to the region, these groups endured.  Africatown, located only miles from 
downtown Mobile, housed the descendants of enslaved people, including some of the last known to 
be victims of the trans-Atlantic slave trade.271 Furthermore, the Poarch Band of Creek had selected 
land in Atmore, about an hour north of Mobile, at some point in the 1830s. In other words, what we 
have in south Alabama is a diverse lot of people, communities, and values. Those communities 
evolved, developed, and many flourished.272 
While these communities persisted, often under duress, the forest itself had changed 
significantly. Always tied in various ways to the wider national economy, the region had never been 
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“the middle of nowhere,” though it seemed that way to all those European settlers who bypassed 
these lands in their efforts to cultivate the state’s lands, and to move westward to new frontiers. In 
the pre-Civil War years, these public lands found few interested in purchasing these tracts. But as we 
have seen, that does not mean that the land was uninhabited. In many ways a shared commons, the 
region served various people and communities.  
But the postwar industrial revolution reached the region by the 1870s and 80s. While the 
character of the forest changed significantly under the pressure of the timber companies, something 
as important but less tangible was also lost. That was the vision, articulated by the founders of the 
Southern Homestead Act, that the land could serve a profound political purpose, providing 
economic independence to many enslaved people and poor whites. For reasons explored in this 
dissertation, this vision was never realized.  
To be sure, the Republican-passed Southern Homestead Act of 1866 certainly opened the 
region to “homesteads,” but it also allowed corporations to take advantage of the natural resources 
being promoted by state agents, land dealers, and business magnates. Public land that had long been 
left open to various uses, but claimed by no one, became the focus of competition between 
homesteaders, loggers, land agents, and corporations.  
In a sense, this involved two competing visions of the same forest--an industrialized forest 
integrating the region into the national economy, and a reimagined forest wilderness that offered 
free land and opportunity for homesteaders, and a retreat for northerners seeking a simpler, 
primitive landscape. The magazine writers from the north who visited the region in this period 
hardly mention a “cut-out” forest, while land agents surveying the same place complained of 
devastated landscapes and runover ridges. How could both coexist? There is no doubt that both 
forests – or a single forest – still managed to exist in the twentieth century. For northerners, that 
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consisted of a place that most had never visited, an imagined and “natural” landscape conjured by 
sportsmen’s magazines. For southerners who lived in this region, the land had been overturned by 
the logger’s ax and left to re-energize on its own.  
What could never recover was the post-war Republican vision of this land as a resource for 
economic reparation for enslaved families, and a laboratory for a radical experiment in democratic 
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